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ABSTRACT

Since the lat,e 1960's and early 1970rs, there has

been an increased involvement by goverruoent in the environ-

mental matters of project development. This initiative

occurred, in Canadar âs a resPonse to public expressions of

concern about the apparent uncontrolled and sectoral

approach to land use and resource management, and the effects

that this situation was having on the quality of the environ-

ment.. As a result of these government actions, environmental

assessment requirements have been established in virtually

every senior jurisdictÍon by either legislation or policy

directive.
Many of these new requirements and the associated

procedures are untested and, indeed, have implications to

project planning and development which even their creators

did not, anticipate. There is, therefore, a need to review

the effectiveness of these requirements in achieving what is

essentially a conmon objective - a more co-ordinated manage-

ment of the environment as weII as the maintenance of a good

environmental qualitY.

The objective of this research was to evaluate the

environmental assessment process as it has been applied in the

Province of Manitoba. The planning for a 500,000 vo1t, extra

high voltage international powerline !{as used as a case study.



This project was most appropriate for undertaking such an

investigation insofar as.no decisions on line location had

been made prior to the initiation of the environmental

assessment study. It was the first study to fully apPly

the National Energy Board guidelines for environmental

assessment. Finalty, it was the first major project to

address the Provincial policy directive on environmental

assessment and the new Planning Act (S.!r. 1976). Involve-

ment by others than the proponent, Manitoba Hydro, was an

integral part of the environmental assessment process.

It was found that the environmental assessment

process which was applied on this electric transmission

line st.udy was an effectj-ve technique for including environ-

mental mat.ters in project decision-making. The assessment

procedures facilitated a co-ordinated approach by the pro-

ponent, the government, departments and agencies and the

public, and expedited the final approval by the Provincial

Land Use Committee of Cabinet and the National Energy Board.

Certain weaknesses in the Provincial institutional framework

r¡.rere discovered. This research shows that' while the

Manitoba environmental assessment process is a useful plan-

ning tool, there is a need to refine and to standardize

process and regulatory requirements.

Topics requiring further research and investiga-

tion are identified.

Ll-.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

With the rise of public interest and concern over

matters relating to the environment in the late 1960's

and early 1970's, the Government of Canada and the

Provincial Governments became increasingly involved in

project planning and developnent. New regulatory require-

ments and procedures attempted to provide a comprehensive

and integrated framework for including and evaluating

environmental factors in the planning process. By the mid-

1970's, the requirement for an environmental assessment of

those projects having a significant effect on the environ-

ment was formalized by either legislation, regulation or

government, directive.

Man, in his development or use of the environrnent,

must, often make a decision as to the use or uses for which

the land is to be desiEnated. This necessity often results

in a "trade-off" between the several or nany poÈential uses

of that environment. A decision, based on certain use

priorities, must be made. In the past, these decisions

were often based primarily or exclusively on financial gain.

The environment was used in such a r¡ray as to provide the

highest economic benefit to the public or private sector.

This policy which was ofLen not representative of broader



public aoals commonly resulted in the degradation of the

quality of the environment. I The general goal of the

government initiat,ives in the 1960's and early 1970's on

environmental matters was to correct this imbalance between

resource development and use, and the quality of the environ-

ment. tEnvironmental assessment' v¡as devised as a means to

ensure the consideration of environmental matters at the

earliest possible stage in project, development and prior to

making rin the words of the American National Environmental

Policy Act, 'irreversible and irretrievable commitments. I

The GovernmenÈ of Manitoba was one of the first

Canadj-an governrnents to address t.he topic of environmental

matters. In 1968, The Clean Environmen'l_.4'ci! (S.M., 1968,

c.7) established the basis for the regulation of pollution

and created a quasi-judicial agency, the Clean Environment

Cornrnission, to set standards and issue permits (S.M., 1968,

c.7,s.8). This was followed in 1970 by provisions in the

Citv of Winnipeg Act (En. S.M. , 197 4 , c.'16, s. I) for the

requirement of an environmental assessment of public works,

In 1972, a revised Clean Environment Act (S.t"t. , L972, c.7,

s.1) established the Environmental Management Division

within the Department. of Mines, Resources and Environmental

lvlanagement, amended certain of the Clean Environment

1'En.rironmental quality', as referred to in this
thesis may be thought of as those services of the environ-
ment, r.¡hich, for the most part, do not enter into the normal
market system but which are appreciated by people and assist
in making life more enjoyable (Schellenburg, J-9732 p.206).



Commission procedures, and allowed for the creation of a

body -the Manitoba Envirgnmental Council - to advise the

Minister on environmental matters. The new Provincial

Planning Act addressed a wide range of planning and land

use matters and established an administrative advisory and

co-ordinating agency - the Interdepartmental Planning

Board (I.P.B.) (S"t"1., L975, c.29, s.9) . In July, 1976, the

Manitoba Environmental Assessment and Review Agency

(M.E.A.R.AJ $ras created and certain related procedures and

guidelines rrtere developed by Cabinet directive (t'lanitoba,

r976).

In December, L976, the t'lanitoba Hydro Electric
.'

Board- completed an environmental assessment of a 500'000

volt international power line which was to extend from t,he

Dorsey Transformer and Converter Station to the International

Boundary, near Sprague, l'lanitoba.3 The environmental

assessment process undertook to satisfy not only the

requirement.s of the Province for the protection of the

environment, but also, the requirements of the National

Energy Board environmental assessment guidelines.4 How

effective this environmental assessment was in the

2tr, ahi= thesis
will be referred to as

3S.. Figure 7,
4*af"rarr." can

Appendix I.

the l*fanitoba Hydro Electric Board
Manj-toba Hydro.

115.

made to these guidelines in
p.
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achievement of a comprehensive and integrated decision is

to be examined in this PaPer.

The purpose of this thesis, then, is to invest'igate

the effectiveness of the environmental assessment study

which was evolved for the siting of this extra high voltage

transmission line in southeastern Manitoba. In order to

properly carry out this investigation, certain tasks have

been set out. They are five in number. the first task will

be to examine the fundamental background problems which are

associated with the management of natural resources and

the implications to environmental quality. The second task

wilt be to look at the development of public policies and

Iegislation which has resulted in the requirement to under-

take environmental assessment studies. Thirdly, this

research will consider the principles and procedures which

have evolved for environmental assessment. The fourth task

will be to describe and evaluate the effectiveness of the

environmental assessment process which was followed by

Manitoba Hydro, in terms of achieving the designated

objectives, and as an aid in comprehensive project planning.

The final task will be to focus on further research needs

and investigations which may serve to improve decisions

which v¡ill have an effect on the quality of the environ-

ment in the Province of Manitoba.

In the past decade, there has been an 'explosion'



in the number and scope of environmental legislative and

regulatory requirements t,o be addressed during the planning

and implementation of such major developmenÈ projects as

water reservoirs, electric, gâs and oil transmission lines'

highways, mining projects and so forth. Many of these new

requirements and the associated procedures are untested and,

indeed, have implications which even their creators did

not anticipate or understand. There is, therefore, a need

to review, albeit by virtue of hindsight, the effectiveness

of these requirements in achieving what. is essentially a

conmon objective - a more co-ordinated management of the

environment and concomitantly, the naintenance of a good

environmental quality.

Delimitation of Research

For the purposes of. this study, the investigation

will be restricted to the evolution of environmental

assessment from its initial identification in government

policy in the late 1960's to its application to project

planning in late 1976. It is recognized that such a major

innovation as environmental assessment develops over a

considerable period of time and, indeed, is on-going.

However, the designated time span is sufficient to provide

an insight into the environmental assessment process in

Canada, and in }fanitoba. Reference, however, will be made

to specific points of interest which extend beyond the



defined time limit of discussion when such a reference

would serve to clarify certain aspects of the research.

There are a number of features of the Manitoba Hydro

study which are worthy of note and which influenced its
choice as a mechanism to illustrate the environmental

assessment process.

This is, for instance, the first major

project in Manitoba which attempted to

address and incorporate the intentions

and specific requiremenÈs of the

National Energy Board guidelines for

environmental assessment st.udies, the

Manitoba Environmental Assessment and

Review Agency policy statement, and the

Provincial Planning Act (S .1"Í. , 19 75 ) .

Then, toor rro commitments on the specific
right-of-way location had been made prior

to the initiation of the pro"""=.5

At the time of the study, several new and

untested procedures had been instituted

I-This point is of particul-ar interest. In the past,
environmental assessment studies had often been initiated
after major decisions had been made. In L974, Manitoba Hydro
initiated an environmental assessment of another international
power line well after the final route had been established
and surveyed. It must be noted however, that the requirement
for an environmental assessment was not established untiL
this earlier project was well along in the planning stages.



both within the Provincial Government and

withín the utility.

" A new and innovative approach t,o environ-

mental assessment was applied.

In undertaking this research, the focus has been on

the environmental assessment as an aid in project planning.

Only limited consideration has been given to specific

technical and methodological procedures. A knowledge of

these aspects, while important, is not considered essential-

to the main thrust of this investigation. Consequently, if

further insight is desired, the reader is encouraged to

refer to the original manuscripts which are referenced in

this paper.

It seems evident that the evolution of environmental

policy and the procedures which have been developed in

response is of topical interest to scholars concerned with

regional analysis. The subject is of particular interest

to geographers, planners, resource managers, ecologists,

engineers and scientists who are involved in project and

plan development in this country.

Organization of Thesis

The thesis begins with an outline of the problems to

be investigated, the objectives of the study and the

delimitations of the research.

In Chapter II the failure to consider the inter-



relationships of the environment in the management of

natural resourceÉ¡ is app¡aised. The problem of a limited

land resource base and the need to attain a wider degree

of involvement in project planning is identified.

Chapter III traces the evolution of environmental

policies and legislation. The focus is on the more recent

policy initiatives by Canadian governments.

Chapter IV discusses the principles and processes of

environmental assessment as they have evolved, emphasizing

the Provincial requirements. In discussing a broad topic

such as environmenÈal assessment, there is a requirement

to establish a common basis of discussion. Àccordingly,

this Chapter begins with an introduction to the meanings of

"environment" and "assessment" as they have evolved in

legislation and the literature. This is followed by a

discussion of the environmental assessment process, with

specific references to the Provinces of Alberta, Ontario and

l'lanitoba. The principle requirements of the environmental

assessment are presented.

The approach for the environmental assessment of the

500 kV transmission line is developed and evaluated in

Chapter V in terms of the nature of the project, the design

of the study program and the process of implementation.

In the final Chapter, a summary of the research is
presented, and recommendations for further study are provided.
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CHAPTER II

BÀCKGROUND

Limited Resources

Today, few people would question the need or even

the requirement to consider environmental quality matters

in program and project development. Since the early part

of this decade, the governments of most of the world's

industrialized countries have required that matters of the

environment be considered in the project planning process.

The establishment of this requirement ys¡y often occurred

as a response to the concerns expressed by the public over

the effects of apparent uncontrolled growth on the environ-

ment and the lack of its formal consideration in the

decision-making process

The attention of the public, as weII as of both

politicians and scientists, \^las of ten f ocussed on the all-

too-frequent environmental crises, such as oil spills, the

virtually unregulated and widespread use of herbicides and

pesticides and rapid increases in world population. The

world-wide exploitation of the world's limited resources

was of paramount concern" The sacrifice of prime agricul-

tural lands and picturesque landscapes to unplanned urban

sprawl has been documented. Many paPers and books, such

as Limits to Growth (lleadows et.al., L9721 , have been
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written on this topic.

Although the land. resources are limited, ôny given

parcel of land may fortunately serve and provide for a

number of services. However, this introduces a basic

problem - that of conflicting resource goals. The resolu-

t.ion of these conflicÈing goals is frequently made solely

on criteria which are based upon the highest and best

economic return. Other aspects, which are perhaps more

difficult to assess in economic terms, are frequently not

included in the final decisions. One result of this
situation, which has received extensive discussion in the

Iiterature, is the disappearance of prime agricultural lands

around such centres as Toronto, l*lontreal, Vancouver and

even winnipeg.6 Today, there is the demand. to include not

only those aspects which are able to be quant.ified but also

those aspects v¡hich are difficult to quantify, in making

decisions about the use of the natural resources. l.toreover,

there is often the question of whether the resource should

be developed at alll

Canada, since the Second WorId 9ùar, and particularly

since 1960, has witnessed a dramatic internal human

6_-During a five year period, L966-L97L, approximately
250,000 acres of prime agriòultural lands were lost to
urban development in Canada. In the Winnipeg area, almost
Ilr000 acres v¡ere lost. (Environment Canada, The Winnipeg
tribune, March 3, 1978: p.20).
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population migration from the rural areas to the major

urban areas. One of the.conseguences of this movement of

population has been the extension of the urban influence

far beyond the municipal and political boundaries. These

influences have been reflected by a more extensive and

intensive development and use of resources, a concentration

of services and a growth in the role of governmenÈ which

is unparallered in canadian historl, (Gertler, r972: p'15)'

These influences have been reinforced by the increasing

mobílity of the populatíon, with rising incomes and

expectations, âS weII aS more leisure time and the reliance

on modern technology supported by rapidly growing energy

requirements. As Gertler has observed, this trend towards

urbanization has accentuated land resource conflicts to

the degree that now, in the major Canadian population

regions, the quality of the environment is more in character

with the most densely populated areas of the world (Gertler,

L972: p.16) .

Electrical Energv as a Factor in

the Use of the Environment

Energy is now and will continue to be, a major factor

in economic growth and development. Electrical pohrer will

most certainly have a major role as has been suggested by

National Energy Policy. Indeed, this role is reflected

today in the increasing involvement of , and investment by,
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government in the development of electric power. Therefore,

v¡e can expect an increasing recognition of potential

conflict.s with other competing uses of limited resources

and the environment.

The words "electrical energy" and 'oenvironment" often

denote an arena of conflict, particularly if perceived over

the past decade (Young, L973, Young, L974). Indeed' some

authors have considered the two subjects to be mutually

exclusive (Robinette, L973: p.1). However, in reality, this

is not the case. The two are closely inter-related as

expressed in the publication Environmental Criteria for

Electrical TrÐgrnission 9ystems :

The electric utility industry is faced with a
complex challenge in the 1970's. It must
provide the generation and transmission faci-
lities that are and will be needed to meet the
ever-growing demand for reliable electrical
pohrer, and it must do this in a decade
dedicated to the restoration and protection of
our environment.
(u.s.D.r., u.s..D.A'., r97oz p.iii)
Electricity is often considered and even promoted as

a "clean" form of energy. However, its generation and

distribution does affect the environment and the limited

resources available. The effects of sulphur and nitrogen

oxides associ.ated with air emissions from coal and oil

thermal generating stations are well known.

Nuclear stations emit low level radiation, and

discharge substantial quantities of thermal pollution into
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adjacent river systems. Thermal plants which are fueled

by natural gas also pass.heat pollution to cooling waters

although obvious air contaminants are reduced. The effects

of the large headponds and the water diversions associated

with hydraulic generation have been widely discussed in

the literature, and particularly in this Province. However,

there is very litt1e evidence as to the socio-economic and

biotic impacts associated with such geographically massive

engineering projects. Future energy generat,ion systems

offer some optimism in resolving the energy-environment

dichotomy (Smil, L974, p.7). There are, however, potential

problems which have been reviewed by ReiÈze and Prezyna with

respect to solar por.r.7
' The distribution of electrical energy by larger and

higher voltage transmission systems approaching 1000 to

1500 kV gives cause for concern (Rowell, L976, p.15). These

large facilities, in addition to insulting the visual

character of the landscape disrupt agricultural operations

and create property severances. Heavy equipment is used

during the construction phases. This machinery can cause

severe damage to the environment if careful control is not

exercised. Right-of-way maintenance, involving the use of

7_'In summâry, these include institutional barriers
building and fire codes, labour problems, vandalism, the
"natural" right to sunlight and the role of government.
(Reitze, Prezyna, L976) .
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herbicides (Tordon 101 or Tordon 10K) poses a serious and

needless danger of guestionable justifiabilÍty to the biotic
Rsystemr' particularly in the vicinity of streams and in

areas of high ground water levels.

The electrical effects associated with Extra High

Voltage and UlÈra High Voltage systems are not widely

kno$tn. The Canadian Electri.cal Association has established

certain environmental standards, and all Canadian power

utilities meet or exceed these design specifications.
However, only a very limited amount of research and follow-
up has been undertaken to determine the adequacy of these

standards for E.H.V. and U.H.V. facilities.

In sunmary, there is a fixed amount of land for
which there will be increasingly intense competition.

Certain trade-offs as to resource use and the quality of

the environment will have to be made. These problems will
be most acute in urban centres and in those regions which

are most accessible to the cities. However, these trade-

off decisions are not li$ited to the urban regions. The

demands of cities, supported by technology and energy

subsidies, have served to extend this urban influence to

R-This does not mean that herbicides should not be
used. Herbicides can be a very effective method of brush
control when applied properly. The use of "blanket"
spraying from low level aircraft poses a very severe and
needless threat, and if often cost inefficient (Engler,
1958, p. 578) .
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even the most rernote regions of the country. These facts

will increase the need fgr a comprehensive framework for

rnaking decisions with respect to our limited land resources.

A Basic Problem

The problem of resourice conflicts is not new to

Canada. Such matters have been considered previously by

Canadian laws and institutions. However, in the past, t.he

laws, policies and actions on resource matters h¡ere, more

often than not, fragmented and sectoral. The proble.m

resolution process was oriented towards specific and

isolated t."orrt".".9 Seldom was consideration given to the

inter-relatedness of one resource entity with another. Thus,

as often occurs, one government agency will directly under-

take programs or projects, which although they may benefit

one resource sector, conflict directly with other resource

goals and objectives. All too often this lack of considera-

tion by institutions of the linkages between resources has

advêrsely affected the quality of the environment.

g-For example, a major part of the
management agencies in this Province has
towards flood control works.

effort by the water
been directed
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Resource Planning Institutions

A fundarnental elenent in resolving the dilemma of

resource conflicts and environmental deterioration is the

institutional arrangement which society, through its
government, has created respecting resources. An institu-
tional arrangement, has been defined as

An inter-related set of entitiesl0 and rules
that serve to organize societyrs activities
so as to achieve social goals (Fox, L976,
p.743).

On this basis, then, the major tasks of an institu-
tional arrangement are to allocate resources among groups,

to assist in resolving conflicÈing resource objectives and

to establish procedural rules that will reflect and that
will achieve the intentions of society (Fox, I976, p.743).

Therefore, it is the character of these institutional
arrangements which is of particular interest since these

institutions can have a direct influence on the pattern of

man's activities towards resource use (Ostrom, April 1962,

p.72) and the administration and enforcement of the resource

policies which have been established by legislation or regu-

lation (Franson et.al, May L972, p.L2). While institutional
arrangements provide the rules and procedures for making

lonrraities 
may

individual, a rule, a
be thought of an an organizationr âD
law, regulation or established custom.



decisions in accordance with policy, they are very often

intimately participating. in the decision-making process and

in the development and implementation of programs and

projects. Quite obviously, there is indeed a potential for

" conf lict-of - interest . "

Until quite recently, the management of the environ-

ment r,ras most often accomplished on a single project basis

by a mission-oriented agency. This has been the case with

the development of the electrical generation capabilities

of the Nelson-Churchitl River Basin, by llanitoba Hydro.

The state of the environment was of little or no concern to

society at large. Frequently, if an environmental problem

was recognized, a special agency would be created with a

mandate to resolve the perceived problem. For example, in

Ontario, following the extensive flooding caused by

Hurricane Hazel in 1954, the Ontario Water Resources

Commission was created with a mandate to undertake water

resource programs which would ensure that the recurrence

of such flooding would not have similar, devastating

effects. The problem, however, when viewed in hindsight,

is that such agencJ-es have much too narro$¡ a focus of

purpose with littte or no responsibility to concern them-

selves with the broader aspects of the environment (Caldwell,

1970, p. 163). I{oreover, these agencies have a tendency to

be perpetuated long after their original objectives have

L7
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been fu1filled (Estrin, 1975).

It is perhaps apppopríate to gain some understanding

of this sectoral attitude towards the environment, parti-

cularly since resource managers, geographersr planners and

other environmental technicians have long recognized the

inter-relatedness of the various components of the total
environment, and the need to reflect this in management

practices (Rinchot, L947) . The jurist G. Cano suggests

that this attitude may be due to legislative tradition
l1(Cano, L976).-- British common law, which applies to

Canada, has traditionally concerned itself with resolving

individual and specific conflicts between men. It woutd

appear that this tradition was carried through to laws

designed to resolve resource conflicts, on an individuat
interest and as required basis. For example, in l,lanitoba,

we have a considerable number of early statutes respecting

the use and ownership of land. There are laws governing

property ownership, Iand compensation and expropriation,
land lease and sale, land use planning and so forth. Since

agricultural use of the land resource was one of the first
concerns of the early settlers of the Province, this
evidence is not unexpected.

llolthough Cano was referring to the codification of
laws in the Napoleonic tradition, this is significant
to the evolution of resource laws in Canada.



As conflicts between individuals arose over the use of

other natural resources - water, wildlife, forests,

and minerals it would be correctr âs the empirical

evidence suggests, to assume that the individual sector

tradition prevailed. Indeed, in Canada and in the

Province of Manitoba we have a multitude of laws and

regulations on forestry rights, fishing rights, mineral

rights and water rights. Laws were created to assist in

the resolution of conflicts relating to the individual's

use of a particular resource. No laws e¡ere created to

resolve use conflicts between the various resource sectors.

This legal tradition resulted in the establishment of an

institutional framework which, by design, could not extend

administrative responsibilities beyond the narrow perspec-

tives of existing resource legislation.

It is of no real surprise that a clear, well-defined

policy for the integrated and responsible management of

common property r."o.rr"."I2 did not evolve (Caldwell, I971,

p.7). The rights of society and of the individual to

exploit and pollute the perceived infinite communal resources

of air, water and land was considered virtually inalienable.

I2co**on Property Resources are defined as "any part
or attribute of the work that (a) has economic value, (b)
cannot be reduced, or at least only imperfectly reduced, to
individual ownership, and (c) does not enter into conventional
processes of market exchange (Natural Resources Council, L973,
p. 14 ).

I9
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Indeed, these rights were at times incorporated into the

laws of the land. In Ontario, The Industrial and Mining

Lands Compensation Act (ont. Stat., f9f8) I3 forced land-

or^rners to permit air pollution, without recourse to the

courts, upon the papnent of an easement (Estrin, L975, f.f..20)

Let it not be assumed, however, that no consideration

has been given by Canadian resource institutions to the

problems of an integrated process. The Resources for the

Future Conference (1960-1961) attempted to grapple with

the topic. The need for an integrated approach and, indeed,

specific steps to achieve this objective r.¡ere set out

(Gertler, 1961). A few years later, a massive national

resource inventory $ras undertaken through the Canada Land

rnventory erogra*.14 The empirical evidence sugigests,

however, that this and similar studies such as the Depart-

ment of Agriculturers many soil surveys, v¡ere often simple

inventory exercises, or at the most, a single component of

much broader, but poorly conceived, tasks with confusing

objectives and few practical applications (Bucktey, Tihanyi,

L967, p.I06) . l"lcAllister notes however, that the Canada

Land Inventory Program did identify and reinforce the need

13sirr"" repealed.
14c"r,.d. Land Inventory, objectives, Scope and

Organization, C.L.I. Report No.1, Oatavra: b.R.n.s., 1970.
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for a practical and comprehensive approach

resource trade-off decisions (!1cA1lister,

The Public Concern

to resolving

L972, p.95).

Historicallyr wê as Canadians have tolerated and

acknowledged the role of government in the interests of

achieving certain goaIs. For example, few people' excePt

perhaps for the políticians, questioned the need for and

the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway or the Trans-

Canada Highway. the economic and administrative Powers of

government were seen by the people as benefits which sub-

stantially out-weighed the possible disadvantages of

government involvement. Indeed, public intervention was

often a follow-up to a failure on the part of the private

sector to fulfil certain common goals or objectives.15 rn

this respect, government involvement on environmental

matters was appropriate. Perhaps, in the minds of some

individuals, it was long overdue.

In the past, a high quality of environment was

generally available - clean air and water, a pleasant rural

Iandscape and so forth. However, with the increasing

urbanization and virtually uncontrolled urban development

in rural areas, many people perceived a deterioration in the

I5sr:ch .= the building of the Trans-Canada railway'
network.
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quality of the environment and realized the cost of a

"quality environment" vrag increasing to the point where it

might not be available at any price (Haefelet L973, p.6).

The lack of consideration shown towards the environment

was perceived as a failure of the traditional evaluat,ion

and planning approaches to adequately and formally consider

environmental matters in making decisions. the free market

system was not capable of addressing the range of inter-

dependencies associated with the environment (Crabbe, L973'

p.8). Compounding this fact were the attitudes of single

purpose, mission oriented government agencies and their

increasing role in the management and development of the

environment.

Now, in the 1970's, times have changedl Today, the

problems of environmental quality and resource conflicts

have been receiving greater attention from both the public

and the government. What is the reason for this attention?

Perhapsr âs Gertler suggests, it is reflection of a mature

society which has secured the financial resources to free

itself from concern over "pioneer tasks." (Gertler' L972,

p.23) CaldwetI, more pragmatically perhaps, attributes this

growing awareness to and knowledge about environmental

quality to rapidly expanding populations and the develop-

ment of sophisticated technologies. He writes:
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The emergence of general social concern for
the state of the environment is a very recent
development in industrial society. It is
Iargely a consequence of the simultaneous
convergence of exploding populations, scien-
tific technology and technological enterprise.

and he continues,

science is becoming better abLe to measure
and describe the systematic inter-relatedness
of manrs total environment shaping activities.
It is enabling man to see with a nes/ comprehen-
sion the nature and conseguences of his impact
upon the environment. (CaldwelI, L97L, p.28-29).

Whatever the reasons, this change in public attitude
created an initial crisis in the planning pro""==.16 Few

people realized at the time that it was a rejection of the

historical decision-making process. Not only vrere people

concerned, but now they wanted to be consulted on matters

which were of concern or of interest to them (Graham, 1972) .

Summarv

The trend in making decisions about the use of

natural resources is clearly toward the requirement to

consider the inter-relatedness of each of the traditional

'16-'In Ontario, f.or example, several major projects which
vrere well along in the planning process, such as the Spadina
Expressway in Toronto, were rejected. Other projects, such as
the construction of several large transmission corridors by
Ontario Hydro were delayed and subjected to extensive review.
The Provincial Government was forced to establish investigative
public commissions such as the Solandt Commission, the Porter
Royal Commission in Electric Power planning and most recently,
the tlart Commission to investigate the environmental implica-
tions of development.
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components. Public concerns about the quality of the

environment and the recognition that there is a limited

amount of l"and have supported this trend towards an inte-
grated and co-ordinat,ed planning process. Moreover, people

want to be involved to some extent in the process. The

governments of Canada, whether Federal, Provincial or

Municipal, have a responsibitity to ensure that these goals

are pursued. In the next Chapterr w€ shall investigate the

evolution of public policies which recognize this need.
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CHAPTER. III

THE EVOLUTION OF ENVIRONMENTAT POLICIES

Background

The evolution of public policy is, in its simplest

terms, a conscientious process on the part of society to
Iogically set goals for the future in which it wishes to

exist (Boulding, L972, p. 139-151). The developmemt of
policy involves a perception of the future. It must be

remembered, then, that such perceptions are not absolute.

We really know very little about the future
and the further we look the vaguer it gets
(Boulding, I972, p.141) .

Policy goa1s, which may be thought of as synoptic

statement, and the strategies for their achievement are

neither ultimate nor even precisely described. They may

be thought of as a general consensus, at the highest level
of decision-making, of a common intention towards which

society proceeds. Therefore, the background for policy
formulation is complex and, by necessity, constantly

evolving, and truly inter-related to all of the elements of

socieÈy.

Government policies are really an expression of
principles by the strongest political group (Caldwell, Lg7O,

p.64). Consequently, they serve as a guide for making more

specific decisions. rt is, however, ât the poricy formulation

25
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level where the final decisions are made.

The evol-ution of public policy should follow the

logical sequence of steps by starting first at the broadest

level of consideration andrthrough increasing levels of
refinement, arrive at a decision or planning option
(Gertler, I972, p.t3-33). In this wây, public policies
provide the basis from which arl other decisions are made.

Ideally, then, the 'best' decisions will be made at the

lowest possible level having due regard for all other pubtic

policies, regar and regulatory requirements, the particular
geographic setting and the expressed interests of the

community.

In a democracy, public policies evolve either in
anticipation of or in response to the expressions of public
concerns, or as a combination of both (Lundqvist, L974, p.lI)
while there are certain advantages to a process which is
responsive, there is an inherent danger. If, for example,

the problem is not recognized by the public, even though it
may exist, the policy makers are unlikely to take the

initiative. Even if a problem is recognized and certain
policies are established to correct the problem, it may be

a considerable period of time before effective measures can

be devised (or practical technology is available) to

achieve the poricy goars. !{ith respect to the environment,

these considerations are significant, particurarly in view of
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the facÈ that there is an tecological lag' between the time

that a change is introduçed to the systen and the point

when the effects are evident.

The United States Council on Environmental Quality
noted this problem in their first annual report. Their

report states:

Our ignorance of the inter-relationships of
separate pollution problems is a handicap in
devising control strategies much more
thought is necessary before we can be confi-
dent that we have the intellectual tools
necessary to delineate accurately the
problems and long-range strategies for action.
(C.r.q., 1970, p. 232).

In Canada, public policies are evolved as a response

to public opinion. Therefore, a policy on the environment

normally would evolve only after public recognition of the

problem as a legitimate area for public action. Moreover,

in Canada, where the bureaucracy is a controlling factor in
developing public policyr âr environmental policy could not

be implemented until an acceptable institutional framework

could be established, which satisfied the individual depart-

ments of the government services (Lundgvist, L974, p.I2).

In the absence of such policies, there is the very real

concern that project and planning decisions would be made

without adequate consideration of the benefits and costs,

the alternatives and the quality of the environment.

The following sections outline the development and

impJ-ementation of environmental policies. This task is
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considered essential in order to provide a conmon basis

for discussion in subsequent chapters of this thesis.
The investigation begins first with a brief overview of
policies which have evolved in the United States. This

considered necessary since the American initiatives have

influenced later Canadian policy directions.

American Policy Initiatives

In the United Statesr âs early as Lg6Z, and somewhat

in anticipation of pubtic concerns, the American senate had

established a framework for inter-departmental, multi-
objective planning and environmental evaluation of water

and land resource projects (Nancarrow, 1976). In 1965,

Presj-dent Johnson initiated a poticy of National Beauty

which advocated the development of a nationar environmental

policy throughout the Republic (Lundqvist, L974, p.lI).
This Executive initiative $ras followed by the creation of
a number of committees of congress and the senate which

sought to determine and to define the goals and objectives

of a national environmental policy (Dreyfus, Ingram, L976,

p.246). the need for such a policy was well-recognized.

The area where greater knowledge would help
is in Èhe resource decision-making process.
Many Federal resource decisions do not
adequately reflect environmental factors
no one can tell us the cost of various alter-
natives in long-term environmental values(Rockefeller, July, 1968,as cited in Dreyfus
and Ingram, 1976, p.2461 .

the

was
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Furthermore, a co-ordinat,ed procedure v/as required, as

proposed in 1969 by Senator H. Jackson.

There are about 80 major Federal agencies
with programs under way which affect the
quality of the human environment
Concern for environmental quality must be
made part of every Federal action
(Jacksonr âs cited in Dreyfus and Ingram,
L976, p. 247').

The result was the passâ9€, by the United States

Congress, of the National Enviroqmental Policy Act of 1969

(N.e.P.A.) (42 U.S.C., Pub. 1-91-190) . It was signed inro
force by President Nixon on January r, 1970 and was forrowed

by similar legislation in many of the individual states

eg. California, Michigan, Minnesota. Thus, in the United

States, by the time of the first "Earth Day" on April ZZ,

1970, a national environmental policy statement was in
effect.

The National Environmental Policv Act of 1969 (¡¡,F.p.A.I

The N.E.P.A. is a statute which sets out a national
government policy on the environment (¡¡.e.P.4., Section 10f )

and, at the same time, specifies certain procedures that all
Federal government agencies must follow, to assure implemen-

tation.

Section L02 of N.E.P.A. is perhaps the principal, if
not the most publicized feature of the Act. Briefly, this
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sectÍon requires that proponent agencies shall:

a) use a systemalic, interdisciplinary

b)

approach in decision-making,

ensure that presently unquant,ified

environmental amenities be considered

along with the more tangible economic

and technical considerations,

prepare an environmental impact state-
ment on all Federal actions which could

significantly affect the quality of the

human environment,

in areas of unresolved environmental

conflict, study, develop and describe

alternatives to the recommended action,

recognize the spatial and temporal

characteristics of environmental problems,

develop remedial and mitigating measures

to restore, maintain or enhance the

quality of the environment,

initiate and utiLíze ecological informa-

tion in the planning of resource projects,

and finally,

assist the Council on Environmental

Quality in carrying out its duties (N.8.P.4.,

1969; Section 102).

c)

d)

s)

e)

f)

h)
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Section 103 of N.E.P.À. instructs all agencies of

the Federal Government to review their present policies,

programs and projects to bring them into line with the

environmental policies as set out by the legislation.
Section 104 specifically identifies the need for consulta-

tion between both Federal and/or State agencies.

Title II of N.E.P.A. creates the Council on Environ-

mental Quality (C.E.Q.) which is an independent environ-

mental agency with certain responsibilities specified by

the Act. It also requires the President to report annually

to Congress on the "state-of-the-environment."

Thus, in the United States, through N.E.P.A., the

requirement to approach project planning and development

on a multi-disciplinary, inter-disciplinary and co-ordinated

basis was established by the force of law. The Act, by way

of "action-forcing provisions" ensured that the mission-

oriented agencies would be made arii/are not only of the

traditional economic and technical criteria of project

planning, but also of the social and non-quantifiable

factors of resource development and project alternatives.

Canadian Environmental Policies

In Canada, somewhat in contrast to the United States

policy development, the evolution of environmental policy

occurred i¡incremental stages as a response to public

expressions of concern about the deteriorating quality of



the environment (Lundqvist, L974, p.13). As might be

expected, the general awareness of the environmentar concern

was most prevalent in those areas of greatest population

concentrat,ion, and where major new developmenÈ projects

encountered public opposition t êg. t the pickering Airport
proposal to the northeast of Toronto.

This is not to suggest that the Canadian bureaucracy

was not avüare of the environmental problem. L.O. Gertler,
in a background paper presented to the Resources for
Tomorrow conference (1961), outlined the challenges posed

to the environment by the lack of a comprehensive approach

to the deterioration of the human environment as a resurt of
rapid urbanization (Gertler , 1972, p.13) . Gertler set out

nine essential criteria to guide the development of an

institutional framework and procedure for implementation to
achj-eve 'optimum resource use and environment' and rintegra-

tion with broader levels of planning.' Following the

Resources for Tommorrohr conference, in June, 1964, recogni-

tion was given by the Canadian Council of Resource Ministers

to the problem of environmental pollution. The Ministers
decided to sponsor a conference on the subject, rather than

initiate direct legislative action, ât the time. In the

falI of 1966, a national tri-level conference on polrution
was held in Montrear under the sponsorship of the canadian

council of Resource ltinisters. The nature of the probrem

32
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was defined thus:

Pollution of our gnvironment exists when
human welfare and activities are harmed or
hihdered by substances accumulated in our
fundamental resources of water, air, and
soil. There is natural contamination from
physical and biological processes which
exist independently of man. In addition to
this, man's activities give rise to wastes
and residues which are the inevitable by-
products of any activity. There is no
cause for alarm as long as these wastes are
within the limits of man's tolerance and
naturets self-cleaning capacity, but in our
modern technological society there is clear
evidence that we have gone well beyond these
limits.. .

and continuing

the central point about the problem of
pollution is that it is complex, not one
problem but a network of interlocking
problems, scientific, administrative, tech-
nical, economic, social, political and
moraL. Action on such a network of problems
must be taken on a broad front within a
comprehensive framework.
(Canadian Council of Resource l'linisters, I966,
p. 1)

A review of the majority of papers presented at this
conference suggests, however, that many of the participants
perceived pollution not as a complex, interlocking problem

but as a sectorar probrem, and restricted to the perspective

and mandate of their individual agency, department and

jurisdiction. consequentlyr ân immediate response to the

problem of environmental polrution was not forthcoming at
the political rever even though the need for a comprehensive

co-ordinated framework was recognized.
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this deficiency comes from the proliferation
of ad hoc organizations, or "Single purpose
Authorities", tha!. results in the compartmen-
talization of the different problems. There
are organizations which are concerned only
with water, soilr or air, and all within Lhe
sane jurisdiction. And it is for this reason,
to break down the compartments and to permit
communication, that the two planning groups
suggest that, ... the creation of such
"Single Purpose Authorities,' should be mini-
mízed, and thatr oD the other hand,
environmental control and pollution control
are carried out finally at the regional level
by means of a regional plan (Saumier, C.C.R.ltt.
Vol. L, 196G, p.99).

Although the participants of the "polrution and our

Environment" conference identified the need for a centrar
or regional authority, an "interlocking" approach, and

certain specific, action-oriented policies such an informa-

tion programs, research and the maximum use of existing
technology, the findings of the conference were not carried
through in any significant and comprehensive manner to the

political forum. rt was not until the 196g Federar erection
campaign when the pollution issue became a national issue
(Dwivedi , L972, p. 154) . No doubt, this was partly as a

resurt of the highly publicized senate and congressionar

debates on national environmental policy which were in pro-

gress in the united states. The first formal recognition of

the environmental problem occurred in the Speech from the

Throne of the newry elected Liberals under the readership

of Prime Minister P.E. Trudeau (Dwivedi, L972, p.134).

However, it appears that the Government of the day

was reluctant to initiate new environmental regislation. rt
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vras not until November 5, 1969 that the first legislation,
the Canada Water Bill (8111 C-144) was introduced to the

House, and then only after considerable pressure from the

Progressive Conservative opposition (Dwivedi , Lg7Z, p. I35) .

As it, may be observed, it was some eight years

following the Resources for Tomorrow conference and some

three years after the Pollution and our Environment confer-

ence that the first attempts at environmental poricy develop-

ment vrere initiated. It is suggested that three factors
may partially account for this delay in the evolution of
Canadian environmental policy. These are: the geography of

canada, the question of jurisdiction over naturar resources

and the government bureaucracy.

Canada is a vast country with a rich supply of
naturar resources and a small popuration. This combination

did not serve to focus and, indeed, did somewhat hamper

public awareness of the seriousness of environmental deter-

ioration. Although many Canadiansvrere probably aware of
the "environmental crises" and Congressional Debates in the

Unit,ed States and elsewhere, the prevailing attitude might,

be stated as "it can't happen here". However, a number of
occurrencesrincluding the sinking of the oiI tanker "Arro\,r"

off the shores of Nova Scotia and, Iater, major development

projects such as the proposed Pickering Airport northeast

of Toronto, and the runway extension at Vancouver, served to

focus policy attentign on the environmental quality issue.
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The jurisdictional question is the more significant and

perhaps unresolvable factor in the present development of,
or lack of, national environmental policies in Canada. Due

to the ambiguities of the Canadian constitutional framework

on the matter of naturar resources jurisdiction, the Federal

Government can not unilaterally declare or legislate a

national policy on the environment as was the case in the

United States. Under Sections 91 and 92 of the British
North America Act (Victoria, 1867), the provinces have

certain rights which are their exclusive responsibility.
Briefly stated, the governments of the ten provinces have

ownership of the naturar resources within their politicar
boundaries. The Federal Government has ownership of natural

resources in the two territories and in certain serected

but limited areas within the provinces national parks,

military reserves and property which has been purchased by

the Federal Government.

However, jurisdíction is not based on a siml:Ie

matter of ownership (MacNeil, l-97i-, p.9). Both levels of
senior government have, within the existing constitutional
framework, the exclusive powers to enact legislation over

many resource matters. The provinces have pohrer, within
their sphere of jurisdiction' over land use planning,

forestry, minerar resources, water (hydro-electric particur-
arly) and so forth. The Federal Government has excrusive

por¡rers over resource matters which are of an international
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nature (MacNeil, 197I, p.9) . However, in addition, there

are a nr¡mber of spheres gf jurisdiction which overlap, such as

is the case with water resources. The constitutional study

on the environment in L97L, by J. !{. l¡tacNeil concluded that

there were four possible jurisdictional options. These

are environmental matters which,

a) are totally within and confined to a

province,

b) originate in one province or territory

but affect another province or territory,

c) originate in another country and affect

Canada or originate in Canada but affect

another country,

d) originate from lands or facilities under

federal ownership and affect a province

(MacNeil , I97L, p.175).

A third, and largely undocumented factor in the

tardiness of the Federal Government to develop a national

environmental policy, was the organization and role of the

Canadian bureaucracy. The Canadian civil service is very

influential in the formulation of government poIicy.IT
The broad scope of the environmental issue crosses

lTorirredi, Lgl2/]rg73 , p. 136 .
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many of the traditional lines of authority, which histori-
cally have been aligned on a sectoral basis. Thus, it is
suggested that internal jurisdictional disputes may have

delayed the introduction of environmental policy legislation,
particularly following the pollution conference of 1966. It
was only after intense opposition and pubtic pressure that
the Government was forced to act.

From the foregoing, it is easy to see that the geo-

graphy of Canada, the question of Federal-provincial
jurisdiction over natural matters, and the bureaucracy have

all been an influencing factor in the evolution of environ-

mental policy in this country. The first mention of the

environmental issue by the Federal Government occurred in the

1968 Speech from the Throne. Even though a major debate on

environmental policy was underway in the United StateslS

it was not until the FaIl of 1969 when several Cabinet and

Private Membersr Bills were submitted to Parliament, that
any firm initiative occured (Dwivedi, 1972, p.I34). Even

then, the development and implementation of environmental

policy was directed primarily towards pollution abatement

and regulation, (Estrin, l-975) and specific resource concerns.

Since 1970 there have been several major developments in
environmental policyr particularry at the Provincial lever

of Government.

rB oborr. p. 28-29 .
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Environmental Policy Development

The development of policies concerning the environ-

ment have progressed through three incremental phases.

During the first phase, the emphasis was on developing

policies for spec i fic resource sectors of the environment.

A second policy phase, beginning about 1950 in Ontario and

later in other jurisdictions, focused on a more comprehensive

approach to environmental mâtters. The third policy phase

was oriented towards environmental assessment laws. Figure

I portrays the chronological relationship and nature of

each phase. The following text describes in more detail the

nature of each policy phase.

Phase I Resource Sector Policies

Historically, the Federal Government has established an

interest in many sectors of environmental resource matters

such as; migratory birds, navigation, fisheries and Indian

lands. For example, such an interest is suggested by the

Preamble to the Miqratorv Birds Convention Act (Can. Stat.,
L9L7') ,

being desirous to saving from indiscrim-
inate slaughter and of insuring the preservation
of such migratory birds as are either useful'to
man or are harmless, have resolved to adopt some
uniform system of protection

This act, which was enacted under Sections 92 and I32

of the British North America Act (Victoria, tB67) and others
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of a similar nature has been upheld and extended by judicial

decisions and precedence. Howeverr âs Bird quite correctly
concludes, "It is doubtful whether they alone could justify

a comprehensive environmental regulatory framework for
resource developments (Bird, L972, p.50).

In late 1969 and early 1970, sensing a certain degree

of urgency from the public mood, the Federal Government, in
a frenzy of activity, when compared to past activities,
amended a number of the existing statutes and extended the

regulations under these acts, to reflect a broader concern

for the environment. For example, The Fisheries Act (Can.

Stat. 1895) was revised (R.S.C., 1970) in a manner that
strengthened and expanded the governmentrs abirity to prevent

the pollution of waters inhabited by fish. New penalties of

S5r000 per day on conviction for breaches of the Act were

established and polluters could now be assessed costs for
clean up. Furthermore, nevr industrial operations would be

required to install suitable and adequate pollution control
equipment, before they went into production. The Canada

Shipping Act (Can. Stat.) was amended (R.S.C., 1970) to
prohibit discharges by ships into the air or water.

In an attempt to establish its leadership in the

environmental sphere, regislation such as the canada ltater
Act (S.C., L970), the Cle_qn Air Act (S.C., I97O), rhe

Northern Inland Water Act (R.C.S., L970) and the Arctic
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Waters Pollution Prevention Act (R.S.C., 1970) was enacted

(Lundqvist, L974, p.16).. The CanaÊa Water Act (R.S.C., 1970)

b¡as the first of this Federal environmental legislation.
This act was prepared by the Federal bureaucracy and exten-

sively reviewed, ât the request of the Provinces at the two

Federal-Provincial Constituti.onaÌ Conferences which lrere

held in February and early september of 1970. Forrowing this
review the act was proclaimed on September 30, 1970. IÈ has

been advanced by Muntz (L972, p.112) that three jurisdictional

scenarios evolved from the Canada Water Act (R.C.S., f970) .

First, the Federal Government would take the initiative in
areas of clear Federal jurisdiction. second, the two senior

Ieve1s of government would co-operate closely in areas of
divided or overlapping jurisdiction. Third, the Federal

Government would take the initiative in areas where a co-

ordinated effort could not be established.

By the time that the Canada Water Act (R.S.C., 1970)

\Áras introduced there was considerable pubric pressure for a

comprehensive approach to the "environmental crises,,. This

fact was no doubt greatly influenced by t.he recent passage

of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 in the

United States. The Canada Water Act, because it placed an

emphasis on water resources and pollution rather than

providing for a comprehensive framework, and also because

it did not create a powerful environmental agency such as

of ¡lANttËlt
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the Council on Environmental Quatity, vras severely criti-
cized. As Dwivedi suggests, however, the Federal bureaucracy

may have had motives which were in part directed by the

Canadian constitutional framework :

It would appear that the Federal Government
did use the Canada Water Act as well as other
legislation, as a holding operation and as a
means to gauge the strength of the national
mood. The Federal Governmentrs cautious
approach revealed a desire to avoid any hasty
move to create a superministry which might
precipitate a constitutional or administrative
problem. (Dwevidi, L972, p.136).

It was also during the early 1970's that the Federal

Government made a significant effort to enact environmentar

legislation rerating to the canadian Arctic. rn 1970, the

Terrj-torial Lands Act (R.S.C. , 1970) was amended to permit

licensing of all development projects in the Territories and

to provide a means by which the deveropers could be herd

accountable for any adverse effects to the land (Ltoyd, rg7o,

p.732). The Northern Inland Waters Act (R.S.C., 1970) and

the Arctic !{aters Pollution Prevention Act (R.S.C.,1970)

sought not only to protect the environment, but also to
provide for the licensing of water users in the Territories
and to extend the Canadian interest in Arctic waters. In

this respect, it can not be assumed that this legislation
was solely in response to public concerns over the environ-
ment. rndeed, this flurry of regislative activity occurred

shortly after the voyage of the American tanker t4anhattan
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(1969), and the announcements over the possibilities of

finding major oil and gas reserves in the Arctic. Therefore,

it may be concluded that a need to protect the environment

v¡as also closely allied with the need to strengthen Canada's

sovereignty in the Arctic (Lloyd, L970, p.736) .

At the Provincial leve1 of Government, the character-

istics of Phase I environmental policies are evident. In

Ontario, legislation such as the Ontario Water Resources Act

(Ont. Rev. Stat., 1957) addressed a specific resource sector

problem. Over the years, hor¿ever, the Ontario Water Resource

Commission greatly expanded its role to the extent of

providing a comprehensive water resource management program

in the Province

Other similar legislation, some of it dating back to

the turn of the century, related to specific resources such

as minerals, wildlife, forestry, crown lands, and land use.

Very often, this legislation formed the basis for specific

resource departments, branches or agencies. Still other

laws, such as the Pesticides Act (Ont. Rev. Stat., 1967)

continued the Phase I environmental policy initiatives until

well into the 1960'".19

19rh. pesticides Act (]1967) provided for some contror
over the commercial use of pesticides. However, the private
use of pesticides, including a farmer using pesticides on
his ovrn land, i^¡as excluded from the Act except for certain
specific compounds.
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Phase II - Comprehensive Environmental Laws

While Phase f was. often a frenzy of legislative
acÈivity in an attempt to satisfy public demands, the major

poticy thrust was towards a rather narrow, sectoral inter-
pretation of the environmental issue. phase II may be

broadry described as encompassing the first. steps towards

addressing the environmentar issue as a holistic probrem

(Estrin, L975, p.244) . The actions of government were

strongly infruenced by several schorarly works on the subject,

including l4acNeilrs constitutional study (19Zl) and, in
certain jurisdictions, by a strong, effective and knowledge-

able public, such as the canadian Environmental Law Associa-

tion.

During Phase II a number of comprehensive environ-

mental acts were passed by most jurisdictions and new

institutional arrangements and procedures were established

t.o ad.minister the sectoral and singre-purpose regislation of

the earlier attempts to establish environmental policy
(Estrin, L975, p.2aL) . The Federal Government created, by

order-in-counciI, the Federal Department of the Environment

on November 26, 1970. This action was later incorporated

into legislation by the Government organization Act (can.

Stat., 1970) .

The new environment agency was given, under the rather

broad and general wording of the Government organization Act,
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(Can. Stat., 1970) the responsibility for a wide variety of
existing and proposed legislat,ion. The pertinent section

of Èhe Act reads,

5. The duties, powers and functions of the
Minister of the Environment extend to and
include all matters over which the
Parliament of Canada has jurisdiction,
not by law assigned to any other depart-
ment, branch or agency of the Government
of Canada, relating to

5e.the protection and enhancement of thequality of the natural environment, including
water, air, and soil quality.

Furthermore, the Department of Environment has a

wide range of powers to "initiate, recommend and undertake

programs, and co-ordinate programs designed to promote...

objectives or standards relating to environmentar quarity...,,
(Can. Stat. , 1970, s.6,b (a) ) . Co-operation r¡rith other
Federal and Provincial agencies is to be in the interests of
achieving the designated objectives (Can. Stat. , 1970, s.6 (b) ) .

. Briefly, the stated objectives of the Department of
the Environment are as follows:

. to carry on established resource programs

and services,

. to clean up and control pollution,

. to assess and control the impact on the

environment of major development,

. to initiate long-term environmental programs

and to provide leadership and support in
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pursuing these goals,

. to promote and. support international
environmental initiatives,

. to develop an environmental information and

education program, (Canada, 1973) .

It is evident that the Federal Government, due to the
jurisdictionar question, hras not in a position to imprement

a national environmental policy. However, by Cabinet

decision, a Federal Activities program was estabtished on

June 8, L972. The main purpose of this-program v¡as to monitor

and regulate environmental pollution at the nationar revel.
rt was restricted, however, to projects or programs which

were initiated by the Federal Government, or under its
jurisdiction. The policy is stated thus:

all new projects initiated by the Federal
Government or under its jurisdiction (other
than Crown corporations which should be con-
sidered similar to private industry) should be
screened for potential pollution effects, on
the basis of criteria to be established inter-
departmentalty, by departments and agencies and,
if indicated, referred to tne Department of
Environment for further assessment. AIt new
projects should be registered to indicate
screening decisions (Guide for Environmental
Evaluation, June, L972, p.2) .

As was the case at the national level, the development

and definition of Phase II environmental policy on the

Provinciar scene occurred ae a response to increasing pubric

concern about the quality of life. However, there was a
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delay of about two years after the passage of the canada

l{ater Act (1970) . This. would seem to be due to the juris-
dictional question and acknowredgement by the provinces

for the Federal Government to take a read rore in environ-
mental poricy formulation. rndeed, the provinces did not

proceed until after extensive discussions with the Federal

Government and the Department of Environment (Lundqvist,

L974, p. 16) .

rn ontario, the second rever increment for environ-
mental poricy resulted in the creation of the Ministry of
Environment (197I) and the enactment of the Environmental

Protection Act_ (Ont. Rev. Stat., L97Z) . The situation was

similar in the other provinces.

In Manitoba, the origins of phase II environmental
policy may be seen as early as L967 with the procramation

of the l4anitoba Vùater Commission Act (Man. Stat. 1967) which

created the Manitoba water commission. As a vehicre for
environmental management, this advisory commission appears

to be of quite limited authority in that it can onry address

"Projects, problems and schemes to secure the maximum

benefi-ts to the Province from the use, allocation, and

conservation of water" (section 5) which have been referred
to it by the Minister. However, it is of significance that
provision has been made in the Act for public hearings,

although the requirements under which hearings would be herd

are not specified (Section 3 (9) ) .
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In 1968, the Manitoba Clean Environment Act (Man.

Stat. 1968, c.130) was enacted by the Legislature. The

main thrust of this Act was towards maintaining environmental
quarity by setting certain standards and by regulating
operations. under the terms of the Àctr ân operation or
activity could not operate without a ricense to contaminate

the environment (Ir{an. Stat. , t96g , c. 130 , s.2,3 ,41 . Although

no direct, correlation could be estabrished, it would appear

that this legislation was influenced by the pol_rution and

Our Environment Conference (Montreal, f966). At the time,

this Act was perhaps the most advanced environmental regis-
lation in canada, particularry since it. recognized the

environment in terms of land, water and air. The scope of
the Act was limited, however, by a number of exclusions which

included: The Pesticides contr,or Act, The Noxious wee{s Act,
(S.t'1. , 19 68 , c.7 , s.2) , the disposal of mine wastes (S .tnf . ,

1968, c.7, s.3), and the Metropolitan Corporation of the

City of Winnipeg (S .¡,t. , 1968, c.7 , s . 4 ) .

A significant feature of the Act was the creation of
the Clean Environment Commission (C.E.C. ) (S.M.,1969 , c.7 ,

s.8). The commission was established as a senior adminis-

trative body, empowered to hotd hearings on environmental

matters (s.tl . ,1968, c.7 , s.16) , set environmentar porrution
standards, issue licenses and set regurations. An inter-
esting feature is the requirement for the c.E.c. to prepare
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an annual report on its activities and to review the state
of the environment, for the responsibre Minister (s.t4.,

1968, c.7, s.lO). This is similar to the requirement of
the c-E.Q- under the terms of the American National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

In 1972, the Clean Environment Act (S.¡¡. ,Ig7Z, c.761

was revised substantiatly. rn part this may have been due

to the extensive, and at times ambiguous obligations of the
Clean Environment Commission (Booy, L9, p.136-137). In
brief, the new Act,

a) re-created a Clean Environment Commission

as a quasi-judicial agency, independent

from the public service, and reporting to
the Plinister (S.¡¡., L972, c.76, s.Z),

b) enabled the Minister to appoint an environ-
mentaL advisory commj.ttee, for the purpose

of advice and assistance (S.M. , Lg7Z, c.76,
s.2(3)),

c) created the Environmental Management

Division of the Department of t'Iines, Resources

and Environmental Management

other changes to the appeal procedures, definitions
and administration oftheAct were made.

The major limitation of this regislation is the
reliance on protecÈing environmentar quarity by setting



specific limits by regulation. Limits are very often con-

sidered to be specificr Çluantifiable numbers. If no stan-

dards are set, or certain 'contamirrarrts,2o can not be

measured because of, for instance, the limits of present

technology, then it is virtually impossible to set emission

limits for designated activities. Indeed, some conÈaminants

are not quantifiabre and thusr pêrhaps, beyond the effective
authority of the Commission.

Although the Manitoba Clean Environment Act (S.M., L97Zl

is comprehensive, there are a number of shortcomings when

compared Èo the Àmerican National Environmental Po1icy Act of
1969. First, there is no formal procedural framework or

requirement for an integrated approach to resorving environ-

mental problernsr êts was designated by the American legislation.
)(\-"The Clean Environment Act (S.¡¡. , I972) defines

contaminant as meaning any solid, tiquid, gas, waste odour
heaL, sound, vibration, radiation, or a combination of any
of them that,

(i) is foreign to or in excess of the natural
constituents of the environmenti or(ii) affects the natural, physical, chemical, or
biological quality of the environment; or(iii) is or is likeIy to be injurious to the
health or safety of a person; or(iv) is or is likely to be injurious or damaging
to property; or

(v) is or is tikely to be injurious or damaging
to plant or animal_ life; or

(vi) interferes or is likely to interfere with
visibility; or

(vii) interferes or is likely to interfere with the
normal conduct of businessi or(viii) interferes or is likety to interfere with the
comfort, well-being or enjoyment of a person;

and "contaminate" as a similar meaning;
(s.¡¡. , 1972, c.76, s.1) .

51
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Secondly, a project or development may be exempt from the

Act at the discretion of 
. 
the Minister (S.ttl. , L972, c.76 ,

s.14(f)). Thirdly, the scope of authority is restricted

to the narrovt spectrum of environmental pollution of the

air, water and land (S.Ì'[. , L972 ,c.'76 ,2.L) . Not included

are the socio-economic components of the quality of the

environment. Fourth, there is no provision for a broad

level of agency or public involvement except through a

public hearing. Fifth and last, the Act is project oriented.

No provision is made for actions, poJ-icies or plans which

do not, have a direct (or primary) effect, but which 'may

significantly affect the environment' through secondary or

even tertiary effects. For example, the development of a

new provincial park may have considerably more implications

to a region than a single project, such as a transmission

line.

Phase III Environmental Assessment Laws

This phase in the evolution of Canadian environmental

policy, reflects an escalation in the development and imple-

mentation, in order to resolve some of the shortcomings of

Phase II. While the sequence of events, the confidential

reports and studi-es, the initiatives and strategies of

certain public pressure groups, and the reaction of industry

and government agencies makes for interesting reading, it is

far beyond the scope of the present research. The purpose
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here is to briefly describe the results of this evolutionary
phase and to highlight certain pertinent points.

On December 30, 1973, some five years after the
environmentar issue was first acknowredged, the Federar

cabinet directed that all departments and agencies wourd

have to take environmental matters into account during the
planning and implementation of Federar projects and progr.*=?l
The Cabinet further directed the lr{inister of the Department

of Environment under Sections 5, 5 (e) , 6 (a) e (b) of the
Government Orqanization Act (1970), ,,to establish, in co_

operation with other l{inisters, a procedure for administer-
ing the Environmental Assessment and Review process (E.A.R.p.)"
Thus' projects which have been initiated by a Federar

department or agency, whích require Federal financing22 or
which invorve Federal rands would be subject to the E.A.R.p.
At the same timer provision was made for an Environmental

Assessment Panel (E.A.p.), which was to act as an advisory
agency to the I'finister of the Environment and was to ensure

a uniform and objective approach to the Federal environmental

assessment process. This action is in line with the second

)1--"8-A.R.P. procedures." t4emorandum from J.B. seaborn,Deputy Minister, Environment canada, october z, 1925.
22^--By virtue of the spending pov¡er of the Federal

Government, this clause has far-reaðhing imprications of
extendi-ng the jurisdictional authority on environmental
assessment far beyond that which was discussed earlier.
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strategy identified by t'1untz.23 It should be noted,

that. although t.he E.A.R.F. is very closely monitored

cont,rolled by Environment Canada bureaucracy, Federal

Proprietary crown corporations and reguratory agencies which

function under specific Federar regisration, such as the

Nationar Energy Board (N.E.B.) are not bound by the order.
However, they may join if they so desire, as the Atomic

Energy Board has done.

The National Energy Board, being a quasi-judicial
board which was created by the National Energy Board Act

(Can. St,at., 1959) has chosen not to participate in the

Federar E.A.R.P. rnstead, it has elected to estabrish its
own environmental assessment procedures for certain projects
under the National Energy Board Act (1959), Section 44(a).24

As a result of this fact, the Board has issued a series of
guiderines to be followed by proponents in the preparation

of the assessment (Appendix r). Generarly speaking, these

guidelines are appricabre to energy-related projects (or

developments) which are international in nature. This action
appears to be based upon the first strategy identified by

Muntz (LglÐ .25
)'r--Above, p. 42

24rhi" extension of
under Section 44 (a)
Province of t"lanitoba

of jurisdiction.
)c,-"Above, p. 42

however,

and

(lese)
by the
basis

the National energy eoard Act
is b courÈs
through lilanitoba Hydro on the
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There are a nu¡nber of concerns relating to the Federal

environmental assessment.process in Phase III. The major

weakness in the opinion of this author is the failure (or

inabilíty) of the Federar Government to incorporate the

need for an environmentar assessment into legislation.
Thus, it would be virtuarry impossible to withhord project
approval on the basis of an ínadequate, or even complete

absence of consideration of environmental matters.

A government agency or regulatory authority such as

the N.E.B. has a choice within its mandate as to whether

a comprehensive planning study wirl indeed occur. There

is no guarantee that an environmental assessment, wirr be

required. Secondly, can a regutatory agency such as the

N.E.B.,which has traditionally been concerned with the

technical and economic factors of project development,

adequatery consider environmental factors as an equar in
the decision-making process? As a number of authors have

observed, regulatoq/ agencies tend, over time, to reflect
the views of those vùrcrnthey purport to regurate (Kahn, rg7L,

Foreword) .

The earliest indication on the provincial scene of
policy proposals for environmental assessment procedures

began in 1972, and were formally identified in the ontario
Governmentrs Speech from the Throne in March, L973. (Caplice,

1975) . In September, L973, the Ontario Gfeen paper on
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Environmental Assessment, which set out

mental policy scenariosr. was submitted

However, it was not until late in 1975

Assessment Act (1975) (Ont.

a series of environ-

for public review.

that the Environment,al

Stat., 1975, c.69) was passed by

it should be noted that the Act

review which resulted in signifi-

the Legislature. However,

underwent extensive public

cant changes.

The Ontario EnvironmentaL Assessment Act of 1975

mandates by statute, the requirement for information about

the environment likery to be affected by an action and the

need to adhere to certain procedural criteria. The Act

applies not only to the actions and activities of the pubric

sector, but also the private sectorr ôs wel1.26 The powers

of the Minister of the lr4inistry of the Environment are

described with respect to the identification of the neces-

sity for undertaking an environmental assessment and to the

final project approvals. An independent, quasi-judicial
Environmental Assessment Board is created with the powers to

hold public hearings and call witnesses and advise the

t"linister.

In A1berta, in early L976, a comprehensive environ-

)Ê--The section of the Act pertaining to private sector
enterprises has not yet been proclaimed, although the pro-
posed expansion of the uranium mines in Elliot Lake by
Denison Mines and Rio Argom Ltd. is being submitted to an
environmental assessment. The Environmental Assessment Board
is holding public hearings under the terms of the Environmental
Assessment Act of 1975.
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mental assessment process, hrith authority vested with the

Environmental co-ordination service of the Alberta Depart-

ment of the Environment2T ,""" imprernented under the Land

Surface Conservation and Reclamation Act (S.e., L973, s.3)

fn lfanitoba, the Phase III implement.ation of
environment,al assessmenÈ procedures has occurred, not by

legislation, but by a cabinet order dated November ]-2, 1925.

The poricy procedures are to be appried within the provin-

cial Government with responsibility vested with the Þlinister

of the Department of llines, Resources and Environmental

l"lanagement. The Environmentar Assessment and Review Agency

was created to advise the lr[inister and the provincial

cabinet on environmental assessment matters. The require-
ment as to whether an environmental assessment study is
required rests with the Minister of the Department of l4ines,

Resources, and Environmental Management. The finar project
decision, however, rests r.rith the whore provincial cabinet.

The Manitoba Environmental Assessment and Review

Agency functions as an element of Cabinet policy. As such,

it can not be considered as part of the central function of
government in that it does not draw its mandate from

?Alegislation. -- Consequently, its philosophy and process

a1
''Under l"tinisterial Order 26/76 pursuant to the

Department of the Environment Act (Alberta, L9j7, p.14) .

28_.--It is recognized, however, that Cabinet Orders do
have the force of regulation equivarent to laws r ês rong as
the Order remains in force.
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has never been tested in the public forum, and could quite

easily cease to exist with a change in government or public
policy. The Manitoba assessment process and the manner by

which environmental matters are considered is very similar
to the processes followed by the Federal Department of the

Environment, in that it is oriented towards controrring
porlution. However, the intentions are clear. The need for
a comprehensive evaluation of project development is evident.

Summary

As documented in this Chapter, only in the past eight
years or so has the canadian pubtic recognized that dangers

to the quality of the environment exist in canada as well
as in the other countries of the world. The interest and

involvement of the Government of canada and the provincial

Governments is on the whore a more recent phenomenon.

rt has been suggested that this increased invorvement

may be due to a variety of reasons. rn summary, these are:

the requirement to establish certain
public priorities for the use and

conservation of certain resources

which vrere no longer thought of as

infinite, due in part to the rapid

advancement of technology,

. an increasing awareness of the inter-
relatedness of the elements of the
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environment and the need for a co-

ordinated and int,egrated approach

to management by both the public and

private sectors,

. â tendency for the Canadian Government

to intervene and directly manage and

develop a resource sector in the

absence of private sector financial
resources or initiatives, and final1y,

. the need to manage and control single-
purpose mission-oriented governrnent

agencies whose goals and objectives
may conflict.

In Canadar governnent policies on environmental mat,ters

evolved as a response to pubric pressure, not in anticipation
of pubric ahrareness. rn the united states, the development

of environmentar policy, occurred partiarry in anticipation
of and partially in response to the needs of its citizens.

The jurisdictional ambiguities of the constitutional
framework in canada regarding natural resources have been a

major contributing factor to this delay in environmental policy
definition. rn the united states, the senior lever of govern-

ment is not hampered by constitutionar matters on the

environment. As such, policy definition occurred within two

or three years after the identification by government of the
environmental concern. However, in canada the Federal

59
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Government could not and did not act on environ¡oental matt,ers

until extensive negotiations had been undertaken with the
individual provinces, urrá constitutional studies had been

completed. Thus, it was not until 1ate in 1973, some five
years after the j.ssue was first recognized, that there was

a definition of environmental policies at the national leve1.
The jurisdictionar issue in canada has also directed

the process of federal invorvement in the definition of
environmental policy. Four jurisdictionar options for the
Federal Government, as documented previously, were identified
within the existing constitutional framework. The approach

applied has been one of policy definition by reguration,
rather than by legisration. However, in the united states,
where the role of the Federal Government on resource matters
is quite well defined, legislation has been the vehicre of
environmental policy definition. Moreover, in the united
States this fact has not hindered the individual states from

enacting legislation on environmental assessment. Many,

incruding MinnesoÈa, r{ew york and carifornia have done so.

The provinces in canada, reflecting their authority and

responsibility on resource matters within their individual
poritical domains have also incorporated environmental poricy
using either existing or nev/ regisration. The extent of
these environmental policy initiatives is summarized in
Table 1.
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However, these provincial policy developments will
not necessarily restrict. the influence of the Federal

environmental policies. By virtue of its extensive "spending

power', the national government will be able to extent its
environmental policies into many elements relating to the

quality of the environment which might have traditionally
been considered to be the exclusive realm of the provinces.

Needless to say, the definition of jurisdictional powers

on environmental matters will continue to evolve, particul-

arly if the Federal Government makes further attempts to

apply the first strategyr âs it is doing under the National

Energv Board Act (Can. Stat,,1959) .

Policy implementation is an important element for
discussion, as this witl determine the eventual effectiveness

of environmenta] policies in the decision-making process. An

understanding of the organization and operation of the

federal and provincial civil service is a major factor in
any. such discussion. This is of particular significance in
Canada because of the key role of the bureaucracy in policy

development and implementation. It would appear that, ât

the present time, the success of the environmental policy

implementation stage in Canada, and in I'{anitoba particularly,

is dependent upon the close co-operation and consultation

between staff of the public service.

The danger lies in that many of these institutions
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$rere established for a new frontier. The pioneering spirit
or 'ner^r frontier'n mentarity placed tittle importance on the
preservation of the rand, the air or the water. Thus, these

very institutions which are to be entrusted with this res-
ponsibility are not always capable of doing so. Today,

fertile agricultural rands are often being taken out of
production by uncontrorled urban growth. The responsibre

agencies, f.or instancerhave not been abre¡ âs yet, to prevent

the gradual loss of the Niagara Fruit Bert. Agricultural
lands are often looked upon by government pranning agencies

as holding zones for urban development.

The challenge, then, for the analyst, whether he be

a geographer, planner, ecologistr or engineer is to create
a dynamic, flexible framework within which the often broad

and conflicting resource goals and uses can be openly

assessed and integrated with the decision-making process.

The challenge concerns the "ecorogy of the human community"

(l{umford in Gertler, L972, p.23) and thus, provision must

be made for the involvement of people in the process. rn
order to be successfulrthe process must have a thorough

understanding not only of the geography of the region and

its people, but also an appreciation of raws and poricies.
Historicarly, this has been a difficurt and imprecise task.
Today, the task has been further complicated by the need to
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sat.isfy certain institutionar requirem"rrtr.29 Al1 of this
information must be co].lected, interpreted, evaruated and

presented in a manner which recognizes 'environmental
realities' .

29so.h ." the N.E.B. Guiderines for Environmental
Assessment Studies (Appendix I).
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CHAPTER IV

A RESPONSE TO ñESOURCE CONFLICTS AND

ENVI RONITENTAI, DETERIORATTON

Introduction

In the past, the planning process has been charac-

teristicalty fragmented and sectoral, particularty with
respect to the management of naturar resources. Decisions

affecting the use of the environment often ciid not refrect
the inter-rerated nature of the various components nor did

they adequatery incorporate those intangible erements which

lvere difficult to measure. such a course, while tolerated
in the past, is not acceptabre today. rt has been realized
by the public and governments alike that mission-oriented

agencies can no J-onger continue to operate in a manner

which jeopardizes the quarity of the environment and our

limited resources. A co-ordinated action which brings
environmental considerations into the pranning process is
perceived as being essential.

As shown in the previous Chapter, neir/ policies and

instj-tutional arrangements respecting environmental matters

have evolved in most jurisdictions in Canada.

During Phases I and II, the evolution of environ-

mental policies was often ad hoc and reactionary. phase

rrr, however, set the stage for a unified and comprehensive

65
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approach to project planning. No l0nger was it simply a

matter of setting certain standards and measures, as, for
example, vras the case with earrier public health and safety
or air pollution raws and regurations. The trend was

crearly preventative; from defensive ftowards optimum

resource use' as Gertler suggests (Gertler, L972, p.23).
This trend, hoÌ{ever, may in reality be a logical

progression. rn a presentation to the Resources for
Tomorrow conference in 1961, L. o. Gertrer identified four
conceptual phases to plannirrg30(Gertler, Lgl2, p.tg-2g). In
the first phase, defensive action is taken to correct an

imminent breakdown of the 'community environment'. 'The
aim, he statesrtis to alleviate those aspects of the

incipient breakdown that arise out of disorder, (Gertler,
1972, p.19). In the second phase, there is a recognition
of, the importance thaÈ the land and resources are limited
and must be protected from the failures of the economic

system to consider them. phase rrr is presented as a posi-
tive responser âs compared to the 'defensive and protective'
aspects of the first two phases. He writes;

3oRlthor,,gn
I have cautiously
the urban-centred

Gertler was referring to regional planning,
avoided the use of 'regional' becaùse of
overtones that the term has taken on.
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...the planning process moves from an emphasis
on overcoming the waste and misuse of resources
to provide a guide for the optimum use and
development of the region, s resources and
Iocational advantages; and from a preoccupation
with halting the deterioration of environment
to the creation of the best possible physical
setting for the community,s Iife. (Gertler,l972,
p.23) .

The fourth and last phase requires that there be

'integration with broader levers of pranning' resurting in
a wider level of participation in the planning process.

In this context, the planning process should not be

considered strictry in terms of 'the optimar dispersion of
economic activity' as Richardson suggests (Richardson, 1969,

p.4). It is a complex, all-embracing concept which is
reLated to the many facets of the community.

!{ith this in mind, then, the purpose of this
chapter is to investigate the principles and practices of
procedures which have evolved as a response to the phase rrr
policies. In so doing, the purpose wiII be to provide a

background from which to evaluate the environmentar assess-

ment which has been applied in Manitoba.

rn addressing a topic as broad as this, a common basis

for discussion must be estabrished. Accordingly, the first
section develops a set of definitions. This is forrowed by

a discussion of the environmentar assessment as a function
of the planning process.

The Chapter concludes with a brief overview of the
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approaches whích have evolved in response to the policy
requirements

The Meaning of Environment

The term "environment" has many different connotations

or meanings for many people, depending upon the country or
even region in which one might live, and indeed, which

discipline one might have studied. In fact, it may be

virtually impossible to achieve a total consensus on the

meaning of "environment' since it is such an all-embracing

concept.

rn the minds of many, unt.ir quite recentry, the term

lr¡as often considered to be synonymous with the natural
environment, biology or ecology. This is perhaps a reflec-
tion of the infruences that outstanding scholars such as the

ecologist E. P. Odum (l-962) have had on the evolution of the

concept. compounding t.his problem of defini-tion is the fact
that many disciplines, including geography, planning,

socio}ogy and others craim jurisdiction over the term. Each

field of study has its own definiti-on and its own jargon.

Moreover, "environment" is a relativery new field of
study as compared to the so-calred "hard" sciences of
engineering, mathematics, chemistry and physics. rndeed,

much of the major cont.ributing research is on-going. conse-

quently' very little has been accomplished in the way of
standardization of Èerminology and theory. one need onry
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read the numerous environmental assessment reports to gain

a fuII appreciation of ttris point. However, there have

been some recent significant contributions towards clarifi-
cation by such authors as Dansereau (1976), Dorney (1973),

Hills (L974), and Doo1ey (L974, Lg76).

Erich Zimmermanrs concept, drawing upon the works of
Be.rnard (1925), is that the environment is a system of
processes and relationships to which man is rinked through

adaptation to and modification of the natural resources. He

writes:
...we see rising before our eyes a 1ofty
edifice, stories piled upon stories, reèting
on a physical basis not of matter alone but
also of energies, of processes , of relation-
ships. (Zimmerman , L964, p.I77) .

More recently, G. J. Cano (L976), drawing upon the

stockhorm conference on the Human Environment identified
three "generic environmental elements" which refrected the
degree of man's influence. These hrere:

a) Natural nryi¡gn",q4r on whose original state
man has had no influence, and which includes,
(1) natqral reÊeureeÊ (atmosphere, land,

soil, slopes, fresh water, the sea and

its floor, mineral deposits, flora,
fauna, primary energy, geothermic

resources, panoramic resources) in other

words, the elements of nature that are

useful to man;
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(2) harmful natural Phenomena, such as

-
seismic wayes, volcanic eruPtions,

cyclones and tornados, floods, spon-

taneous fires, natural plagues

(animal and plant) epidemics, epizootic

diseases.

b) Cultivated Environment, in which man induces and

influences the production of natural resources;

products from agriculture' silviculture,

livestock, aquaculture, secondary energies;

c) Enviro4ment created or produce '

buildings, constructions (dams, roads, etc.)

manufactured products (foods, remedies, ferti-

Iizers, pesticides) and manufactured elements

which make up the sensorial environment; noise,

odours, flavours, created scenery.

In Canada, there exist in legislation, various

definitions of the term "environment." The Manitoba C1ean

Environment Act defines environment as; 'the air, wateJ or

soilf (Am. S.M., L974, c.42, s.1(a)). this is expanded

further by supplementary definitions.

The air is described as,

the atmosphere not including the atmosphere
within a mine or within a building other
than any building designated by the l'tinister.
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Water includes,

flowing or standing water on or below the
surface of the earth and ice formed thereon.

Soil includes,

earth, land and terrain

In Ontario, the Environmental Assessment Àct 1975

(Ont. Stat. , c.69, s.1) def ines "environment" ëts r

(i) air, Iand or water

(ii) plant and animal life, including man,

(iii) the social, economic and culturalconditions that influence the life of
rnan or a community,

(iv) any building, structure, machine orother device or thing made by man,

(v) any solid, liquid, gas odour, heat,
sound, vibration or radiation resultingdirectly or indirectly from the acti_vities of man t oE t

(vi) any part or combination of the foregoing
and the inter-relationships between any.. two or more of them.

. Subsections (i) and (ii) outline the more traditional
concept,s of the physical and biorogical system, but subsec-

tion (ii) goes further than the r"ianitoba definition to
recognize and to inci-ude man as part of the functioning
system. Subsections (iii), (iv) and (v) expound the defini-
tion to include, not only the socio-economic and cuttural
environments of Bernard (LgZs), and Zimmerman (1964 , p.L77),
but arso any output from man's activities that is to sav
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the induced environment embraced by Cano (Lg76, p.3) . This
development is carried fprther to encompass the interactions
of the control and support mechanisms of the holistic system,

thus reflecting the ecological notions of a dynamic, inter-
rerated system (odum, 1962, in cox, 1969, p.6). The ontario
legislation recognizes that man is not only part of but also
a manipulating element of the environment - a "eomplex unity,,
as L. K. Caldwell suggests (Caldwell, 1970, p.x).

Ancillary definitions within section I of the Act
further clarify and expound the definition of environment.
Land is conceived as,

(including) enclosed land, land covered bywater and subsoil,
and water âs,

surface water and groundwaterr or eitherof them.

rn the latter instance, it is significant that the
rerationship between surface and groundwater is recognized.
This is a major contribution, for in the past this and

similar concepts were not recognized by legislation and the
institutionar arrangements for resource management (Fox,

I976, p.753).

The term "assessment" is also a word that may convey

various and different meanings. rn the past, it has often
and most commonry been used to ãefine a specific function
or work task of the management/planning process as with the
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canada Land rnventory program. rn this case, certain
specific Aeographic variables v/ere inventoried and ,'assessed"

to determine the capability of a randscape to attract and

to sust,ain certain resource factors forestry, agriculture,
outdoor recreation, witdlife and so forth. However, this
rather narrosr context does not appear to be appropriate
todayr ôs indicated by the stated objectives of the environ-
mental assessment. rn the ontario Government,s Green paper

on Environmental Assessment (I974), the objectives are
stated as being,

1) "to identify and evaluate aIl potentially
significant environmental effeèts of
proposed undertakings at a stage wherealternative solutions, including remedial
measures and the alternative of notproceeding, are available to the decision_
maker;

2) "to ensure that the proponent of an under-taking and government ai.d agencies requiredto approve the undertaking give due
consideration to the means of avoiding ormitigating any adverse environmental effectsprior to granting approval to proceed withan undertaking" (Green paper oñ gnvironmentar
Assessment, L974, p.9) .

similarly, in the united states, the Nationar Environ-
mental Policv Act (1969) expressed its view thus,

"...it is the continuing responsibility ofthe Federal Government to usé aII practicable
means, consistent with other essentialconsj-derations of national policy, to
improve and co-ordinate Fedèral þlans,functions and programs, and resoürce=. ..,'(N.E.P.A. , L969: Section t0f (b) ) .
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rn Manit.oba, the stated objective of the Environmental

Assessment and Review process (E.A.R.p.) is:
The above process [referring to E.A. R.p Jnay be consj.dered a preventative strategy
or a mechanism to identify and resolvepotenÈial environmental problems relatedto air, waterr or soil pollution of a
proposed action, and in turn, strengthen
existing environmental management piactices
in Manitoba (I,tanitoba, L97 6:p. 2) .

The emphasis of the "assessment" is therefore on the
decision-making process, of which there may be any number of
pranning functions. The main thrust is towards information
and communication.

rt would appear that there is a probrem in providing
a clear, precise and concise definition of the term ,'environ-

mental assessment". rn the search for a suitable definition
framework, attention r¡¡as paid to a wide variety of literature
including the united Nations conferences on the Human

Environment (Stockholm, L972) and the International Geogra-

phical Congress (Ivlontreal, I97Z) .

' The Honourabre w. G. Newman in his statement to the
Ontario Legislature on the introduction of the Environmentat

Assessment Act (1975), described environmentar assessment as;

...a comprehensive system of anticipation andprevention of environmental damages which canresult from future development projects. . .

and continuing,

it is really preventive medicine actionbefore the fact...as opposed to reaction afterthe illness has developed, the damage to the
environment has occured." (Speech tó the OntarioLegislature, t{arch 24, 1975).
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Perhaps one of the most thorough appraisals of the
concept of envíronmental. assessment was the s.c.o.p.E.31
workshop on rmpact studies in the Environrnent which was

held at victoria Harbour, ontario in Lg74. This workshop,

which was co-sponsored by the united Nations Environmentar
Program (U.W.E.P.), Environment Canada and U.N.E.S.C.p.,
concruded that environmental assessment is a systematic
process which functioned as part of a much broader and

integrated planning process. They concruded that environ-
mental assessment was:

those environmental- planning activities concernedwith assessing the quarity óf the environmentin both the natural and disturbed states (Munn,
L975, p.23) .

This definition gives recognition to environmentar

assessment as part of the environmental planning process.

thus, in the context of the evolution of poricy in both
canada and the united states, the objective is to ensure

that environmentar matters are considered arong with other
aspects (technical, economic, political, etc.) of program

or project deveropment. To fulfill this objective, the
environmental assessment process must be linked to the
higher and broader participation levels of planning.

31r.c.o.p.E. 
means scientific committee on probrems

of the Environment.
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such a concept assumes, of course, that the pranning

process is rational. Thus, íf the decision-maker has ar1

of the best and most current information avairable, he wirr
arrive at an optimar solution - i.e., a decision which wirl
optimize man's dynamic inter-relationships with the environ-
ment, in the long-term. The Honourable Jeanne sauvé alluded
to this principle in her presentation to the Association of
consulting Engineers of canada, workshop on Environmentar

Assessment in Ottawa (1975):

During the second generation, freferring tothe Federal E.A.R.p.J , the focus will bépreventative rather than responsive. preven-
tion is best achieved through long-term
stabilization of the renewable resource
supply (Sauvé, 1975, unpaged).

This is quite crearly an extension from the tradi-
tional, or at least well-recognized principles and practices
of the past. This holistic framework is within the rearm

of regional anarysis as conceived by Gertler and others.
rt must be noted that, arthough at first glance the

environmental assessment activities in the plan.ning process

might appear to raise such matters above the traditional
factors of decision-making, this is not, in fact, the

intent (Young, L976, p.6). rt is obvious, however, that
the assessment process must be reflected in the imprementar

stages of project deveropment. This is essentiar if
environmentar factors are to be established as an equal

'consistent $¡ith other essential considerations of national
policy' (N.E.p.A., 1969, sect.lol (b) ) .
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rrmpact'may be tþought of as an effect or change in
state, in one body, either positive or negative, caused by

the action of another body. over the past few years, the
term has been closely associated with environment. This
association, which is thought to have originated with
Professor L. K. caldwell, hras firmly estabrished by the

N.E.P.A. of 1969 (Section LOZ, (c) (i) ) . Since rhat time,
the term has been the subject of much research, controversy
and litigation in the united statesr particularly centred
around the contents of the environmental impact statement.

As the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act (1975)

suggests' man is both part of a dynamic, changing environ-
ment and through his activiti""32 an agent of change. Ir,lan

can and does, through the use of technorogy, alter the

naturar energy flows, processes and food cycles. rn the
context of environmental assessment, impact can be thought
of in terms of man's activities in a particurar geographic

area and in time. Environmental impact assessment is thus
defined as,

a change in state, either positive or negative,to a particular geographic area of the earth;occuring at a particular time; caused by theactivities of man, and to interpret_gnd communi-cate information about the impacts.Jj
2o.ai',riai." in this context are considered in thebroadest sense to include not onry projects but arso plans,programs, legislation, operational procedures, etc.??"-Adapted from Munn, Lg7S, p.23.
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The need to assess environmental impact in project
pranning is specified by.canadian procedures. rn ontario,
the environmental assessment must incrude a description of
Ithe effects that wirr be caused or that might reasonably

be expected to be caused to the environment, (Ont. Stat.,
L975, c.69,s.5(3)). rn Alberta, the Environmental rmpact

Assessment Guidelines requires the identification of the
rpossible effectst of a proposed development,and a suggested
method of organizi-ng this task is presented (Arberta , rg77 ,
p.3) .

The question may be raised as to the varue of
assessing environmental impact. Dickert has indicated
several reasons - identification, prediction, evaluation
(Dickert, I974, p.l27). First, it identifies directly the
range of effects, incruding both their ,spatiar dimensions

and time framer, that specific project actions might be

expected to cause to specific features of the environmer.lt.

second, it wilr provide some indication as to the degree of
change that might be expected. Finally, it communicates the
trade-off issues that must be addressed by the decision-
maker.

only by fulfilring these criteria wirt the assessmenr

process provide adequate information to the decision-maker
in order Èo progress towards the achievement of optimum

resource use and the maintenance of the quality of the human
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environment. The scope and rerationship of environmental

impact assessment is sholvn on Figure 2- Comprehensive

planning may be considered as a narrower scope, and focusing

on pranning matters related to the environment. Environ-
mentar assessment is designed to identify and evaluate the
effects of project deveJ-opment on the environment, and the
ways of avoiding or reducing adverse impacts. Environmental

impact assessment emphasizes those scientific and technical
tasks of determining and communicating the environmental

effects of project activities.

A Framework for Environmental Assessment

An optimar framework for environmentar assessment as

a function of an integrated planning process is being widely
sought. However, there appears to be a wide divergence of
opinion as to the constitution of the 'bes€ approach. our

general lack of understanding of the relationships between

impact on the environmental systems and the quality of life
for man is certainry part of the probrem. Added to this is
our Lack of adequate scientific information about the many

and diverse supporting and controrring mechanisms of the

t,otal system. Thus, in Canada, Do single approach has

received widespread recognition. rt is apparent, hovrevern

that any fra¡nework which may evorve must recognize that the

assessment process is a function of land and resources
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planning, laws, politics and the scope of the problem.34

This relationship is shown on Figure 3.

Planning may be thought of as a series of inter-
related steps which are taken to resolve an existing or
anticipated problem. The planning process begins with a

definition ofthe problemn and proceeds to its resorution
and eventual approval and implementation. rnformation

conunensurate with the scope of the problem is required if
the finar outcome of the planning process is to be meaningful

i.e., to decrease the uncertainties which Boutding referred
to in his p.p"r.35 rdeally, then, this sequence of steps

should begin at the broadest possible IeveI, and through
increasingly finer levers of investigation arrive at a

decision which is based upon the sound evidence of fact.
At the highest level of activity, pranning is concerned with
those poricies and issues of nationar interest. As the
activity revel decreases, the interest becomes more focused

on specific natural and land resources and their use, and

the informational requirements become more 'scientific' and

precise.

Laws are a reflection of the policies and goals of

34. ^- -'Scope of the problem' includestrative but also geographic, economic and
35aborr" p. 25.

not only adminis-
technical aspects.
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society. consequently, they do not in themselves provide
a decision. They providg a forum for communication which

assists in the resolution of a prohlem. once a decision
is made, laws provide the means of imprementation either
by estabrishing certain standards and regurations which

must be achieved, or by limiting certain uses or activities.
At the highest. revel of activities, laws are restrictive
and regulatory, reflecting individuar or sectoral interest".36
At lower levels of involvement, laws provide the forum for
making decisions which include facts and the interests of
the community. A certain degree of flexibility is required
in order to achieve this forumr âs compared to the rigid
higher levels of activity. rt is recognized, however, that
the rigid situation is far easier to administer.

Land and resource use pranning represents a fusion of
planning and laws. However, these two aspects do not
result in the decision about a project or program.

People make the decision: At the highest lever of poritical
activity, decisions are made by a central erite of government

with the ultimate resorution resting with, in canada at
least, the cabinet. Às the activity level farls, the
decisions include a wider level of participation which is

?ñ--Above, p. 16.
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responsive to locar interests and individuar expressions

of the community. This lower level of activity also
permits the identification of other social needs (Gibson,

1975, p.23). rdeatly, the decisions shourd be made at the
lowest level of political activity which is commensurate with
the scope of the problem.

In ltlanitoba, referring again to Figure 3, the

cle_eq Environment Act (s.M. , !9721 , because it is concerned

with particurar environmental contaminants and Èhe setting
of specific standards to be achieved with regard to certain
individual operations, represents a high and rigid level of activity.
The Provincial Planning Act (S.M., ]-976) , because of a

close association with the communíty, the importance of
municipal government involvement and greater reliance on

communication and co-operat.ion instead of on standards and

regulations, represents a lowormore flexibj-e level of activity.
Considerirg, then, that the basic purpose of the

environmental assessment process is to identify and communi-

cate information about the effects of project deveropment on

the environment to the decision-making process, certain basic
requirements must be fulfilled. rt has been suggested by

canter (L977, p.20-291 , that five aspects are invorvedr âs
??

fo1lows, -'

37erthough canter
tion, the principles are
details may differ.

was referring to the American situa-
relevant to Canada. However, certain
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a) Basics - In order to fulfill this step

there is a need to have a complete and

thorough understanding of a1l of the

relevant legislative and regulatory

requirements; the nature of the project
to be assessed; and an interdisciplinary
study team which can competently address

the range of environmental features to
be considered and which are relevant t.o

the study;

Description of the environmental setting -
The purpose of this task is to provide the

information which is essential in order to
evaluate the proposed actions and alterna-
tive courses of action. fn the compilation
of this rbase-Iine' data, recognition must

be given to the types and nature of impacts

which rnight be expected to occur, to
environmental guidelines such as those

which have been prepared by the National

Energy Board (Appendix II) and the Manitoba

Environmental Assessment and Review Agency

(Appendix fII). Attention must also be

di-rected to other studies of a similar
nature, the methods to be used in the study,

b)
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and finally, the concerns of the decision-
makers and the,people who may have an

interest;

c) Impact prediction and assessment - The

objective at this stage in the environmental_

assessment process is to identify, to
predict and to evaluate the nature, direc-

?ation-" and extent. of the effects which may

be anticipated to occur to the physical,

biological. and cultural systems of the

environment, due to a proposed activity, or
activity;

d) - out of a set
of alternative courses of action which are

identified through the process, a preferred

aLternative is designated at this stage.
. Ideally, the selection of the preferred

alternative would include not only environ-
mental considerations but also technical

design criteria, costing, public concerns,

government policies, the effectiveness of
mitigating and remedial measures and so forth;

38*""ogrrition must be given as to whether the effectsof a proposed activity are beñeficial--positive, or ãetrimental-
negative, to the environment.
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e) Preparation of environmental assessment

documentation ênd report39 The purpose

of this final step in the process is to
fully document the course of the study,
including public involvement, to identify
all value judgements, and decisions made,

to identify all of the potential impacts

and how these impacts may be minimized4o

to recommend a course of action or rejec_

tion of the action, and to identifv
irreversible and irretrievable resource

commitments.

The relationship of each of the steps to the environ-
mental- assessmentprocess is shown on Figure 4.

In the publication Environmental Impact Assessment

Guidelines, the Government of Alberta committed itself,
to achieving a balance between resource
development and environmental quality(Alberta, L977 ,p.LI

In order to accomptish this objective an inst.itutj-onal
procedure referred to as "the Environmental Impact Assessment

39c.r,t.r refers to this stage as ,preparation ofenvironmental impact statement, eéll, p.2B).
40or maximized in the case of beneficial effects.
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Systemr rr/as established:

to facilitate the early identification
and resolution of potentially significant
adverse environmental effectË of proposed
resource development before environmental
damage occurs (Alberta, L977, p.1).

The Alberta environmentar assessment process is
presented as a series of ten basic steps. These are shown

in Figure 5- EssentiarJ.y, the process begins with a

complete description of the proju"t,4I the purpose, the
timing of development, the other agencies involved, the
permits required and so forth. somewhat pararleling this
task is the requirement to describe the existing environment.
Then' by relat.ing the proposed development and iLs feasibre
alternatives to the environment, the effects or changes to
the environmentaJ- systems can be determined and described.
rn the next step, the major resource issues are identified
either independently by the proponent or by the proponent
in consultation with government agencies and the pubr i".42
The intent at this point is to focus the assessment process
on the matter of resorving resource conflicts before finar

41*!'or a comprehensive and detailed outline of eachstep, and the contents of the final report, reference mustbe made to the publication entitled Eniironmental rmpactAssessment Guidelines (A1berta, L977-
Ã)'-Public involvement is not considered as mandator!r

Þrt it is highly recommended by the Guiderines and suchinvolvement would appear to be the norm.
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decisions are made. Thus, the next step requires that the
environmental informatiop assembled in the second step be

assessed and up-dated in order to dear adequatery with the
major concerns of project development. The remaining steps

in the process address the probrems of resorving these

major issues through the consideration of alternative actions
and ways of undertaking the proposed action. Finarly, a

decision on t.he project, which wirl minimize the adverse

impacts and maximize the beneficiar effects is made. A

final report consisting of a suunary and a detaired documen-

tation of the study process and findings, and all environ-
mental trade-offs which have been made is to be prepared by

the proponent. This report is then submitted to the formal-

review process.

In Ontario, similar requirements exist and are

described by the Environmental Assessment Act (1975) (stat.
ont., L975, c.69,s.5) , and administered by the l"tinistry of
the Environment. Briefly, the environmental assessment

requirements include the following inter-rerated steps:43
a) Identification and description of the

purpose,

3adapted from a presentation by
Environment If Seminar, The Association
Engineers of Canada (Montreal, September

A. c. Appleby,
of Consulting
28-29, L976) .
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FIGURE 6 -- BASIC STEPS OF Of'ITARIO TNVIROfifqENTAL

ASSTSSFîENT PROCESS

Source: A. G. Appleby, Environment II Seminar,
The Association of Consulting Engineers of
Canada, (Montreal, September 28-29 ' 1976).
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b) a statement of the rationale of the

proposed actign and possible alter-
natives to the action, including

alternative ways of carrying out the

action,

a description of the environment,

likely to be affected,

an assessnent of the effects to the

environment that might be caused by the

action and alternatives,

the determination of feasible remedial

and mitigating measures for each of

the alternat.ives,

f) an evaluation of the effects in terms

of the beneficial and adverse effects,
g) the determination of which alternative

is the optimal solution,

h) the implementation of the decision,44

i) the monitoring of the action taken.

The process is shown graphically in Figure 6.

ln the Province of Manítoba, a publication ent.itled

c)

d)

e)

4Á,-'rn ontario, simirar to Alberta, imprementation wouldinclude obtaining specific ricenses, peimitã, .ppràrii=, etc.from other agencies as a separate activity aparl- from theenvironmental assessment process. ¡4anitoÈa has a simirarsituation.
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Environmental Assessment and Review process (Manitoba, Lg76)

sets out the requirements for environmental assessment in
this province" The stated objective of the process is 'to
inform a decision-lnaking authority of -..he potentiar effects
of a proposed action on the environmerrt,.45 The requirements
of the process are very similar to those of ontario and

A1berta.

The Manitoba Environmentar Assessment and Review

Process (E.A.R.p.) $ras established by Cabinet Order and is
administered by the Environmentar Assessment Review Àgency

within the institutional structure of the Manitoba Depart-
ment of Mines, Resources and Environmental Management. The

responsi-bilit.ies of the Agency are to,

revrew proposals for new projects orproposals respecting major alterationsto existing facilities;
exempt those projects which would noLrequire a thorough environmental assess-
ment;

3. recommend to the Minister of Mines,
Resources and Environmental Management,
those projects which in the judgément
of the Review Agency require an
envj.ronmental assessment ;

4. provide environmental impact assessmentguidelines in accordance with thosepresented in Appendices I and 2¡

5. review environmental impact statements;
45Pt"=.r,tation by Dr. G. Bowen to A WorkshopEnvironmentar Assessmenl, Association of consurtin!of Canada, Ottawa, October 22-23, l-g75.

I.

2.

on
Engineers
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6. recommend additional proceduraJ- guide-
lines to further identify and mitigate
adverse envirgnrnental impacts;

7. submit reviews and recommendations to
Cabinet to permit, modify or disallow
a proposed undertaking.
(Manitoba, I976, p.3).

Representation on the Environmental Assessment and

Review Agency is as follows,

Chairman

Deputy Minister of the Department of t'lines,
Resources and Environmental Management

Members

a) Assistant Deputy Minister Environmental
l'lanagement Division, Department of l,lines,
Resources and Environmental Management

b) Assistant. Deputy Ntinister DeBartment of
Health and Socj-al Development+þ

c) Assistant Deputy Minister - Department of
Finance

d) A representative from the proponent who is
preparing the environmental assessment.

Staff assistance to the Agency is provided by the

Department of l"lines, Resources and Environmental Management.

under the guiderines set out for the Manitoba process,

various types of projects are indiciated as requiring an

46C".t.i., regulations and responsibilities from the
Public Health Act are delegated to the Environmental trfanage-
ffiy, 1975, p.I52).
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environmental assessment.4T The proponent is first required
to submit a project description to the Agency who wilr then

reconmend to the Minister of the Department of I'lines,

Resources and Environmental t'lanagementr on the basis of this
description, whether an environmental assessment is indeed

required. rf it is approved by the Minister, the process

begins with preparation of an environmental assessment and

proceeds through a series of reviews by the Agency. Àny

person may make a submission to the Minister regarding the
proposal, once the Minister has given pubric notice. During

the revj-errr process, recommendations on remedial and mitiga-
ting measures, monitoring studies and so forth may be made

by the Agency. A public hearing may be called at the

discretion of the Minister. The final recommendations are

submitted to the Provincial cabinet for a decision.
Ar1 of the prcvinces discussed above have essentially

the same basic objectiverwhich is to provide a framework by

which environmental matters are considered in the project
decision-making process. certain institutional requirements

are implied. the responsibre agency or department must have

the authority to carry out its duties. rn both Arberta and

ontario, this authority has been established by an act of

41-'This includes electric transmission rines of 230,000vorts or greater and which extend for a distance of five milesor more (Ivlanitoba, r976, p.13) . specific project guidelinesare issued once a decision has been made to proceeá (see
Appendix III).
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the provincial legislature. The assessment process itself
therefore has been tested in a pubric forum. rn Manitoba,

the process has been implemented not by legisration but by

a cabinet order. rt has been observed by Tecraff, who under-
took to investigate environmentar assessment practices in
a number of countries, that processes which had their basis
in law were much more authoritative and effective in
achieving objectives than were those which were impremented

by rthe best ad hoc arrangementsf (Tecraff, Lg76, p.326).
I^Iith respect to the Manitoba Environmental Assessment and

Review Process, its effectiveness in achieving the stated
objectives may be limited as cabinet poricy dictates the
policyobli-gation to a proponent agency, ât a specific point
in time. There is considerabre administrative discretion
in the lr{anitoba process.

The effectiveness of the assessment process is also
dependent, to a certain degreer on the ability of the
process to address the inter-relationships of the environ-
ment, used in the broadest sense of the term (Fox, 19762

p.753) . The Manitoba definition of the term "environment"
is not as comprehensive as the ontario definition or the

concepts developed by the Arberta Environmental rmpact

Assessment Guidelines (Alberta, l-97Z) .

effectiveness of the Manitoba

the narrow interpretation of

then, the

limited to

With this in mind,

process would be

"environment" as
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air, water and soiI, and excluding social and community

aspects from investigatipn,
This is indeed the case. The Honourable S. Green

in his statement to the provincial Legislature regarding the
requirement for an environmentar inrpact assessment for arl
major Provincial projects and the government review of the
assessment statement indicated that this narrohrer interpre-
tation was the rule. He stated,

The Environmental protection Branch of this
government is concerned with pollutants,
contaminants to the air, land or water. The
environmental statement that wilr be requiredwith regards to government projects or publicprojects related to contaminants. Now I knowthat the honourable member would want it. torelate to aesthetics, would want it to relateto space, would want it to relate to all ofthe aspects of the environment which this
department is not involved in, which perhaps
he would like us to be involved in bul whióhI have repeatedly told him we have no inten-tion of building an empire on. (l,tanitoba,
Legislative Assenrbly, peþqtes, March 4, Lg76,
p.635) .

The representation in the Agency and the reriance on

the Department of Mines, Resources and Environmental l"lanage-

ment and the crean Environment Act (s.M., rg72) for expertise
refrects not only a narrovr interpretation of 'environment,
but also an agency which is reguratory in nature and to a

degree, mission-orient"d. 48 The effectiveness of the

48o" indicated by the Mines Division within the
Department.
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ltanitoba E.A.R.P. as an agent in the land and natural

resources planning process will be limited to a somewhat

inflexible, regulatory function which is likely to have a

low priority over the other legislative obligations of the
49agency.

A broad base of participation, external_ to the pro-

ponent., is limited in most of the Provinces. In Ontario,

the environmentar assessment report courd be prepared and

submitted to the Þlinistry of the Environment before any

formal notification is made to the public or even other

agencies. Alberta is somewhat more organized in this respect

in that once the draft environmental impact assessment is
submitted, it is automatically distributed to a number of

agencies. It must be noted, however, that in both of these

provincial review processes, the involvement of external

agencies and the public is strongly promoted.

In Manitoba, a similar situation exists. There is
no formal procedure in the E.A.R.P. for external involvement,

other than through the ministries represented on the Environ-

mental Assessment Agency, or directly to the Minister, oÊ

through public hearings, which are discretionary. This will

49_--For example, the Environmental lvlanagernent Branch
provides research and enforcement support to the Clean
Environment commission. rt would not be unreasonabre to
assume that the requirements of the commission and the clean
Environment Act wourd have certain priorities over the ilãIE. p.
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limit the effectiveness of the lvlanitoba process as an aid
to the project pl.anning process, particurarly in the identi-
fication of major issues and the integration with more

comprehensive levels of plannirrg"50

There are a number of important points which may be

observed from the above discussion and definitions. Briefry,
these are as follows,

a) The environmental assessment process requires
a thorough investigation of a project before
firm commitments are made,

b) the use of an inter-disciplinary study team

r-s a pre-requisite,

in order to communicate information effect-
ively, the methods and approaches must

exhibit a high degree of openness and

flexibility,

the "burden of proof" as to the effects of
project development on the environments, and

the determination of remedial and mitigating
measures rests firmly with the proponent.

5 0_.- -The question here is not one of advocating pubricinvolvement on a large scale. The question is trru[ ir theenvironmental- assessment process is to be an aid to thedecision-making process, there must be an exchange of infor-mation between the various sectors and integratión with otherpolicy objectives. This notion has been discussed extensivel,yin the literature; for example, Allison (1975), Gertler (LglZ)
and others.

c)

d)
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e) Furthermore,

identify the

benefits and

related to a

the process atternpts to

tangible and intangible

costs which are directty
proposed action.

rn conclusion, the responsible environmental assess-
ment agency must have the credibility and the authority in
order to address the many and inter-rerated facets of the
environment. The environmental assessment process, as a
function of the decision-making process, must refrect an

appreciation of the poritics and policies of the government

and the community which it represents. rt must be concerned

with existing laws and regurations and must exhibit a

professional appreciation of the pranning process and the
nature and scope of the problem to be addressed.

Environmental Assessment Methodologies
'rn response to the requirement to consider environ-

mental matters in project development, a large number and

wide variety of methodorogies have been proposed to assist
in the assessment process. These methods attempt to provide
a better understanding about and measure of the indirect,
more subtle consequences of the environment, of project
planning and development. These "intangible" erements of
resource utilization have historicalry been considered a non_

measurable part of project evaluation, (Coomber, Biswas,
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1973, p.1) which were either ignored or addressed on a
presence-or-absence basig (Shelton, 1969, p.17) . However,

this is no longer acceptablersince it ignores the true
social-environmental costs and benefits associaÈed with
resource development (Kneese, 1969, p.rgg-190) and because

of the new legislative requirements.

The traditionar evaLuation methods such as cost-
Benefit Analysis, while stirl varid tools for evaluation,
are limited. conceptually, the cost-Benefit Analysis is in
effect an accounting ledger where the benefits are added on

one side and the costs on the other side. Thus, variables
which are not easily quantifiable cannot be included. A

similar observation has been made by the Environmental

Protection Board,

The Benefit-Cost Ànalysis was recognized as. one important tool in the decision:makingprocess, and that such an analysis could berequired in certain circumstanèes. In othercases, multi-objective evaluations (such asthe Leopold Method) might give better
guidance for rational decisions. In effectIess faith was demonstrated in the Benefit-
Cost Analysis to include intangible items thanin some other methods now avaitable (Environ-
mental Protection Board, J973, p.54),

of concern then, is the evaluation of the physical,
biotic and cul-tural variabres of a region, and the nature
and probable changes attached to various alternative courses

of project and pran development. However, due to the fact
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that much of the research and deveropment is reratively
recent and on-going, the. approaches are l-ess precise when

compared to those of the so-calLed "hard" sciences. Because

of this lack of refinementr Do canadian environmentar agency

or review board has become "locked into" a particurar
ct

method. "*

Five broad categories of methods may be identified
as follows: Ad Hoc committee, checklist, t'fap overray,
Network Analysis, and systems Analysis. However, it must

be noted that these categories are not to be considered

conceptually distinct. characteristics from one method can

and have been used with or incorporated into another. A

Map overlay Approach courd use both a checklist and an

"Ad Hoc" committee Approach to list and evaluate parameters.

Ad Hoc Committee Approach

The "Ad Hoc"committee approach is the ordest, and by

todayrs standards, the crudest technique for environmental
assêssments (Warner, Bromley, Ig74, p.3). It often takes
the form of a task force, et paner of experts which have

been assembled on a project or single purpose basis. Each

expert is assigned the task of preparing an analysis of

5lrh. Manitoba E.A.R.p. does require an application(modified) of the Leopotd Matrix as p"it of rhe þiojectscreening to determine if the projecl shourd be èuuject toan environmentar assessment. Howeverr ro specific ñrethod isdesignated once it. has been decided to proceed with theassessment process.
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environmental impact for his particular discipline such as

hydrology, air emmissiong and noise pollution. The separate
reports are then assembled as distinct sections in an

overall final re¡rort. A summary or overview is prepared by

the Chairman of the Task Force.

The "Ad Hoc"committee is very often applied in con-
junction with the principles of a controrted information
feedback system or "Delphi panel" (Darkney, 1969). Although
this procedure gained prominence in forecasting technological
events, it has proven to be flexible and effective in certain
types of planning and policy research (Smil, Lg74). The

method is, however, open to misuse and manipulation. The

credibility of the approach is very dependent on the credi-
bility of the individual task force which is conducting the
study.

Checklist Approach

The checktist approaches rist the types of impact
that wourd normalÌy be associated with a particular type of
project. From this rist, a study team would serect and

evaluate those impacts which have a high probabirity of
occurring. Drobney and Smith (1973) have identified
three levels of sophistication. The first is a

simpre checklist of parameters such as the so-carred

"Leopold Matrix Approach" (Leopold et.â1., 197I) . The

second is a checklist of parameters prus a framework for
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integrating parameter values into a sunmary value. The

third and most sophisticated checklist approach consists of
a parameter set prus criteria for defining the magnitude of
impact or the significance of irnpact, and t,he means of
integrating these individual varues into a totar impact

value. The Battelle Environmental Evaluation system (Dee,

et.al., 1972) is considered as representative of the third
level.

Map Overlay Approaches

The l{ap overray Approach is a werl-known and well-
documented technique which has been developed primarily by

the planning and landscape architectural professions in
both the united Kingdom and North America as an aid in
project or plan design. often the overlay procedures such

as used by Laeate (Lacate, rgTo), do not consider marì's

intervention upon the environment. The techniques of
l"leHarg (1971) and Lewis (1964, l962) however, make

a significant attempt to consider and rerate project effects

on the envi-ronment, and environmental constraints to the
final design. McHarg states,

I believe that ecology provides the single,
indispensible basis for landscape architec-
ture and regional planning (McHarg, 1967,
p.105) .

and continues in his book, @,
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As we contemplate the squalid city and thepathetic subdivision, suitcase agriculture
and we fervently hope that there is
another way. There is. The ecological
view is the essential component... (McHarg,
1971 , p.291 .

Phillip Lewis also recognizes the need

"the paths of human spirit" with the elements

Iandscape". He states that his goal is,

to

of

synthesize

the "rea1

to identify, preserve and enhance the most
outstanding intrinsic values and to determine
that man-made values are devel"oped in harmony
with these natural 'i.ntrinsic quality resourães'
(Lewis , 19621 .

The approaches of Lewis and lvlcHarg, whire not dever-

oped strictly for the purposes of environmental assessment,

have had a substantiar influence on the procedures which

have evolved. This observation is reinforced by the rera-
tively large number of applications, using manual and

computerized data banks in both canada and the united states.

Network Analysis Approach

The original notion of network analysis, as applied

to environmentar assessment, incorporated a cause-condition-

effect concept. sorensen (1971) structured these principles
into a series of rinear, stepped matrices which related
proposed (or possible) development to environmental effects.
uses, which are defined on the basis of resource confricts,
are identified. Causa1 factors, or forces of change,
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associated with a use are defined. Possible adverse impacts

are identified on the basis of initial condition, conse-

quent condition and effect. specific remedial or mitigating
actions for each cause-condition-effect rerationship are

described and evaluated. perhaps the most significant con-

tribution of sorensenrs research is the cÌear and definite
identification of cause-effect relationships and their
remedj.al or mitigation criteria.

Systems Analysis

The Systems Analysis approach is used by many

disciplines including engineering (Wisner, Ig76l , geography

(Crowley, l-97I) , (Dansereau, I976) , planning (Dorney , Lg73) ,

resource management (Hills, 1960, 1961, 1976), economics

(Hite, Laurent, I972) and ecology (Walden, Griffiths, Lg74)

to resolve environmental problems. Essential_ty, it is a

process by which the immensely comprex and dynamic toLar

environment (Hi11s, êt.âI., LglO, p.4 L-44) , (HiIIs, 1960,

p.406) is dissected into manageable components for the

purposes of analysis. The main concern and interest is,
however, with the control- and support mechanisms of the

holistic system,

The relationship among variables must be
identified and these relationships built
up into the systems operating on the site
(Plantown Consultants Ltd. , I974, p.À-VIT.T-42) .
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There are four basic steps involved in the systems

apProach, .

a)

b)

c)

precisely state the objectives which will
be required to solve the probl_em;

identify the possible methods that might
be helpful in achieving the objective (s) ;

select the best method and design an
algorithm for analysis; collect the infor-
mation which is necessary to satisfy the
algorithrn;

proceed through the framework and construct
the best solution.

d)

A systems approach can employ either an analytical
modeÌ, such as dynamic progra¡nming, or a simulation model

However, the latter is often the only means available, as

Hufschmidt concluded,

Systems anlaysts have turned to simulation
because it is often the only way to effec-
tively deal with large and complex systems
that defy analytical solution.. (Hufschmidt,
1965, p.566).

simuration models, by the analysis of a large number

of variables over time, attempt to reproduce the character

of a particular system, "without actually achieving rearity, "

(Hufschmidt, 1965, p.566) .

There have been a number of attempts to establish a

large-scale environmental model in order to evaluate regional
resource and rand use decisions (Lyle,von lvodtke, r974, p.395)

The publication, L:þits to Growth (r,Ieadows et.al., rg72) was
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an ambitious attempt to prepare a "world simulation model"

in order to r...understand the varied but interdependent

components...'.

The systems approach and simulation models offer a

great potential as tools in our evatuation of large, comprex

environmental systems. This is particurarly so in light of
the requirements for environmental assessment as set out in
legisration, regulations arxrguiderines. However, the
results will be only as good as the information availabre
(Cooper, 1968, p.47) and our understanding of the total
system.
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CHAPTER V

AN APPLICÀTION OF ENVIRONMENTAI ASSESSMENT

TO PROJECT PL.ANNING

Introduction

Manitoba Hydro is the major producer ancl distributor
of electricar energy in the province of Manitoba. The

utility was established as a crown corporation in 195r, and

operates according to the lr{anitoba Hvdro Electric Board Act
(S.M., 1961, (Ist Section) , c.2B) . Briefly stated, the
primary objective of the corporation is to suppry firm
electricar power to the people of Manitoba at cost. Thus,

it has been the policy of the corporation to maintain
sufficient capacity on its system to totalry meet the
demand for generation capacity at its peak value, and to
maintain firm generation on its own system without relying
on sources outside of the provincial rntegrated Grid system?2

The main exceptions have been the purchases of smal_r blocks
of power, (1) to meet electrical loads during system

faults and (2), to defer the requirement of new gieneration

52rh" Provincial rntegrated Grid system incrudes boththe Manitoba Hydro and winnipeg Hydro systems. The ratter isan independent utility which suppries power to portions ofthe city of winnipeg, but is operated in conjunðtion with theoveral-I needs of the provincial svstem.

110
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faciliti.". 53

Electrical energy.is obtained from a variety of
sources. As Tabre 5.1 indicates, most of this energy

originates from hydraulic generating facirities, with other
sources including thermal, diesel, and imports from the
Provinces of ontario and saskatchewan, and the united states.
rt must be noted, however, that the ratio of hydrauric
generation Lo other generation sources may vary from year

to year, depending on the availabirit.y of water suppries.
For exampre, in r975-1976, hydraulic aeneration accounted

for about 96.rt of the totar energy generated.54 However,

in r976-1977, a period of low rainfatl conditions and

associated Iow water leve1s, hydrautic generation accounted

for 898 of totar generation. This represents a total
decrease of 78 between L976 and L977.

Future generation for the provincial rntegrated Grid
system is oriented towards the expansion of hydraul_ic capa-

city on the churchilr-Nerson River system.55 rf the present
development prograrns continue, there wirr be 1r06 megawatts

of additional installed capacity on this river system by

1980. rn total, it has been estimated that the province of

53rrraurrriew wi-th Mr. L. E. poyser, l,tanager, Environ-mental Services Department, October 12, l-976.
4¡'tanitoba Hydro Electric Board, ?1tr, Annual Repor!for the Year ended l,larch 31, L976, p.B

55rncludes churchill and Burntwood River diversions.
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Manitoba will require approximately 4,500 megawatts of
installed capacity by 1990 (Department of Energy, t'lines and

Resources, 1976, p.68) .

ÎABLE 2

SOURCE OF MANITOBA ELECTRICAT ENERGY SUPPLY

SOURCE OF POWER L976 L977

Integrated Grid

Hydraulic

Thermal

Other

L4,250* 12,079*

586 1,499

Diesel 53 53

87Hudsonr s Bay Mining & Smelting 27

rmports

Ontario Hydro 3

Saskatche$ran Power Corporation 4

United States 27 528

*Energy in millions of kilowatt hours,

source: The Manitoba Hydro Erectric Board 25th Annuar Reportfor the Year nñaing March 3I, Lg76, p.3.

The Manitoba Hydro Electric Board 26th Annual Reportfor the Year Ending March 31, Ig77

The major point established from the above is that the

Manitoba Hydro electrical system is almost totally dependent
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upon hydraulic capacity, and will continue to be so in the

forseeable future. In such a system, energy can not be

stored for future ,r"".56 The energy capacity must be used

when it is available. rf the capacity is not used, then

the water must be tspilledt over the dam, and therefore, is
no ronger avairabre for electrical generating purposes.

since the normar practice of Manitoba Hydro is to design for
the worst case situation - i.e., lowest water frows, the

Province is likely to have a surplus of capacity at any

given point in time. Moreover, the Manitoba Hydro system is
designed to meet a winter peak demand load, and consequentty

there is an excess capacity during the summer period.

rn the united states, the power utirities which oper-

ate in the mid-western states have a somewhat different
electrical generating system. The electrical generation

is derived primarily from thermal sources and is designed

to meet a summer peak load situation. Therefore, a trans-
mission interconnection between the Manitoba Integrated Grid

System and the American systems which is based on

capacity and seasonal diversity exchanges has certain
obvious advantages to both electricar systems. These are:
the deferment of expenditures for new plants, increased

systems security and new revenue generated through

56o"
plant where

compared to a
the fuel can

coal-fired thermal generating
be stockpiled for 1ater use.
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the sales of surprus energy by both I'tanitoba Hydro and the

American ut.ilitie 
" 

.57

In L976, Manitoba Hydro signed an Interconnection

Agreement with the Northern States power Company (N.S.p.) of
l,linnesota to construct and operate an extra-high voltage
(E.H.V.) transmission line from the Dorsey Transformer

Converter Station (near Rosser, Manitoba), via the proposed

RieI Transformer Station (Near Deacon, Manitoba), to cross

the International Boundary between Longitude 95 degrees

29 minutes 45 seconds, htest, and Longitude 95 degree 42

minutes 12 seconds, West. From this border location, the

Northern States Power Company would construct a transmission

line to Minneapolis (See Figure 7).

This agreement forms part of an on-going policy

Program of Manitoba Hydro to establish energy interconnections

with other electrical utilities. At the present time, there

are two such interconnections with the saskatchewan power

Corporation, two with Ontario Hydro, one with N.S.p. (1969)

and one with the Minnesota Power and Light Company (f976).

These transmission facirities operate at 230ro0o vorts.

57ror the purposes of this thesis, it has been considered
necessary to provide a brief outline of the Manitoba Hydro
system and the background for the exchange of erectricát energy.rf further detaits are required the reader is referred to
9uilellles =for rnter-utitity Energy Exchange Agreements by
G. spattorct, L. P. Haberman, D. A. young (October, 1976) , orsuch comprehensive studies as perspective on power, (Berlin,
Cicchetti, Gillen, 197 4) .
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Provinciar cabinet approval in principre was given for the
proposed E.H.V. interconnection by order-in-council No.

84L-7 6 .

Project Considerations and Constraints

Legal and Regulatory Considerations

The agreement between tlanitoba Hydro and N.S.p.,
because it involved an international energy exchange commit-

ment, r{as subject to the review and approval of the Nationa}

Energy Board, under the authority of the Nationar Energy

Board Act (Can. Stat 1959, c.46). Historically, the Board

has been concerned only with the technicar and economic

matters of such agreement".58 However, with the rise of
Federar invorvement in environmentar matters59 the Board

prescribed the requirement for an environmental assessment

of all internationar por^rer rines in excess of 50r000 vorts60
(National Energy Board Act, Can. Stat. s.44(a)), before a

certificate of PubLic Necessity and convenience would be

approved and issued. rn July, 1974, a set of environment.al

assessment guidelines was issued by the Board to assist

58rot
Hydro-N.S.P.
1969.

594bo.v", p. 54 .

6o"o*"r lines of
from the environmental
to the Board.

example, reference can be made to the Manitoba
energy exchange application to the N.E.B. in

50,000 volts or less may be excluded
assessment requirement upon application
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proponents in the preparation of the assessmerrt.6l

This transmission. line was not subject to the Federal

Environmental Assessment and Review process because,

a) it had not been initiated by a Federal

agency,

b) it did not involve Federal lands,

c) no Federal monies l{ere involved, and

d) there is no legislative or regulatory

Link between the Environment Canada

procedures and the National Energy

soard.62

This initiative by the N.E.B. quite clearly has its
origin in the consÈitutional study by MacNeir (r97r) and in
certain precedents which \^rere estabtj-shed by the Canada Water

Act (r970). First, l"lacNeil identified the environmentar

jurisdictionar scenario relating to international matters
(l4acNeil, 1971, p.175) . Secondly, and most important, the

canada water Act (1970) set the background for Federal

initiative on environmental matters which were of clear
Federal jurisdiction or where there was a provincial/Federal

jurisdictionar conflict. Thus, the N.E.B. environmentar

6Is"u Appendix ïr.
Regulatory agencies were excluded from the policy

statement of December 20, L973 (Above, p. 53 ).
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assessment requirement is limited to international power

lines on1y. However, this Federal initiative, in an area

of potentiar confrict of jurisdiction, is open to charlenge

by the Province involved.63

The N.E.B. environmental guidelines are quite expricit.
First, a study area extending one kilometer to either side

of the propósed power line alignment must be described in
terms of a set of specifiedrenvironmental criteria. Next, the
proposed facility is tested against the environmental

criteriar oD the basis of certain environmental standards

in order to determine the environmentar impact and to esta-
blish the appropriate remedial and mitigating measures.

Arternatives to the proposed action must arso be considered,

al.though a "without" project arternative is not specified,
as is required by the United States procedures (N.8.p.A.,

1969). Pubric participation in the assessment process is
not a requisite of the guidelines, although "applications
to and decisions by public bodies" must be included in a

finar environmental assessment documenL which is to be pre-

pared and submitted to the Board.

Provi-ncia1 Cons iderations

In the siting of a transmission line in Manitoba, a

63_- - Indeed,
the authority of

l'lanitoba Hydro is at present
the National Energy Board on

chaJ-Ienging
this matter.
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varj.ety of Provinciar legisration and a number of regula-
tions need to be considered. However, for the purposes of
this discussion onry, the more significant ones relating to
land use, resource management, r-and ownership and environ-
mental pollution are mentioned. Briefly, these are,

. The Clean Environment Act (I972,I974,I976)

. The l4anitoba Environmental AssessmenL
and Revíew Agency

. The planníng Act (1925)

. The City of Winnipeg Act (1972)

Furthermore, a number of municipal considerations
relating primarily to future 1and use planning r¡¡ere relevant
to the study design.

rn terms of the construction, operation and mainten-

ance of the proposed transmission line, The crean Environment

Act (1972) is relevant. However, since the emphasis of this
Act is on the regulation of contaminants, the most direct
evidence of its applicability occurs somewhat later in the
project development program - i.e., specific design and

construction criteria. rn terms of siting, the Act has

rerevance primarily in terms of providing advance guidance

to the environmental regurations and standards which shourd

be considered early in the project pranning process. This

might. include such things as the methods of fuel storage,
of right-of-vray clearance, of ozone and other gaseous

emissions and of the use of herbicides for right-of-eray
maintenance.
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The l{anitoba Environmental Assessment and Review

Agency requires that transmission 1ines of 230,000 volts or
more be subjected to an environmental assessment which is to
be submitted to the Agency for review (Manitoba, 1976, p.l4).
on November 26, 1976 a set of guidelines was issued by the

Agency (Appendix rrr). These broad, comprehensive guiderines

catalogue the environmental variables to be assessed and

the nature of the impacts to be identifiecl and evaluated.

rn content, they are very simirar to the guidelines issued

by the National Energy Board. The l',lanitoba E.A.R.A. are,
however, considerably more specific in terms of the iden-
tification of environmental impacts and mitigating measures.

An important item to note from a review of the guidelines

is the wide spectrum of subject matter. rt includes not

onry the air, water and soil, but also the culturar and

social factors of the environment.

the siting of a transmission line r particurarly in
the more denseJ,y settred areas of southern Manitoba, requires
that consideration be given to the provincial planning Act
(s.¡¡. , r975). The following reasons support the requirement.

First, the linear nature of an electric transmission facility
creates property severances. since ltanitoba Hydro intended

to purchase the right-of-v¡ay,64 the potential for creating

64o= compared to a land lease policy of previous
years.
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separate property parcels, under separate titre, existed.
this courd influence future rand use patterns in a number

of ways. The most important of these is that the severed
parcels could be soLd and used as building rots, resurting
in the loss of agricuLturar lands and the creation of
servicing problems. such occurrences wourd be contrary to
the zoning policies ot some of the rural municipal_ities.65

secondly, the size of the proposed facility wourd

have certain effects on the aesthetics and social aspects of
the area. Thirdly, The planning Act (1975) includes trans_
mission lines within its definition (s.¡,t. , Lg75, c.29,s.l(d) )

Finally, the National Energy Board guidelines specify the
need to consider present and future rand use when assessing
the impact of the proposed transmission line (section 6 (c)

(ii) ) .

The Planning Act. (I975) was passed by the provincial
Legislature on July 19, 1975 and procraimed into law on

January 1, 1976. The Act is a comprehensive land use pran-
ning statute which has two basic concepts. These are,

to decentralize planning and decision-
making to the local level through the

development plan process, and

65I"lany of the rural municiparities have zoningdesignations of A40 and A160, whiãrr in essence restrictthe creation of separate titles for property parcels con-sisting of less than 40 acres, for uies- othèr- than thoseof an agricultural nature.

a)
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to co.-ordinate and expedite the planning

effort at the.provincial Ievel.66

rn order to achieve this co-ordination and expediting

creation, by the government, of the Interdepartmental
Planning Board (S.M., L975, c.29, s.lI). A second co_

ordinating body, the provinci-al Land use committee of
cabinet, a cabinet sub-committee, assists in co-ordinating
provincial land use and resource policies and planning
initiatives.

The rnterdepartmentar planning Board (r.p.B.) vras

established essentiarly as a central administrative group

which is to monitor and co-ordinate land use and resource
development activities in Manitoba. specificarry, the r.p.B.
is to,

advise and assist any public authori-ty in theplanning and reguratioñ of use and deüeropmentof land and co-ordinate the major land usepranning activities of such puÉtic authorities(S.M. , L97S , e.29, s. ll (b) ) .

The Board is comprised of staff positions, usuarry
deputy-ministers, from fourteen provinciar departments or
agencies, arl of which are involved to varying degrees with
land use and natural resource management. staff support is
provided to r.P.B. through the provincial planning Branch of

66r.rt.t.riew with D. Johns and s" scrafierd, rnter-departmental Planning Board, winnipeg, February 13, 197g.

b)
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the Department of Municipal Affairs. An important task of
the Board has been to provide a forum within which land uss

conflicts between departments courd be resolved and suppor-

tive programs could be co-ordinated. probrems which can

noÈ be resolved through the Board are referred to the
Provincial Land use committee of cabinet, which is the senior
Ievel of decision-making on planning matters.

The Provincial Land use committee of cabinet (p.L.u.c.)
is comprised of cabineÈ Ministers who are to ensure that
provinciar land use policies are consistently forlowed.
while the major pranning function of p.L.u.c. is to review
municipal development plans, the committee has proved useful
in resolving interdepartmentar conflicts over rand use and

resource development. staff support is provided by the
Provincial Planning Branch.

The institutional arrangement for p.L.u.c. and the
I.P.B. is shown on Figure B.

In summary, through the p.L.U.C. and the I.p.B.,
The Planning Act (S.¡1., Lg75) offers a broad forum for review
by the administrative agencies of the central government and

also, ät the political lever of evaruation, of rand use and

resource-related pJ-anning projects and programs.

rt was necessary to consider the city of winnipeg Act
(s.¡1. ' 1972) because there was a possibility that the trans-
mission route might be located within the 'Additional zone'



P.L.U.C.

Source: rnterview with D. Johns, Interdepartmental plannlng BoardlVinnipeg, February 13 ,1979.

FIGURE 8 INSTITUTIO$IAL ARRAHGETEEFIT FCIR P.L.U,C. tr{D
I.P.B.
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of the city. This Additional zone was created primarily for
planning purposes (s.t'l . , .Ig72l. Essentially, it
extends the influence of the city of winnipeg about five
miles beyond the municipal boundary. I{ithin this area,
the city of winnipeg has a major rore on land use planning
and development matters.

Technicar and electricar systems studies which were

undertaken by Manitoba Hydro determined that the power rine
should operate at 50o,o00 volts alternating current and

would require one circuit. Right-of-way requirements for
this type of facility are two hundred and fifty feet. How-

ever, since future bulk transmission in the province witl
be at the 500 kv level it was decided by Manitoba Hydro to
incorporate future right-of-way requirements in the interna-
tional por.¡er line studies "

Future bulk potter transmission considerations include
Èhe followings

the construction of a new, major

transformer station near the Deacon

Reservoir, southeast of the City of
Winnipeg. This is referred to as

the RieI Station;

the need to interconnect the

proposed RieI Station with the
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existing Dorsey Transformer-Converter

Station located near Rosser, Manitoba

(northwest of Winnipeg). This require-
ment would include first, the construc-
tion of tvro 500 kV single circuit
por^rer lines north of Winnipeg6T, and.

Iater, two 500 kV circuits to the

south and west of Winnipeg;

inter-connection reguirements with
future generation along the Winnipeg

River, ât 500 kV;

inter-provincial eÌectric system con-

nections with Ontario Hydro.

on the basis of these studies, it was concluded that
a nevr right-of-vray rvas required for the 500 kv power lines
instead of up-grading existing rights-of-way. Additionarly,
certain technicar specifications were establishea.6S
Engineering alternat,ives such as underground facilities and

direct current transmission r¡ere rejected at this time
(Manitoba Hydro, L976, p.7).

Internal Administrative Considerations

I{anitoba Hydro, like most large corporations, is

67This is referred to as the 'North Loop, .
68_-For detairs on technical considerations, referenceshould be made to Appendix IV.
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organized according to various Divisions and Departments.

Each of these components.operates to fulfill- certain speci-
fic functions within the organization. However, no single
group within the corporate structure had the necessary

resources to carry out a study which had to address the
range of topics outlined by the guiderines of the Nationar
Energy Board or the Environmental Assessment and Review

Agency. The systems pranning Division within Manitoba Hydro
did have the responsibility and authority to ensure that
all of the requirements for the export ricense application,
including the certificate of public Necessity and conven-

ience, were fulfilled.
Accordingry, a speciar project task force chaired by

a representative from the systems planning Division and

supported by various other departments involved in trans-
mi-ssion planning was created. Arthough the utility has had

considerable experience and expertise in constructing por¡¡er

lines, it had only a smalr group assigned to address

environmental matters the Environmentar services Depart-
ment. Therefore,because of the wide range of matters to be

considered and documented, Ivtanitoba Hydro retained the
services of an outsi.de consultant who reported to the
chairman of the task force.

such an organizationar approach has certain advantages

to the proponent and the study program. First and foremost,
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it offered an int.erdisciprinary, murtidisciplinary approach.

secondly, it established. one group which could focus its
attention on the project and thus act as a credibLe
spokesman for Manitoba Hydro in its dearings with external
groups. rn addition, the task force approach provides
continuity to the study program as it progresses through
each succeeding stage.

the major difficulty encountered in a Èask force such

as this in a corporation like Manitoba Hydro is to edu-
cate the various individuars in the land use planning
and environmental assessment process. rt must be remembered

that the individual members of the project study team came

from specialist, mission-oriented sectors of the corporation.
Therefore, problems simirar to those discussed in chapter z

with regard to government departments are evident. rt is
essential, then, that a project task force of this nature
have clearly defined terms-of-reference, and a strong
mandate from the executive.

External Reviews

Historically, l"ranitoba Hydro has had little need to
incrude agencies and organizations external to the utirity
in the planning for transmission routes. The Manitoba Hvdro
Electric Board Act (S.tt., 196l) gives the utility a rather
broad mandate to achieve it.s objective of supprying energy,
at the lowest cost., to the province. The Act reads:
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The intent, purpose, and object of thisAct is to provide for the cóntinuance ofa supply of power.adequate for the needsof the _province, and to promote economyand efficiency in the geñeration, aistii-bution,-lgpply and use of power. (stat,.,
Man., 196I , c.Zg, s.3) .

rn the past, the normar procedure has been to esta-
brish a route based primarily on transmissi_on design and

efficiency parametersr âs welr as on specific property
considerations. once the route had been established by

the Manitoba Hydro transmission planning groups, the pro_
posed arignment was distributed by the utility to other
Provincial agencies, such as the crown Lands Branch and the
Manitoba Telephone Service, Federal agencies h¡ere included
on an 'as required' basis. For exampre, if the proposed

arignment was in close proximity to a licensed aerodrome,

Transport Canada would be asked for con¡rnent.

once the reviews were completed and the comments

were received, they vrere evaluated by the transmission pran-
ning groups. Essential modifications wourd then be made to
the alignment or facility design. once the route had gained
general acceptance, both within Manitoba Hydro and by other
government agencies, the utility advised the individual_
councirs of the municiparities in which the power rine was

to be located. Subsequently, the individual property owners

vrere contacted and told of the utility's intentions to
acquire property for the right-of-way. up untir- this point,
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the individuar property owners had no formal knowledge of the
proposed transmission line. The planning process had, by

this stage, progressed to the point where the owner either
acquiesced or faced expropriation. Indeed, the need for
the power line and its rocation was werr estabrished before
the proposed alignment was submitted to the other provincial
departments and agencies. There was only very timited
invorvement outside of Manitoba Hydro in the transmission
planning process and there hras virtually no opportunity to
change a proposed arignment other than for technical or
regulatory ruurorr". 69

For many years, this rather ad. hoc. process to
transmissj-on line routing was generalry welr accepted. rndeed

it has been suggested that peopJ.e v¡elcomed power rines
because of the advantages that electrification brought to
rural rite.70 The evidence suggests, however, that a change

away from the traditional approach is required. The trend
towards a broader involvement is now evident.

Provincial agencies and departments, public groups

and individuals can make a contribution to the environmental

69rt is. unlikely that technicar or reguratory reasonshave resulted in any mãjor changes of arignmãnt or -the rejec-tion of a route. the-Eiãr¡.çmission planniñg groups wouldconsider these factors in the normai coursè of the designprocess.
70_J . t'unneIl, l"lanitoba

Winnipeg, November 24, L977.
Hydro, Presentation to ECON'77,
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assessment process. However, neither the National Energy

Board Act (19s9) nor the.Board's guidelines of Jury, rg74
specify the need for a public invorvement program. The

guidelines do require that the applicant for a certificate
of Public Necessity and convenience submit documentation
on arl applications to and deci-sions by other reviewing
bodies. The only method for formal involvement by outside
groups is by participation as an intervenor at the pubric
hearings which the Board convenes to review the proponentrs
application (Rev. Stat. Can., 1969-I970, c.65, s.20 (i) ) .
Before an intervention is allowed, the intervening party
must establish stancling on the matters before the Board.Tr

At the Provinciar revel, once again, pubric partici-
pation in the broadest sense of the term is not a formal
requirement of the assessment process. A public hearing is
the provision for pubric invorvement and revier^r,

Pub1ic hearings may be initiated by theMinister of lrllnes r- Resources and Environ-mental Management through the EnvironmentaÌ
Assessment Review Agency or the Clean

71rh. Boardr âs indicateg bv the Manitoba Hydrohearings in winnipeg (January , l-97'6) and the more recentHydro_Quebec hearings in Monlreal (June, Ig76) has inter-preted this stipulation quite.broadly. 'During the hãaringsin winnipê9, the Board recognized seíerar intérvening groupswho were not property ownerã arong the proposed route andwho were not Uectry af fected by 
-the tåcation of the trans-mission line.-TEe Bõard thus reinforced the need toconsider outside groups in the environmentar- assessmentprocess and to gain. !h. approval of provinciar a.fuii*u"t=and municipal councils.
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Environment Commission prior to anydecision to permit, modify or disa-Ilow
a proposed project (l,ianitoba, Ju1y, I976,p.6).

The Minister also has certain procedural duties which
introduce the project to external review (Manitoba, July,
I976, p.5).

The proponent is, however, encouraged to incrude the
public in the environmental assessment program :

since public participaÈion may be consideredessential to the environmental assessment,the proponent may erect to introduce citizeninvolvement in the initial stages of theenvironmental assessment. Speðitic public
concerns, constructive criticism, reconmen_dations and reviews would then be avairablefor inclusion in the 'Environmental Impact
Statement. | (l4anitoba, July, 1976, p. 6j .

Thus, the public, and more significantly, those
people directly affected by a project in l"tanitoba may have

an opportunity to participate in the decision-making process,
but this is at the discretion of the project proponent.
what has occurred in Manitoba and most other provinces in the
past, is that no provision for public invorvement in the
planning process has been made by the proponent. The formar
public hearing has been the only forum provided for pubric
discussion, e.g., the sotandt Hearings in ontario, the
recent N-E-B- - Mani.toba Hydro hearings in hrinnipeg
(January, Ig76) .
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There are several concerns over the reriance on

pubric hearings, which in part relate to the adversary
situation whi.ch is created between the intervenors and

proponent. By the time a project reaches the hearing stage,
many of the commitments have been made with the resurt that
the final decision is either a "go,'or a,,no-go" situation.
There is rittre room available for negotiation and discus-
sion. Then too, many peopre do not have the time or finan-
ciar resources to prepare for a formal hearingr or even to
attend- Finally, by the time that the hearings are convened.

the proponent, if it. is a major project, wirr very rikery
have expended considerable staff and financial resources on

environmental, technical and pre-design studies. poriti-
cally, it may be very difficult to reject a project,parti-
cularly if there are no dominant issues.

The Manitoba Environmental Assessment. and Review

Agency offers a limited scope of external review since the
administrative Agency is represented by only three
Provinciar departments the Department of Mines, Resources

and Environmental Management, the Department of Health and

social services and the Department of Finance. The Environ-
mental Management Division of Manitoba Hydro, in its
capacity of providing staff review, offers a range of
environment-related disciplines, but it does not include the
social and land use aspects which !ùere tikery to be a major
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issue in the area to be studied.

Consequently, Manitoba Hydro elected to submit the
project to Provincial review through the rnterdepartmentar
Pranning Board process. Not only did this agency offer a

wider sphere for review but it also included the Department
of Mines, Resources and EnvironmentaJ- Management within its
reviewing process. Thus, the E.A.R.À. Þras represented,
albeit indirectly.

In Manitoba, the locaI municipal councils have an

important role to play in matters rerating to rand use.
Alr development. prans must be adopted by by-law (stat. Man.

1976, c.29, s.30). Thus although Manitoba Hydro is exempt

from matters relating to subdivision control (em. stat. Man.

1976, c.51, s.60), the rocal councirs pray an important part
in the gaining of pubric acceptance. consequentryr â'
external involvement program which incruded the local muni-
cipal councils and individual councirrors was initiated bv

the utility.

several speciar interest groups intervened on

environmental matters at the National Energy Board hearings
on the 230 kv application, in winnipeg in January , 1976.
The two more vocal groups were the Manitoba Environmental_

council and the l'lanitoba Naturalist society. The former
group is an environmentar advisory body to the }4inister of
the Department of rvrines, Resources and Environmental
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1.t
l'lanagement. '' rts membership is drawn from a wide range of
organizations and agencies in the province. The Manitoba

Naturalist society is a public organization of peopre drawn

from across the community who have a cotnmon interest in
the preservation of the natural environment.

Summary

rn the design of the study process for the Manitoba

Hydro environmental assessment, it was rearized that some

forum for ext,ernal involvement was essential. such a forum

needed to furfirr the following basic objectives:

to provide information;

to identify concerns that might not

normally be recognized by an isolated
project planning group;

. to seek constructive suggestions in
the siting of the right-of-v¡ayi

to provide guidance in establishing
resource pri-orities and communitv

values, and finatly;
to obtain formal approval of a

preferred alignment out of a wider

number of basically optimal solutions;

TtaLuun Environment Act (S.t"t., irg7ù.
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, to Eain approval from the National

Energy Board

There are severar elements which relate to these
objectives. Firstly, the external involvement program had

to undertake to inform and to educate the outside agencies
and groups on the criteria necessary to achieve a meaning-

ful review, since transmission rine planning is a comprex

task which had never before been outside of the control of
the utirÍty. secondly, once l'tanitoba Hydro embarked on the
program' Ít had to be prepared to accept the final decision,
whether the utility agreed or not. Thirdly, the forum had

to be open and flexible, not only to provide information,
but also. to obtain information from the externar partici-
pants in the form of value judgements and specific environ-
mental information.

Policv Considerations

The documentation of stated or implied pubric policies
is perhaps one of the more difficurt problems in any planning
study. This is due to the fact that much of the information
is un-written orrat the very least, unpublished. l"loreover,
public poricy is subject to change over time. rn the
Province of Manitoba, the state of broad, comprehensive
planning has not reached the point where regionar resource
planning goars can be fu1ly realized. The traditional policy
instruments have not been totarly effective in dealing with
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the multitude of existing and potentiar resource conflicts.
rn part, this is due to the historical, sectoral approach to
regource management,.

There has, however, been a significant attempt to
overcome this problem. rn the course of the past few years,
a major, co-ordinated and comprehensive pranning study has

been undertaken by the Department of Municipal Affairs for
the winnipeg Region. This study, together with on-going
studies, and discussions with the provincial bureaucrâcy,
provided cert,ain rather broad policy guidelines for the
Manitoba Hydro environmental assessment. rn general, the
policy guidelines related to:

a) the need to preserve Lhe province's prime

agricultural lands, particularly in the

Red River VaIIey and in the vicinity of
the City of Winnipeg;

b) the need to minimize conflicts with existing
and anticipated urban development, parti_
cularly to the north of the City of Winnipeg

along the Red River;

c) the need to minimize the disruption to
resource extraction operations (eg. sand and

gravel, forestry);
d) the overall objective to preserve the

cultural heritage of the province includinq
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outdoor recreation and to maintain a high
quality of environment.

(Geographic Considerations )

The area under study, arthough reasonably werr-docu-
mented, is complex and, as suchr posês a number of problems

related to the assessment of a linear facirity such as a

500r000 volt transmission line. rn sì.unmary, these includeù

a) largely private or+nership of land,
particularly on the highJ-y productive

chernozemic soils of the Red River plain.
Land holdings for the most part, are

based upon the Township and Range system,
although a long lot pattern exists along
the Red River and in St. Anne parish;

b) a f1at, open landscape which creates a

high visibility for a power line of this
magnitude;

c) an extreme pressure on the rural lands

within 15 to 20 miles of the City of
Winnipeg to provide, on a continuing basis,
specialized and capital-intensive agricul_
t-ural operatj_ons, active and passive

recreation, land for residential and rural
estate development, urban growth, other
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utility corridors (highways, pipelines,
aqueclucts, other povrer Iines) and a
pleasant, rural landscape;

relatively few areas of high aesthetic,
recreational or ecological value, thus
giving an increased importance to these

areas which do exhibit it, e.g., Bird,s
Hitl Provincial park;

the extensive land holdings by the Crown

to the east, centred on the Sandilands
Provincial Forest Reserve.

. 
Scheduling Considerations

The planning and development of a transmission rine
involves eight basic stages. These are;

a) Preliminary Studies

At this stage, broadly based design and

economic studies are undertaken to deter_
mine the overall viability and feasibility
of the project. This stage may include
obtaining political approval 'in principle'.
ALternatives to the project are considered
in terms of optimizing project desigrr.T3

d)

e)

73m.r.h has been written about the need to considerenvironmental matters at this stage. while conceptuãirv thismay be desirable, in rearity it wóurd .fp."r, for transmissionlines at least, that given óur limited i<nowreage about environ-mentar systems, such an evaluation would be exÉremery broadand.accordingly difficult to define in terms of a specificproj ect.
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b) Siting Studies

This stage incrudes pranning and environmentar

assessment, technical, economic and engineering
design studies.

c)

Once a specific route is chosen from several
alternatives, it is established by J-egal survey.

d) Property Acquisition
This stage includes obtaining permits to cross
Crown Lands, the appraisal and purchase (or
lease) of private property, and expropriation
if required.

e) Right-of-!.lay Clearing

This is the first stage in the construction
process. Once the right-of_way has been

acquired, the right-of-way is cleared of trees
in forested areas. The normal practice is to
harvest the saleable timber, and then to
'clean-cutt according to the specified design
requirements.

f) Construction

This stage involves a number of steps the
installation of tower footings, toþrer erec_
tion, conductor stringing, post-construction
clean-up and final inspection.
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el

Once the facility has been energized, the
normal practice is to inspect the right-of_
way every year. The right-of-way is maintained
by the periodic crearing of trees which niqht
interfere with the 1ine, and brush contror,
either by mechanical means or the use of
herbicides.

h) De-commissioning

At this stage, the facility is taken out of
operation. However, transmission lines,
because they have a long design }ife expectancy
(50 years or more) are seldom taken out of
service.

Al Approach to Environmental Assessment

and Pl+nning

Any given region may be evaruated in terms of a rarge
number of variables. However, within the process of regional
analysis, such discrete variables by themselves are of
limited use in the total evaluation process. These variables
must be synthesized i¡rto a relativeJ.y smalr number of meaning-
ful combinations of factors which are based upon a thorough
knowledge of the region under studyr gov€r.ment policies, the
community interest regisration, regulations, and guidel_ines
and the technical requirements of the planning process.
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rn this context, then, the objective of the trans-
mission line environmentar assessment sÈudy was to deverop
arternative electric povrer transmission rights-of-way
between the Dorsey Transformer and converter station, and

the rnternational Boundary in southeastern Manitoba, and to
refine to a single route the one which, in general, forlows
the path of minimum environmental impact; this route having
been determined with the benefit of input from government

agencies and departments, municipal councirs, and certain
public special interest groups, âDd having due regard for the
technical and electricar systems guideJ.ines and constraints
and existing regisrative and regulatory guiderinu".74 The

objective was no ronger restricted to 'buirding a 500 kv
transmission rine' . l"lanitoba Hydro quite obviousry vrished

to gain a generar externar agreement on the routing of the
power line which was feasibre, acceptable to the community

and which satisfied the legalrregulatory requirements and

the environmental guidelines.

In order to fulfill these objectives, it was essen_

tial to design a program which complemented the institutional
framework which had been established by the province and the
National Energy Board. Accordingtyr ërr Externar rnvorvement.
Program was implemented as an integral part of th environ-

74rr,a.rrriew with L. E. poyser, Manitoba Hydro,March 12, 1977 .
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mental assessment program (Manitoba Hydro, 1976, p.25).
co-ordination of this program vras executed by the proponent,s
study task force and by the review procedures estabrished by
the rnt.erdepartmentar planning Board. Municipar councirs
hrere also invorved. rnitially, however, this aspect was
managed dírectly by Manitoba Hydro. Later in the study
Program, the Municipal Services Branch, in its capacity as
the prime provinciar-Municipal liaison agency on municipar
affairs" took on an important co-ordination function with
the councils through the r.p.B. provision was made, arthough
not extensive in scope, for the involvement of special
interest groups such as the lranitoba Naturarist society and
the Manitoba Environmental counci-l. No provision was made

in the study program for direct individuar invorvement by
the public. Manitoba Hydro had concluded that the rightfur
forum for such invorvement was through the rocar municipal
council and the individual ward representatives. T5

The requirements of the Nationar Energy Board had
onry a limited influence on the actual design of the assess_
ment program. This was due to the fact that the Board,s
involvement is limited to the public hearings to review the
applicatio.r. 76

Lg7B. ]:t"terview 
with L' E. Poyser, Manitoba Hydro, February, 14

It]-ûnce a proponent makes an application to the N.E.B.,virtually no ¿iscusËions can occur. Arr communication becomespart of the record. The reason for this is that the Boardperceives itserf .= an impartial judge hearing evidence as towhether the environmental guidej.ii.=-tr.lr" been satisfied, ratherthan as a participant in túe planning process.
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Based upon the above-noted project objective, a four-
phased incremental decision process vras forlowed (Figure 5. )

The process began first with the definition of a study area
and proceeded through more detailed levers of investigation
to the identification of macro-corridors,Tt an. selection
of alternative alignments,78 .r,d finalty, the selection of a

preferred atignment (Figure 9 and 10).

The choice of an appropriate method to be apptied in
the study was perhaps one of the more difficurt probl_ems.

Because of l*fanitoba Hydro's commitr¡ent to incrude a varÍety
of menbers of the public in the review process, some of whom

had considerable expertise, and others who had only timited
knowledge about the environmental assessment process, it
vras necessary to appJ-y a technique which woutd stand the
test of professional scrutiny and yet convey information
about the environmental effects of the project in a reLa-
tivery simple fashion.T9 Therefore, on this basis, none of

77"Macro-corridors are defined as broad, J-inear corridors,up to r-2 km in width, in which a transmission line could belocated with a minimum of environmental- impact, as dÀterminedat a regional scale of evaluation.
78-. .Arrgnment is used in the study as a specific trans-mission line route. rn concept it has much thã same meaningas right-of-way atthough the ratter normarry implies a J.egalcertificate or survey has been conducted.
79uor example, this ruled out the use ofapproach. a computerized
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the methods discussed in Chapter 4 was considered to be

singularly the optimal technique. consequentty, a variety
of methods were used. At the broad, regionar !é,vel, a

modificat,ion of the map overlay technique utilizing a maxi-
mizing rule (Manitoba Hydro, L976, p.zg) and a simpre check-
rist vrere employed. As part of the Manitoba E.A.R.p., a

simplified version of the Leopold evaluation matrix was

appried. As the study program progressed to finer levels
of investigation and detail, checkrists, S0 modified versions
of the overlay techrriqr*,81 simulation methods,S2 a,.,d to a

degree Ad Hoc committee principresS3 *.r. emproyed. A

qualitative cause-condition-effect concept which relied on

a series of large-scale aerial photographic mosaics was

applied j-n the final stages of route evaluation and the
determination of environmental remedial and mitigating
measures.

ïn the following discussion,

phases will be reviewed in terms of

each of the decision

the methods applied, the

80rh. alternative routings were evaruated using the
'summary Evaluation Matrix' whiðn identified weighted valuesof environmental impact (Manitoba Hydro, Lg76, p.aSl.

81"or the analysis of visuar and aesthetic impacts.
E2simulation methods were applied in such speciaristtopics as the determination of eleðLromagnetic fieias.
S3Particularly in the Externar rnvorvement program

arthough no questionnaires or generar opinion ;;;""t;-*"..undertaken.
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reporting and reviewing process and the results or decisions
achieved. A synopsis chronology of events for the studv
program is provided in Appendix V.

Phase f - Selection of Studv Area

rn the first phase of the study, a broad study area,
some 6,I47 square kilometers in extent, \Â¡as defined,
(Figure 11)84. rhe study area was seÌected on the basis of

technical, engineering, and systems reguirements and certain
broad environmentally related parameters. Technical consi-
derations includedranong others, the rong-range systems
design requiremenÈs for the city of winnipeg, future sources
of generation, and the location of the two transformer
stations Dorsey and Riel. Environmentar parameters rerated
to such resource features as the extent of present and future
urban land uses around the City of Winnipeg, the known

location of ecologically sensitive areas (e.g., St. Labre
Bog) and theproperty fabric of the region.

The study area which was defined included within it
a broad range of environmental features. To the west, and

around the city of grinnipeg, the pressures of urban develop-
ment were of major importance, while to the east and southeast,
more extensive uses of the land for agricurture, forestry

84^--Referring to Figure 11, the study area was approxi_mately 2I5 kilometers in length, and varied in width from aminimum of 19 kil-ometers to a maximum of 95 kilometers.
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operations, and outdoor recreation were evident. one of
the inital issues in the. study area was over the human

environment componerrt.S5 consequently, in order to better
reflect the policy considerations and the character of the
region, the larger study area was divided into an 'urban'
and a rRrîaf-r section (manitoba Hydro , Lg76, p.t5).

once the study areas had been determined, maps at a

scale of l:250r000 r¿ere prepared which portrayed the areas

to be investigated. These maps vrere then sent to arl
governmental departments, municipal councils and interest
groups by letter of transmittar dated May 2r , Lg76.86 At
the sane time meetings were requested by Manitoba Hydro.

These meetings were considered to be primarily of an infor-
mational nature in that the utirity wanted to expJ_ain the
need for the project and the siting process that was about
to be undertak.rr.BT lt is, however, apparent that the study
process benefited in terms of identifying and reinforcing

85obo,o" p. 128

S6lquch of the correspondence, particurarry with respectto the muni-cipal councirs was undertaten by the ÞropertyDepartment of Manitoba Hydro. Historicalr!, this dèpartmenthas. been the pri-mary conlact between the Côrporation and ruralmunicipalities and as such was considered as the best agent toundertake this aspect of the project, rather than the taskforce. Additionarly, this proviáed a certain measure ofcontinuity to the overatl program, since the property Depart-ment r.¡as also on the Task Force.
STrrra.rrriew with L. E. poyser, Manitoba Hydro,February 14, 1979.
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major issues relative to the project. For exampre, many

of the councirs contacted expressed appreciation of
the initiative taken by the utirity and strongry supported
the environmentar assessment process which was pranned.
Thus, while benefiting from these initiar meetings in terms
of gaining acceptance, the corporation was also now

committed to responding to external concerns, even if the
concerns hrere not of primary importance to the corporation,
or were indeed contrary to the traditional transmission
planning factors.

Phase II Selsction of Macro-Corridors

once the study area had been defined and reviewed,
the next step in the program invorved the compilation of a

regional environmental data base. This data base foll_owed
closery the National Energy Board guideline requirements.
rt was compiled from existing information and literature
which was available from various government departments and
municipal offices. This material was suppremented, revised
and up-dated by fierd investigations, aerial photographic
interpretation and discussions with the participants of the
Externar rnvolvement program. Much of the mapped information
was recorded on reproducible topographic maps (l:50,000) as
specified by the National Energy Board guiderines and

assembled into a separate map portfolio. The variables of
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the data base are presented in Table 3.88

using this comprehensive environmental data base,

broad corridors, some 500 meters to several kirometers in
width, v¡ere established on the basis of regi.onar resource
features. These resource features \,rere designated as

'impact factors | . The development and precise definition
of these impact factors is a very important function in the
overall assessment process. rmpact factors are intended to
portray, from a particurar point-of-view, the anticipated
degree and direction of change to a particurar part of the
environment but wourd be anticipated if the transmission
line were to be located there. rnitiarty, a draft set of
impact fact,ors was identified by the project study group,

on the basis of previous st.udiesrS9 known government poli-
cies, and the regional issues whi-ch !,rere anticipated in the
area under study.

A final, modifi-ed set of impact factors was defined
after the Phase r meetings r.rere completed. Therefore,
these impact factors are a rearistic refrection of the
major environmentar issues that were pertinent to the area

and facility under study.

88r'or the specific values of each varÍabre, referenceshourd be made to the environmentar assessment documents(Manitoba Hydro, 1976, Appendix Volume I).
89ror exampre, the previous 230,000 vort transmissionline environmental assessmènt study which was completed inApril, 1975 and reviewed by the N.¡.e. in ,lanuaryl 1976.
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TAbIe 3 -- VARIABLES oF ENVIRONMENTAL SÎUDY
DATA BASE

I. Surface Geology

2. Landform and Drainage

3. Soil Survey

4. Soil Capability for Agricul_ture

5. Land Capability for Wildlife Ungulates

6. Land Capability for [,Iitdlife - gfaterfowl

7. Biological Features

8. Land Capability for Outdoor Recreation
9. Present Land Use

10. Land Use ff
11. Distribution of Electrical Users

12. Property parcels and Land productivity
13. Future Land Use Considerations

14- Areas of potentiar and Existing Archaeorogicar sites
15. Linear Networks

16. Forest Inventory*

L7. Land Capability for Forestry*

* Denotes variabres for rural study area onry.

Source: Manitoba Hydro, L976, Volume l.
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The need for particular data variabres in the data
base is identified as the impact factor definitions are
refined; firstly, by the determination of factor components

which are, in effect, sub-factors which identify particurar
points-of-view or perspectives within the much broader con-
text of the factor, and secondry, by a series of factor
rures. These factor rules are the method by which the data
variables and values are transrated into meaningfur predic-
tions of the location and extent of anticipated impacts, ât
the study area leveÌ of investigation (Figure IZ ).

As an exampre, agricurture vras ident,ified as a major
poricy and resource issue. The siting of a transmission
line on agricurtural lands not onJ_y interferes with the
normar cultivation practices, but also takes a certain amount

of land out of productJ_orr90 poses a possible safety hazard
to certain types of practices such as the use of high
pressure irrigation systems, resurts in soil compaction through
the use of heavy equipment during the construction phase, and

so forth- Furthermore, there is an important secondary
aspect - the creation of property severances which can resurt
in the loss of agricuJ-tural lands through subdivision deverop-
*".rt.91 Therefore, in addressing the agricurturar impact

9ort is estimated that
kilometer of right-of-way is

globorr" p. r21.

approximately .I5 hectares,/
lot to agricultural production.
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factor, four components were identified as forlows:
Agricultural capabiritv,.which is an indicator of the .inher-
ent capability of the land for the production of food;
Land Productivitv, which reflects current, relative varues
of present production; property Ownership, which addresses
the problems of severancesi and finally, Spe*cia1 Areas such
as those where high pressure irrigation systems are utilized.
For each of these impact factor components, specific variables
of the data base l¡ere applied to determine the rocation and

degree of impact (See Figure 12).

In the next stepr âs Figure L2 indicates, these
factor impacts v¡ere used to establish a composite impact
facÈor, using a maximizing rure (r'ranitoba Hydro , Lg76, p.zg) .

The composite impact was mapped on r:50r000 scare mylar base
map overrays. From this composite map, areas which presen-
ted a higher lever of impact were identified and excluded
from further consideration for routing possibirities. These

excluded areas v¡ere termed ,Regionar Avoidance Areas' . The

result was the identification of a series of inter-connected
broad corridors termed macro-corridors, which offered
alternative routing possibilities in later phases of the
study. The process of macro-corridor identification is shown

on Figure 12

As Figure 10 indicates, once the definition of
corridors was completed, the resurts of this phase vrere
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submitted to externar review. As part of this review
process, Manitoba Hydro prepared an rnterim Report (Manitoba

Hydro, Interim Report, Lg76) which:

. described the project-design, sales

agreement, schedule, etc. ;

. outlined Corporate policies and prac_

tices respecting the proposed

facility, and the study program;

. described the environmental assess-

ment approach;

. provided documentation leading to
the delimitation of the macro-

corridors and;

. provided conplete mapping of all
impact factors, including the composite

and the macro-corridors.

This rnterim Report served three essentiar purposes.
First, it provided complete documentation of the study up

to the identification of the macro-corridors. secondry, it
fulfilled the commi-tments made during phase r to submit the
selection of these macro-corridors to review by the externar
groups. And finally, the report served to assist the out_
side agencies and municipal councils to focus on the major
rand use and resource issues of the proposed transmission
facility. For exampÌe, concern $¡as expressed on severar_
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occasions about the biological effects of high voltage rines.
This expression resulted. in the preparation of a special
report on the subject which was widery distributed. The

city of !{innipeg and the adjacent rural municiparities
considered urban rand use problems of considerable
importan 

"".92
rn a retter dated August rB, L976, Manitoba Hydro

submitted the rnterim Report to the r.p.B. for distribution
to the various associated agencies" The corporationn under
separate cover, sent complete copies of the report to all
municipal councils in the study area, and to selected public
groups who had indicated an i.nterest in the project. This
htas followed by a series of meetings with each of the
recipients, t,o discuss and explain the report findings and

to identify outstanding issues which might exist. This
latter point, is particularry significant because the deter-
mination of the macro-corridors \^ras based upon certain value
judgements. Therefore, in effect, the assessment study team
was testing those judgements in order to determine their
varidity and to achieve a consensus on the varues which had

been appried. onry after these varue judgements had been

92e" an exampre, in a retter dated october 19, Lg76,the Rural r'tunicipality of Rosser expressed concern over thepotential affects on future.developi¡ent near the vitlage ofGordon, and recommended avoiding uiri.iãing sites (rrranilo¡aHydro, 1976, Appendices Volume II) .
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confirmed was iÈ possible to proceed to the next stage of
the program.

The role of the r.p.B. was significant at this point
in the study program. Not only did the Board co-ordinate
the reviewing process, but it set the stage for the evarua-
tion of the rnterim Report. rn an r.p.B. memorandum dated
August 30, 1976, each reviewing agency was asked to comment

on the followings

a) the positive and negative implications of
each of the corridors;

b) zones wherein a transmission line might
seriously conflict with existingr, plannedn

or potential uses and the nature of the
conflict;

c) additionar impact information which woui.d

be necessary for a more detailed review in
phase t1,93

d) t.he technical method used for the impact

analysis;

e) the rnethod of property acquisition and

the type of title sought;

f) the appropriate forum for consutting

3Phase.rr corresponds to phase rr in this paperr âsthe r.P-8. review procesã did not r"óãg'i"* the stiã!-er.uselection as a separate phase.
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Ivlunicipalities and the City of !{innipeg

for ratificatlon.

Thereforer âs the above suggests, the Board was ful-
fillÍng a role not jusÈ as a co-ordination agency, but as a

liaison agency between the proponent, and the various sectors
of the Provinciar Government" consequentry, a singre, com-

prehensive forum for review of the study was avairabÌe, and

was able to expedit,e the review schedule.94

The rnterim Report was also to serve as the project
description for the Manitoba Environmentar Assessment and

Review Agencyr ês part of the assessment and review process.

Accordingry, the document was distributed by the r.p.B. to
the Agency- The Agency, however, reguested additional
documentation in the form of a matrix which would identify
various project activities and anticipated elements of the
environment which might be affected by the proposed action.95
The purpose of this matrix was'to determine whether the
project was indeed subject to the Environmental Assessment

Review Process. Therefore, it would seem that the Agency

had taken a somewhat adversary position earry in the study
program, particularly since lvtanitoba Hydro had agreed that

94rhir is supported by the fact that the totalProvincial review process waè compreted in approximatelythree weeks as compared with six to ten week- ieview periodsin the past.
oc
JJ^ See enclosure on back cover.
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the project wourd be submitted to E.A.R.p., and that accor-
ding to the Agency'a poricy statement, tz3o kv transmission
lines or larger in excess of five mires r , would require an

environmental assessment (Man. Govt., Lg76, p.13).
Manitoba Hydro did compry with the request for the

preparation of the matrix. This was submitted to the E.A.R.A.
in october, 1976.llowever, it was not unti]. March , rg77

that the Agency confirmed that the project was indeed subject
t.o the E-A.R.P. and subsequently issued a set of environ-
mentaL guidelin.".96

As part of this phase rr externar review, individ.ual
presentations were made to each of the councirs in the study
area, and the Provincial departments and aEencies which had

a direct interest in the project. rn point of fact, the
review process v¿as on-going and, as such, very often required
a number of meetings with certain of the individual agencies
in order to resorve issues earry in the study program.

This Phase rr review process achieved severar objec-
tives. First, the location of the macro-corridors was con-
firmed,, although issue was taken on a number of value
judgements that were rnade in their selection. For exampJe,

the Department of Highways in a memorandum to the r.p.B.,

oÂ-"Refer to Appendix rrr for an outrine of the E.A.R.A.environmentar guidelines. Memorandum dated November 25, Lg76from J- T. cawleyn Deputy Minister, oepartment of Þrines,Resources and Environmenlal Managementl to D. Johns, provincial-Planning Branch.
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dated september 30, Lg76 took issue with the fact t.hac

proposed highway developurents had not been adequatery

appraised and recommended certain changes to the impact
evaluations. secondJ-y, the responses to the rnterim Report
also identified certain data gaps, and rimitations to the
methodology. These assisted in establishing certain
priorities for the next phase - the serection of arternative
alignments. Third, formal approvar from the provinciar and

each municipal couneil was obtained which provided a sound

basis for proceeding to the more detailed studies.

Rights-of-Ways

Phase rrr of the environmental assessment process

invorved the selection and evaruation of alternative rights-
of-way within each of the macro-corridors. The intent at
this stage was to identify specific rights-of-way which
would attempt to minimize the ol¡eralI l-evel of macro-corridor
impacts. At this leve1 of investigation, site specific
information and concerns reLating to individual agricultural
operations, exi-sting and potentiar recreation activities,
aesthetics, land use, erectrical effects, the natural environ-
ment and so forth, were involved. A number of specialist
studies v¡ere undertaken within the scope and framework of
the assessment process. A variety of methods vrere appried
according to the nature of the specific environmental
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sensitivity. checkrists, Râp overlays and simuration
models were used. A series of alternative alignments within
the macro-corri"dors r/rrere estabrishedrbased upon a set of
guiderines which had been determined from the externar
involvement program and the specialist studies (Manitoba

Hydro' 1976, p.37-39). During this stage, a number of speci-
fic environmental resource conflicts and trade-offs became

clear. These incruded outdoor recreation and forestry
operations confricts, agricurture ancl urban deveropment

conflict.s, aesthetics, property severances and so forth.
Each of these concerns was reviewed and documented. rt must

be noted, here, that an arternative right-of-way was not
identified in all of, the macro-corridors. This occurred
either because the special environmental studies identified
a constraint which precluded an alignment or because of
concerns expressed during the phase rr review processr oÍ
on account of certain technical,/engineering limitations.

once the alternative routes had been established,
and the details as to the potential environmental effects
had been determined, they were submitted to the r.p.B., the
municipar councils and special interest groups for review
and critical evaluation.

rt was at this point in the program ù.hat a specific
resource use conf,rict emerged" Earry in the study, the
Parks Planning Branch had indicated concern over a recreation
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area, which was designated at the Marchand Ridge, located
about seven kilometres epst of the vilrage of Marchand" The

ridge is one of the few outdoor recreation .ru.=97 in south-
eastern ltlanitoba and is used extensivery by both residents
from the area and from the City of Winnipeg.9E Consequently,
the ridge and adjacent lands were assessed a high impact
evaruaÈion and an alternative macro-corridor and route
which paralleled an existing oir piperine right-of-way and

which by-passed the major recreation area, was identified to
the east. The Department of Renewabre Resources and
Transportation servicesrhowever, had managed the natural
resources of the sandilands provinciar Forest Reserve in the
past. This department expressed considerabre concern over
the effects of the eastern arignment on forestry and wildlife
programs' and reconmended a route over the ridge paralreling
an exist.ing transmission lirre.99

97rh" canada Land capability crassification for out-door recreation is class 5. The highest capabi-lity .iu=,in the area is Class 4.
9St"rnomndum dated Septemberl"foffat, Acting Director of pãrks toPlanning Branch.
99***or.ndum dated November L9, Lg76 from A. l,rurray,Associated Deputy Minister, Departmeni. or Renewabl_e Resourcesand Transportation services to D. Johns, secretêry, rnter-departmen'b.al planning Board.

L6, J-976 from H. D.
D" Johns, Provincial
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Phase IV - Selection of the preferred

Right-qf:way

The serection of the preferred route occurred, primarily
as a result of the rejection of alternatives and the resolu_
tion of many relatively minor resource trade-off decisiorr".l00
The alternative routes proposed. by lranitoba Hydro essentialry
presented choices, anyone of which was t.echnicarry and

economicalty feasible. These alternatives were submitted to
the externar review process for evaruation. During this
process a number of meetings hrere convened by the f .p.B.
between l4anitoba Hydro, the provincial departments, and
the municipal councirs. Finarry, a preferred routi-ng was

established and approved, first by a joint meeting of arr
rural municipal councils, then by all urban municipal

I nrcouncils^"' and rastry by the provinciar agencies through
the rrrt.ia.partmental planning Board. Totar agreement was

not achieved, however, with respect to the Marchand Ridge
area. The Department of Renewable Resources and Transporta_
tion services opposed the eastern route, around the ridge
area. The foll0wing is an excerpt from the minutes of r.p.B.
meeting #8, helcl in hlinnipeg on December g, 1976,

100-As compared to the scare of the trade-off decisionsinvolved with the t"farchand Ridge area.
101t"tr'r.ri"ipa1 

meeti.ngs were co-ordinatedthe llunicipal Services Brañch, not Uy-m..,itoU.
and chaired by
Hydro.
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that I.P.B. approves the following
recommendations to p.L.U.C. :

1. It is suggested that the f.p.B.
recommend to p.L.U.C. Hydro's preferredroute as having met the Departmental
and Municipal concerns excãpt for thoseof the Department of Renewable Resources
and Transportation Services.

2. It is suggested that I.p.B. also adviseP.L.U.C. that the Department of
Renewable Resources is opposed to thatportion of the line running through theSandilands Forest Reserve.

3. It is suggested that these recommenda_
tj,ons and the accompanying background
merno be included b)' Manitoba Hyãro intheir sr¡bmission to the wationãl EnergyBoard and E.A.R.p., along with aIIdepartmental comments.

The probrem of this resource trade-off decision was

subsequent-ly submitted to the poriticar level the provin-
ci-al Land use committ.ee of cabinet-for resorution. The

committee determined that the eastern route was not accep_

table and that the preferred alignment should cross over the
ridge about one-quarter mile to the east of the existing
transmission ri.,u.102 This routing change was accepted by

Manitoba Hydro¡ âs the end resurt of the planning process.
Once the preferred route was approved, a final

environmental- assessment. report which outlined and documented

102¡qinut." of
Committee of Cabinet,

IT WAS AGFüED

Ivleeting #5,
l{innipeg,

Provincial Land Use
December 9, 1976.
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the t.otal process r.ras prepared.l03 The final alignment was

plotted on a set, of rarge-scare aerial photographic mosaics
(1:15,840) and specific environmentar impacts and appropriate
remedial and mitigating measures $rere developed in accordance
with corporate policies and government regurations. This
information was presented in the finar report as a sunmary

' cause-condition-effect ' format .

once the p.L.u"c. had approved the final routing, the
project, entered into the E.A.R.p. The Environrnental Assess-
ment and Review Agency had been invorved as a member, during
the r.P.B. review program. Thus, the Manitoba Hydro environ-
mental assessment report for the 500 kv transmission line
attempted to incorporate the Agency's guidelines and inten-
tions within the overalr planning program (Manitoba Hydro,
1976, p.4). There þrere, however, severar items requiring
further attention. These items reratecl specificalry to con-
taminant.s of the air, water and soirrsuch as erectrical
effects. No pubric hearings rrrere convened by the Minister,

I0 3-- -By the time this routing re-alignrnent was establishedthe-final report which showed the eastern alignment as thepreferred route, v¡as underway. consequentry, a supplãmentaryreport which documented the -pecifics of thã route -ch.r,g." *.sprepared and distributed a10ng with the main report.
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as is his option" The Agency considered that the environ-
ment'al Process which was. follor.red by Manitoba Hydro satisfied
the intentions of public j-nvorvement.l04 As yet, the Agency

has not released a final report on the proj."t.105

Phase Vf - National Energv Board

Ïn January , 1977, Manitoba Hydro submitted the
completed environmental assessment study report to the
National Energy Board in ottawa. The report was reviewed by

the Board's staff and a letter of deficiency $ras received by

Manitoba Hydro 6¡ February 16,Lg77,106 A response to this
deficiency letter was submitted approximately four weeks later.
subsequently, a hearing vras convened by the Board to hear
evidence on the apprication. These hearings were herd
between l4ay 2-t3, L977 in winnipeg. There \^'ere several inter-
ventions on matters relating to the environmental section
of application. The Rurar Municiparity of springfield and

eight separate landowners intervenecl,as did the Manitoba

104_-- -rnterview with N. Brandson, Department of Mines,Resources and Environmentar Management, February 3, l9zg.
105Àt time of writing February 23, 1978.
I06_.The conìmon N.E.B. review procedure is to assessthe documents against the environmental guiderines. Anydeficiencies are recorded and submitted !o the appricant.The applicant must respond to the letter of aefiãiency, tothe satisfaction of the Board, before a hearing date i; set.
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Environrnental Council, ar¡d the ¡aanitoba Natr:ralist society jointly
with ilre Sierra club. Very briefly, and vrithout delving
into the details of the respective interventions, the

springfield intervenors rô'ere concerned, firstry, about a

routing change that had been initiated by lr{anitoba Hydro

during t.he property acquisition stage, and which had not.

been subjected toexternal review. secondly, severaJ. expressed

concern over the potential health and safety aspects of such

high voltage facilities. The two interventions by the
environmental groups were directed primarily towards the

re-alj-gn¡nent of the power rine over the Marchand Ridge area.
Dealing with the springfield issues first, the Board

initiarly reserved decision untir the route change had been

reviewed by the municipal council and approved by the
Provi-ncial Land use committee of cabinet. once this was

accomplished, the Board approved the new routing, and at the
same time noted Manitoba Hydro's attempts to accommodate

local issues (N.8"8., 1977, p"76) . On the matter of the
health and safety concerns of such high vottage power rines
the Board accepted expert testimony that no itl effects wourd

resul-t at this voltage level and given the design parameters
that were being applied by Manitoba Hy.lro.l07 The Board

10 7.-Expert testimony was presented by Dr. E. carstensenof the university of Rochóster. Dr. carstensen has undertakenconsiderable research into the bio-medical effects of highvoJ-tage transmission and provided expert- testimony to thePower Authority of the stãte of New iork Hearings (p.A.s.N.y. )in Albany, New york.
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concLuded that:

The evidence shows
transmission line'
tices are safe andpractice. Audible
ference caused by
be srithin normally
J-977 , p.74) .

that the Applicant's
design and grounding prac-
in accordance with mòdern
noise and radio inter-

the line are expected to
accepted leveIs (N.E.B.,

on the matter of the Marchand Ridge re-arignment, the
Board accepted the western alignment over the ridge, rather
than the eastern alignment around the ridge. rn reaching
this conclusion the Board noted that the provinciar
Department of Renewabre Resources is responsibre

for the administration of the crown Lands in the area, and

accepted this departmentrs assessment (N.8.8., Ig77, p.79).
rn rendering its decision, the Board noted that no evidence
!ìras introduced on the reasons for the re-routing and thus it.
appeared to the Board 'that neither (route) wo¡_rld give rise
to serious negative environmental consequences' (N.E.8.,
1977, p-79) " The route appried for by lvranitoba Hydro was

approved for the issuance of a certificate of pubric conven-
ience and Necessity.

Observations and Summary_

The environmental assessment process discussed in this
chapter contributes an interesting approach to regional
analysis and to comprehensive project planning. rt was

designed to be compatible with and implemented in conjunction
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hrith existing regurations, regisration and the policy inten_
tions of the province of.Manitoba. rÈ is a process by which
certain regional and site-specific priorities can be
expricitly stated. rt is of particurar interest in that
a wide variety of opinions r,ras presented for review
in a logical and systematic manner.

The envi-ronmentar assessment and pranning process was

successful in that it achieved the project objectives. A

preferred route was estabrished which had gained general
public acceptance and provi-ncial approval, and yet satisfied
technical, system and design parameters. This success can
be attribute<l to severar factors. Firstry, the program \rras

very carefully planned and monitored by the proponent and
the r.P.B-, and any departures from the pranned course of
action received immediate attenti,on. For exampre, the
initial study process was estabrished on the basis that
Manitoba Hydro wourd initiate and conduct alr of the meetings
with the municipal councirs. However, as the study progressed,
it became evident that the Municipal services Branch courcl
assist in providing a direct co-ordinated effort. consequentry
the process r¡ras amended"

secondly, arl of the information invorved in the
decision-making was made avairabre to alr of the individuals
and agencies invorved in the external invorvement program.
There was a high degree of openness. The extensive use of
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gràphics wourd seem to have been very successful in communi_

cating the informatíon about the project and the environ_
mental effects.

Thirdly, both the project study group and the review-
ing process functioned as an inter-disciprinary, multi-
disciplinary team. Moreover, the approach recognized the
linear nature of the facirity to be deveroped and Èhe

characteristics of the environment to be studied. Thus,
when new issues were identified as the program progressed,
comprehensive and consistent response !{as possible.

Finallyn it is apparent that there was a firm
commitment on the part of Manitoba Hyd.ro and the Frovincial
agencies to make the process succeed. The re-routing at the
Marchand Ridge is a case in point. The proponent accepted
the change in arignment as estabrished by the process, even
though another route v¡as preferred.

A number of basic observations can be made. The

study program deveroped r wiie range of alternative locations
for the proposed transmi-ssion line, ât both the macro_

corridor and routing phases. Alternative technical considera-
tions such as underground facilities and the up-grading ofexisting
facilities r{ere identified and their reasons for rejection
were documented. These routing alternatives proved to be
valuable in the identification and crarification of environ_
mental issues and community varues and aided in establishing
a preferred route which obtained poriti-car acceptance.
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The nature of the methodorogies which 
'/ere applied

is very important. The ¡hethods must be abre to communicate

the effects which might be expected by project deveropment,
and at. the same time reflect the values of Lhe people and
groups involved in the str.ldy program. some criticism \¡ras

directed towards the meÈhodorogy that was used to estabrish
the macro-corridors because the varues between factors were

not established (i.e., weighted). The methodology itself,
using the maximizing rure was, however, impartiar ancl

accurately presented the l0cation, extent and degree of
impact values,

issues. weightings of specific poricy issuesare best reft
to the poritical arena, whether it is provincial or munici_
pal in scope, rather than to technicians and scientists.

The incremental approach in pla'ning the power rine
appears to offer a high degree of frexibility. Had Manitoba
Hydro estabrished a preferred route, completed the environ-
ment.ar assessment and then submitted the finaL decision for
Provincial approval without the external involvement in the
various phases, there would have been Less opportunity for
adjustment and negotj-ationr particularly if several hundreds
of thousands of dollars had been expended. The incrementar
process, then, by keeping options open as 10ng as possible,
offers the choice of resolving confricts during the process,
at each stage, which in turn reduces the uncertainty associated
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wíth the future deveropment decision.lOE rt is apparent in
such a process as this, that it is essential to have a

clearly recognized final authority such as the provincial
Land use cornmittee of cabinet. However, it is equally
apparent that many of the rand use and resource trade-offs
can be resolved at much lower levels within the bureaucratic
and political sphere. The study team has a major role in
achieving this goat by providing information for discussion
and guiding the process to a decision that is feasible, âs

well as acceptable to the cornrnunity and environmentall_v
desirable.

The executi-on of this environmental assessment and

planni-ng study addressed the procedural framework of the
rnterdepartmental pranning Board rather than the Environ-
mental Assessment and Review Agency. severar- reasons for this
are proposed. First are the historical 0r traditional_
procedures i.r'hich were followed by Manitoba Hydro in the
planning of transmission lines. second is the nature of the
project. Finallyo there are the differences between the two

agencies.

rn the past, the utirity commonly consulted with the
various municipal councils and government agencies on an

ad hoc, need-to-knov¡ basis. over the years, Þranitoba Hvdro

I0 Boborr" , Boulding (Ig7I,) , p . zs .
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had estabrished a routine, although perhaps informar, basis
for planning transmission lines, which depended upon direct
communication between individuals and councils. with the
new requirements to consider and document. environmentar
matters, it wouLd appear that there was a reluctance to
abandon the former procedures which had been reasonabry
successfur in gaining both technicar and political a¡rprovar
of rights-of-way. The Environmentar Assessment. and Review
Agency, which had a very limited scope in terms of the range
of considerations and issues which had traditionatly been
addressed, did not offer the broader leve1 of approvars which
the utility had sought and obtained in the past

Then too, the nature of the project was ì-mportant.
The linear nature of a transmission linen crossing over
agricurtural, urban and crown Lands (forestry, recreation,
etc. ) was perceived by the utirity as essentiarly a land

I ûquse problem" *"- The Environmentar Assessrnent and Review
Agency is ciirected towards specific contaminants of air,
water and soil_.

Moreover, even though the
the requirement to include human

it is able to offer only timited
credibility in the socio-economic

Agency guidelines specify
factors in the assessment,

expertise and professional

factors of land use. A

lo9rrra*rview with
February 14, 1978.

L. E. Poyser, ltanitoba Hydro,
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further consideration is that the authority and accountab.ility
for rand use matters rests with @ (s.¡¿., rg75)
and the Department of Municipal Affairs. Therefore, Manitoba
Hydro was somewhat obligated, considering the major issues _

resource and rand use - to empl0y a process which cour_d approve
the finar routing before submission to the Nationar Energy
Board.

ïn retrospect, perhaps the most important reason for
addressing the procedural framework of the I.p.B., is the
nature of the E-A-R.p. institutional arrangement. The process
as set out in the policy statement (Manitoba, ]1976) appears
to be quite inflexibte. rn the first prace, the project
guidelines issued by the agency cover a broad spectrum of
environmentat information which must be addressed by the
proponent. There is little frexibility to focus on the major
issues. For exampre, in the Manitoba Hydro study, agricur-
ture and the probrems of rand ownership and so forth $rere a
major concern as identified by the externar reviews. The
final results reflect this issue. However, had ilre study
focused on arl aspects of the E.A.R.p. guidelines in such a

manner, then the study either would never have been compreted _

on time at least - or only at great expense. very rikery,
there would have been a tendency to address aII of the guideline
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criÈeria equalry, êt a ress intense rever of effort.ll0
The process, as set out by the Environmental Assess_

ment and Review Agency, like ttreclean Environment Act (s.M.,
L972) is based on the premise that a project is either
approved, with or without conditionsr or rejected. There
wourd appear to be no opportunity for gaining formar approvars
at j-ncremental stages,lll o. for modifications to the process
in order to satisfy interim or new project objectivesr âs is
the sítuation r¿ith the Arberta Environmentar rmpact Assess-
ment Systern (Alberta, Lg7?). fndeed, this aspect, when

considered in the context of a narro$, focus on environmental
contaminants, makes it very difficult to separate the function
of the Environmental Assessment and Review Agency from that
of the Clean Environment Commission.

There are, however, several shortcomings in the

ll^""The same criticism may be appried to the N.E.B.process with its intense reliance on fiied proceauies 
- 
an¿guideri-nes. rt wourd appear that reguratory agencies oftenseem to forget thaÈ guidelines are just guiåes-to ¡ã-followed,not a fixed set of rures which must be oúeyed at anv cost.rt i¡ recognized, however, that regulatory guidelines assistin the administrative proå""s.

'l't1*'^There is a financial aspect to this point. Theseenvironmental- assessment studies ðost a considerable amountof money, particurarry if extensive fier.d prog."*--ã.à required.consequentry, if the E.A.R.p. guiderines wère forrowed pre-cisery, considerable financiar resources wourd have beencommitted by the time the environmental assessment enteredinto the formar review process. Therefore, it is in the pro-ponentrs interest to gain incremental approvars rather thanone finat Go or No Go decision at the ãrr¿ or the review process.
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environmentar assessment, pïocess as appried by Manitoba
Hydro. Generalj-y, these.relate to methodology, public
involvement and administration.

The methods which were applied by the study, while
they do succeed in cornmunicating the anticipated degree,
direction and spatial extent. of the project environmentar
impacts, are rimited in thaÈ it, is often very difficult to
determine the inter-relationships between factors. This
is most apparent, on the regionar scare. This weakness Ís
not totally restricted to this study. rt is a conmon

criticism that applies to many other approaches to environ-
mentar analysis. while a systems Approach, cornbined, with
very large computerized data banksr Rêy provide a partial
answer' the high costs and time associated with such
techniques is a di-sadvantage, especialry if there is no
long-terrn commitment (Lyle, von Wodtke, Lgl4, p.400).
Moreover, few peopre outside of the study team wourd under-
stand the complexities of such an approach.

As documented previousry, there has been considerable
emphasis in the past few years on extensive public invorve-
ment in the planning process.ll2 The process which was

folLowed for the power rine project in Manitoba, whire it

]f 2Àbo,o", p. zz.
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can not be considered nideal'in this respect, did arrow for
a much wider participatipn than has occurred i¡r the past and

did meet. the specific needs of the study program. There

are several point,s worth noting. First, êt the broad,
regional leveIs of analysis the elected provincial and rocal
municipar authorities are often in the best position to
evaruate and determine conununity priorities, and to arrive
at a decision that reflects the comrnunity's interest. A

projecÈ proponent often does not. have that thorough under-
standing of the community which Gertler referred to
(Gertrer I L972, p.23) , and thus is in no position to deter-
rnine and interpret cominunity values.Il3

secondly, the process forlowed opened severar avenues

for participation by individuals. The first is through
the locar municipar council. A second is through the
Provincial Government. A ilrird is directly with the pro-
ponent - l"lanitoba ttrydro. A fourth is at the formal pubric
hearings, if his interest or standing can be estabrished.

with respect to the N.E-B- Hearings, there is some

cause for concern. The Manitoba Flydro process, whi].e it did
extensively involve provinciaì- matters, did not include
representation from the National Energy Board in the course

113r' a practicar vein, in canada at least there issÈrong evidence from the many pranning studies reviewed, tosuggest that traditional decision-making bodies such as thecabinet or }ocal counciL are unwilling to relinquish theirposition as the final authority.
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of the study. Thus, the preferred right-of-way which had been
estabi-ished courd have been rejected or altered sorery on the
basis of evidence presented at the Board's pubric hearings,
even though provincial resouree concerns had been resorved. r14

This is a very unsatisfactory situation. rt is suggested
then, that some change is warranted on this matter. However,
it is recognized that a considerabre amount of investigation
is needed before a new, more functional and representative
procedure can be defined.

114o" 
t case in point, during the earlier Hearings intothe Manitoba Hydro apprication for ã certificate of publ_icNecessity and conveniènce to export power to Minnesota,(January 

' Lg76) the Board dia oide. ä 
"nurrg. in the arignment,based upon strong representation at the public hearings. Thisaction created consiàerable confusion in that neither theProvince, the 1ocal councils nor the affected property owners hadbeen represenl:d tr.g giyel. approvars to fhu nev¡ råutu. ,¡toruover,a change in rhe roure-ar rhe-ñ.8.8. Heariñs ;räsã";;üio n.,r"considerably delayed the in-service date, resurting in Ìostrevenue to t.he province and so forth. The result was that theBoard was required to ho].d a ngy Hearing, and eventuarrydecided to approve the route which had úeen sought in the firstHearing.
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CHAPTER VI

,CONCLUSION

Summarv

This thesÍs has atÈempted to present a contribution
with respect to the evolution and application of envi_ron-

mental policy in canada, and particutarly in t,he Frovince
of ¡{anitoba. It is now the intention to assess this research
in ter:us of the stated objectives and additional research
requirements.

The problern of evaruating the effectiveness of the
environ¡aental assessmenÈ process as applied in Manitoba was

approached by determining the nature of the basic probrems

of resource management and environmental quaIity. The trend
in poJ-icy developmenÈ !.¡as estabrished and the procedures for
incorporating environment,ar- matters into projecÈ pranning were

reviewed by drawing upon the examples which have evolved, in
the Provinces of Alberta, ontario and Manitoba. The basic
intentions and requirements to accomplish this objective were

identified" An environmental assessment. procedure was des-
cribed and evaluat,ed in the context of these intentions and

requirements. rÈ was concruded that the environmentar

assessment process as practiced in Manitoba was an effective
techníque for including environmental matters in project
decision-making. The assessment process which was folrowed
by lÍanitoba Hydro facilitated a co-ordinated approach to

181
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Project planning and the final approvals procedure. several
rimit,atÍons of the provincial institutional arrangement and
process for consídering environmentaL matters in project
planning were presented.

Achievement of OjectÍves

the first task was to examine the basic background
probrems which are involved with the management of natural
resources and the implications to environrnentar quarity.
To achieve this objectíve, the environmental problem was

defined as having its basis in a rimited resource base and

the ]ack of a co-ordinated effort to manage resources in a

manner which reflected their inÈer-relationships. The

example of energy generation and environment $ras presented.
The need to include the public in the pranning process r¡ras

addressed and a generar recognition of the trends evident
in the earLy 1970,s was portrayed.

The second task undertook to investigate the deverop-
ment of government poricies and regislation which have

resulted in the requirement for environmentar assessment

studies- while it is recognized that interest in environ-
mental matters by the canadian public has arisen in the
past (Burton,r97z:p.23) ,this research has focused on the
public expressions of concern which were evident in the rate
1960's and early 1970's. It was observed that the interest
and involvement of the canadian governments in environmental
matters evolved as a-response to these pubric pressures, not
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in anticipation of pubric awareness of the quality of the
environment. The sit,uation was somewhat different in the
unit'ed states. Tn that country, environmentar policies brere
deveroped partiarry as a response to and partiarly in anti-
cipation of the publÍc awareness.

The jurisdictional ambiguities of the constitutional
fra¡nework in canada regarding the environmenÈ have been a

major factor in the delay of environmental policy definition.
The Federal Government could not and did not act untir exten_
sive negotiations had taken place with the provinces" Thus,
it was not untir rate in 1923, some five years after the
issue was first recognized, that there was an attempt at
defining an environmental policy and an environmental assess-
ment process.

At the provincial 1evel of government, the definition
and implementation of environmental policy did noÈ occur
until 1974 through 19?6. Hovrever, by the mid-r970,s, a

process whereby environmentar matters were to be considered
in project planning was established. In Ontario, this was

accornplished by The Envíronment,ar Assessment Act (1g75)
(ont' stat' 1975'¡ c'69) and in Arberta by @
Conservation and Reclamation Àct (Stat. A1ta. , 1973 , c.34,

(Alberta ' rg77) . Manitoba impremented the Manitoba Environ-
mental Assessment and Review process and created an agencv
to ad¡ninister the process in July, 1976.

s.8) and The Environmental rmpact Assessment Guidelines
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The third task was to develop the principres and pro-
cedures which have develçped for environmental assessment.
The accomprishment of t,his objective began with a definition
of the scope of environmenLar assessment Èhat has evorved
in legisration and the literature. rt was concluded that
the ter¡n I envíronment I has t.aken on a much broader inter-
pretation today when compared to the t,raditionar bio-physi-cal
connotations. Today, the need to include social and commun-

ity elenents as part of the environment has been estabrished
by legislati"on in some regions of the country. The term
'assessment' has arso gained a wider scope t,o incrude the
decision-making and pranning process of project deveropment.

Environmentar assessment as a funcÈion of the pranning
process must address, if, it is to be complete, the nature of
laws, polÍtics and planning.1l5 Laws provide the forum for
resorving problems. Pranning provides the skirrs and infor-
mation" The final decision is, however, dependent upon the
involvement of people. The environmental- assessment and
review processes which had been developed in Alberta, ontario
and Manitoba were reviewed. rt was observedf aJnong other
factors, that the trend in Alberta and ontario is toward a

broad interpretation of environmental assessment which has
the force of r-aw. several perceived rimitations to the

f]5s.* discussion, Above p. g0-g4.
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Manitoba environmentar assessment process were presented for
discussion.

rn concluding this taslc, a brief outline of various
tyPes of approaches to environmental assessment were presented.

' ït was observed, and later supported in the discussion, thaÈ
no method is singularly the best approach.

The fourth task r.¡as to describe and evaruate the
effectiveness of the environmental assessment process which
hras foi-lowed by Manitoba Hydro, ín terms of achieving
designated objectives and as an aid to project pranning. The

project which was assessed was a 500,000 volÈ, extra high
voltage poÌ¡/er rine which was to extend from the Dorsey Trans_
former and converter st,atíon, north and east around the city
of $linnipeg, to the Riel station, and thence to the Riel
station, and thence to the rnternational Boundary near the
village of sprague, Manitoba. The planning process invorved
four incremental phases in decision-making:
(1) selecÈion of a study area ¡ (2) the identification of
aLternative macro-corridors; (3) the id,entification of
alternative routes v¡ithin the macro-corridors; and (4) the
selection and detailed evaluation of a preferred routing.

ït was concluded that the environmental assessment
process was effective because:

a) the project objectives v¡ere ¡oet;

b) t'he necessary governmentar and corporate
approvals were achieved;
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c) a general agreeruent on the preferred

route was achieved from a broader

representation than had been possible
in the past;

d) the general 'spirit and intent, of the
environmental assessment. concept, as

it has evolved in other provinces,

including Manitoba, was met - i.e., to
ensure the considerat.ion of environmentar

matters in project planning, at the

earliest possible stage in that, planning
process, before irreversible and,

irretrievable cornrnitments are ¡nade.

several apparent limitations in the Manitoba Environ-
mental Assessnnent and Review process were presented and

discussed. rt, was observed that the M.E..A.R.P. and the
administrative agency do not. appear to have the mandate or
the financial resources to address the range of potentiar
environmental issues which may evolrr..116

16rhi" ot¡servation raises a fundamentar question,
"should the prononent agency provide the fundingi,, rn tne
P.:t., for specific topic areas (eg. archaeologyi ManitobaHydro has funded reseãrch projectÃ. rt would seern, however,that funding for environmentaÍ assessment or resource manage-ment agenciesr.which represent a much broader spectrum ofgovern'ment policy' is beyond the obligation of ãny singreproponent. Moreover, many regulaÈory agencies such as theNational Energy Board, and ûrã m.r.elR.Ã. insist on an ,arms
length ¡ involvement in the deveropment of the profãr,ãrrt, 

=application, because of the potenliar for a 'cãntiict-of-interest I .
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The rnterdepartmentar pranning Board sras the
government liaison agency for the ManiÈoba Hydro study. rt
was observed that the variety of rnember departments and

agencies of Èhe Board pemit a comprehensive review of
resource and land use matters, which is both credible and

accountable to Èhe political revel through the provincial
Land Use Co¡unit,tee of Cabinet. The envÍronmental assessment
processr ôs practiced in Manitoba for the 500 kV transmissj_on
line, since iÈ addresses, severally, the planning, political
and legal,/regulaÈory aspects as established by Ïrre._gtanning
Act (s.¡l- , 1975) ancl the l4anitoba Environ¡nental Assessment

and Review Agency was found to be an aid to the project
planning process.

The fifth and last task of this research was to focus
on furLher research needs and investigations which rnay serve
to improve decisions affecting the quality of the environ-
ment in the province of l'laniÈoba. rn order to accomprish
t'his task, one must first Look at the environmental assess-
ment process as it was appried. Research needs emanate from
the weaknesses of the process.

First', there is the nature of the institutional
arrangements for environmental assessment. there is a need
for an arrangement which provides a minimar overrapping of
reguì-atory and study requirements, a co-ordinating function
with adequate staff and financiar resources, and a formal-
mandate and approvals procedure within the central government.
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rt would seem, then, that an institutionar framework which
incorporates both the rnterdepartmental planning Board pro-
cedures and the Environnental Assessment and Review process

wourd be more effect,ive and credible in addressing environ_
¡rentar matters. The nat,ure and scope of such an arrangement
was not explored by this research.

second, cert.ain tfunit,s or uncertainties are evident
in the environmental assessrflent methods which hrere applied
by the Hydro study. rn principle, it woutd seem that such
methods should attenrpt to incorporate the scientific evi-
dence of environmental assessïnent with the legal and political
varues of t'he comnrunity. As was pointed out by t,he Department,
of lvfunicipal Affairs, this is an obvious area for further
research now that we have a better understanding of the
application of environmentar assessment to project planni_ng.
variations or arternative methods which ruight be apptied to
the planning of linear faciri,ties brere not exprored. There
is an obvious need for further research.

rn executing the External rnvorvement progra¡n,

Manitoba Hydro relied upon direct contact with the indivi-
duals and groups outside of the corporation. consequentry,
the scope of invorvement was rather narrow in that it was

restricted to the government bureaucrâcy, elected represen-
tatives and speciar interest groups. There is a need to
explore alternative meÈhods and techniques for externar
involvement which rnight serve to broaden the base of
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involvement and yet eatisfy t,he nature and objectives of
the environmentar assessment process in Manitob..lr7

The cost to incrude environmental matters in project
planning and develop¡uent is a topic worthy of future research.
In the course of conducting this research, the author has
heard various cor¡ments on the substantial increase in pro-
ject cosÈs due t'o t'he requirement to undertake environmental
assessment studies. The cost effectiveness of environmentar
studies rcas not addressed by this research. rt wourd appear,
however, that the cost of not gaining public or governmental
approvals would sr¡bstantialry outweigh any costs associated
vtit'h the preparation of project environmental assessments.

I'fore recently, a major area of interest has centred
on the socio-economic effects of project planning and

developmento particularry with respect to geographicarry
large projects. Neither the lranitoba Hydro environmental
assessment study nor this research addressed this topic. rt
is of particular interest to reguratory agencies and worthy
of considerable future research efforts.

Finally, there is a need for foLlow_up research
during the construcLion, operation and maintenance of the
facilit.y. This is a 1ong-t,erm commitment, but it is

117s,r.h 
as- t^he pubric educationar- and participationapproaches which have been developed by other go".rrrñãr,tagencies, êg. parks Canada.
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essential. rt wilr be possible to improve future studies
onJ.y by evaluatíng the açcuracy of the predictions made

today. such research shourd not be restricted to Èhe

primary or i-medÍate ef fects. The secondary (or even ter-
tiary) and long-term effects need to be monitored.

Conclusion

Perhaps the most funda¡uental contributi-on of the
processes of environmental assessment, such as designed for
the transmission rine study, is their provision of the means,

with varying degrees of success, of formally introducing
environmental considerations in the decisÍon-making process.

rn the past, this decision process was d,ominated by potit,i-
cians, benefit-cost rat,ios and technical design requirements.
while these factors are still important, the need to incrude
environrnent is recognized now. However, it must also be

appreciated that this change did not occur solely because of
any ethicar responsibility. The change occurred mostly in
response to governmental regislation and regulation. Thus,

t'here is a degree of urgency in the need for empiricar
research in order to deverop and refine new methods and

strengthen existing approaches.

rt has been the main theme throughout this paper that
environmental assessment is a new phase and provides an

additional, more comprehensive scope, to be applied to rand

and resource use analysis. Equally, ilre assessment process
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can serve to assist in the resolution of resource conflicts
at a Lower revel of decision-making than was evident in the
past. This is submitted as a positive step in that rocal
varues can be refrecÈed in project decisions which affecÈ or
influence the conununity.

Environ¡nental assess¡nent Ís rationar and logical. The

assessmenÈ framework that has been apptied i_n Manitoba, and

which has evolved Ín Arberta and ontario, goes a long way

toward Gertlerrs concept of 'opti:num resource use and

environment'" To dater the application of the assessment.

process has been directed primarily towards project develop_
ment' such as the transmission line. At this scale, the
processr €[s an element in regional analysis has proven t,o

be a reasonably successfut toor in the managenent of our
limited naturar resources. rt is suggested that the next
step should be to integrate the principres which have evorved
into higher levels of management and planning and specific
policy instruments.

The present research has been somewhat narrow in
scope in that only the Manitoba situation has been furry
explored. Thus, this thesis does not exhaust the topic. rt
does outline the courses of action which have evorved over
the past few years. This is of immediate and legitímate
interest if wer âs canadians, are to achieve in a rationar
manner, a balance between resource deveropment and the need

to maintain a high standard of environmental quarity.
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Appendix r: Legislation Responsibilities of the Federar
Department of the. Environment

1. Canada gùater Act
2. Canadian wildlife Act
3. Clean Air Act
4. Coastal Fisheries protection Act
5- Eastern Rocky Mountain Forest conservation Act
6. Fish Inspection Act
1. Fisheries Act
8. Fisheries Development Act
9. Fisheríes price Support Act

t0. Fisheries Research Board Act
I1. Forestry Development and Research Act
12. Freshwater Fish !¡tarketing Act
13. Game Export, Act
14, Great Lakes Fisheries Convention Act
15, International River Improvements Act
16. Ffigrat.ory Birds Convention Act
L7. North pacific Fisheries Convention Act
18- North pacifíc Habitat Fishery convention Act
19. NorLhwest Atlantic Fisheries convention Act
20. Pacific Fur Seals Convention Act
2r. Pacific sarmon Fisheries convention Act
22. Salt Fish Act.
23. Weather Modification Information Act
24. 9ùhaling Convention Act
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Appendix rr: Nat.ional Energy Board Guiderines on theEnvironmental rnförmation Required with Applicationsfor certificates for rnternaiionar power iir,es

1. General Requirement

sect,ion 44 of the Nationar Energy Board Act requires
Èhe Board, before issuing a certificate for an inter-
natj"onal porder line, to take into account all matters
that appear to it to be relevant. The Board deems

the environmentar impact of a line to be one such

matter- Accordingly, every applicanÈ for a certifi-
cate is required henceforth to provide an assessment

of the environmental impact of the facility for which

authorization ts requested" The detair of the
assessment shoul_d be commensurate with the magnitude

and complexity of the expected impact.

2. Application for Exemption

Applicants for certificates for rines of voltage less
than 50 kV, on singre pores on the right-of-way of a

road or rairwayr Rây apply to the Board for exemption

from these requirements.

k
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3. submission of sÈudies and other Applications
l{ith the environmental assessment, the appJ.icant shall
submit copies of:
a) any studies that have been

environmental irnpact of the

or any part thereof; and of
b) any applications to and decisions by

public bodies, relating to the line.

Existing Environment

applicant shall provide:

a map or maps of scale at least I:50r000
based on either maps of the National
Topographic System or on aerial photo_

graphs, Lo show the proposed right_of_\,¡ay

and for a width of at least one kilometre
on each side of the po$¡er line to portray
the following:

(i) the surface and near surface
geology,

(ii) soil. t1pes, classified in the

Canadian system,

(iii) any recognized geological or
hydrological hazards such as

landslides, mudflows, floods,

_ earthquakes,

made on the

proposed 1ine

The

The

a)

4.
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(iv) the habitats of terrestrial animal

life, wetland furbearers and water-

fowl, af recognized ímportance,

(v) the habitats of rare or endangered

plant species,

(vi) spawning beds of fish species of
recognized importance,

(vii) the locations of public recreational
areas,

(viii) special areas such as national and

historical parks, provj_ncial parks,

historic and archaeological sites,
ecological reserves, conservation

areas, Indian reserves,

(ix) existing Iand use,

(x) water supply intakes,
(xi) existing and proposed transmission

towers and other power facilities, and

(xii) any proposed construction roads and

camps; and

b) a description of the environmentar components

listed in subsection (a).

5. Environmental Standards

The applicant shall state what environmental standards,
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specifi-cat,ions or guidelines, if âDy, would be forlowecl
in the planning, desÍgn, construction and operation of
the i-ine.

6. The Environmental Impact

The applicant shall state:
a) what width of right-of-way is proposed, and

why bhis width was selected,

b) what changes the construction and operation of
the line and of any associated temporary or
permanent roads would cause to:

(i) land drainage and erosion,
(ii) vegetation,

(iii) v¡itdtife, especially rare or

endangered species,

(iv) fish spawning and productivity,
(v) agriculture, recreation and other

hurnan activities,
(vi) water supplies, and

(vii) land values,

showing in each case what methods wourd be used

to minimize undesirabre effects, and why such

effects should not be further reduced:
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c) what efforts wor¡Id be made to ensure that the
right*of-way:

(i) avoids scenic, historic, residential
and recreational areas, and

(ii) minimizes conflict with any presenr

or approved future land use,

d) what efforts would be made to minimize the

marring of the landscape by the right-of-wayn
to improve the appearance of the l_ine, to
screen it frorn highways and other areas of
public view, and to blend it into the environ_
ment,

e) what pJ"ans have been made for surface restora-
tion after construction, and for the disposal
of construction excavation, debris and wastes,

f) what pesticides or herbicides wourd be used in
the construction and maintenance of the right.-
of-way, including quantities, methods of
application, and effects,

g) what supervision and inspection of environmental
effects and protection would be provided:

(i) during construction, and

(ii) during subsequent operations,
h) what steps would be taken to minimize radio

interference and T.V. interference, and. what
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levels would be expected in decibels above I
rnicrovolt pei metre at the edge of the right-
of-way under fair anrr four weather conditions,
for transmission vo}tages above Z4O kV, what

Ievels of:
(i) audibl-e noise in decibels, and

(ii) ozone concentration in parts per

billion,
would be expected at ground 1evel at the edge

of the right-of-way under fair aird four- weather

conditions,

for transmission voltages above Z4O kV, what

values of electrostatic field gradj-ent in
kilovolts per metre would be expected at mid._

span:

(i) directJ_y uncler the outermost conduc_

tor, and,

(ii) at the edge of the righr-of-wây,
and what measures, íf âDy, would. be taken to
protect people or livestock co¡rLacting vehicres
or metallic structures under the line from

electric shock resurting from incuced vortages,
and

for any substation faciLities forming part of
the internationar power rine, the audibre noise

j)

k)
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in decibels that would be caused at the pro_

perty line, a description of the public exposure

to it, and what steps would be taken to
rninimiae the noise.

7. Alternatives

The applicanÈ shalr staÈe what consideration was given
to alternatives such as:

(i) different routes,
(ii) replacing or upgrading existing Iines,

or

(iii) multiple-use right-of-way with other
utilities,

and why such alternatives were rejected.
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Appendix rrr: General Guidelines for the Environmental
Assessment of Erectric Transmission Lines rssuedby the Þlanitoba Environmentar Assessment. and Review
Agency - November 26, L976.

1. Overview Summary

fhe important findings of the report should be

summarized under this heading in terms undersÈandable

to the general public and those unfamiriar with
scientific usage" The sunmary should contain a

descríption of the probable major environmentaÌ

impacts, the amelioration and nnitigation mea,sures and

a documentation of the significance of the residual
impacts. The sunmary should arso clearry identify
data gaps or knowledge deficiencies and the rimita-
tions they have imposed on the impact assessment.

2. The Project Setting

2.L P¡qject Proponents

The project proponent should be identified and shourd

accept responsibility for statements and judgements

in the environmental impact assessment statement.

2.2 Need for the project

the neecl for the power transmission project should be

outlined in terms of historic, existing and forecasted
demands. rnterrelationships between existing and
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proposed po$rer sources should be discussed in terms

of demand.

2. 3 Alt,ernatives

The proponent should present and discuss the benefits
and disbenefits in terrns of environmental factors of
each feasible alternative in reration to other arter-
natives for the proposed project. The proponent
sharl state what consideration was given Èo arterna-
tives such as:

(i) different routes,
(ii) replacing or upgrading existing lines,

ofr

(iii) multiple-use right-of-way with other
utilities, and why such alternatives
were rejected"

2.4 Associaterâ pro-iects

All projects, existÍng CIr proposed, which may be

affected by the erectric povrer transmission rine ancl

which in turn may cause environmentar concern shourd
be identified. Broad rong-term probabre spin-off
deveJ-opments should also be discussed in terms of
their environmental effects.

3. Characteristics of proposal

All alternatives not discarded in z.z above should
be discussed. Factors common to all arternatives
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and factors unique to indi-vidual alternati.ves should
be presented and discussed.

3,I General Layout

The proposed po$rer corridor and,/or ri_ght-of-way
Iocation should be illustrated on maps of the
National Topographic system or on aerial photographs

of a scare suitable for the clear identification of
roadways, access routes, substations, work campsr polrêr

soì.¡rces and other utility corridors or of a scare of at
least 1:50,000. The topographic maps or aerial photo_
graphs must show for a width of at reast one Kilometre
on each side of the power line the following:

(i) the surface and near surface geology,

(ii) soil types, classified in the Canadian

system, utilizing the provj_ncia1 Depart_

ment of Agriculture soil survey,
(iii) any recognized geological or hydro-

logical hazards (such as landslides,
mudflows, folds, earthquakes, etc. ),

(iv) the habitats of terrestrial animal life,
v¡etland furbearers and waterfowl, of
recognized importance,

(v) the habitats of rare or endangered plant
species,

(vi) the spawning beds of fish species of
recognized importancen
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(vii) the locations of public recreational
areas,

(viii) special areas such as national and his_
torj.c parks, provincial parks, historic
and archaeological sites, ecological
reservesr conservation areasn fndian
reserves, ete. ,

(ix) existing rand use incruding agriculturar
DeparLment of Agriculture cropping

practices, intensive agricultural develop-
ment and farmsteads,

(x) water supply intakes,
(xi) existing and proposed transmission towers

and other pov¡er facilitieso
(xii) any proposed construction roads and camps

and,

(xiii) the route number of any provinciar Trunk

Highway Department of Highways (pTH)

or provincial Road (pR).

3.2 Construction Details
The proposed construction program shourd be described
in its enti-rety" Major components for consideration
include:

nature and extent of right-of-way surveys,
clearing boundaries, methods, schedulinq and

disposal of 
*cuttihgs,
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exeent and naÈure of severence of exisÈing
Department pf Agriculture, parcels of land,

location and design of crossings at streams

... Department of Mines, Resources and Environ_
mentar Ètanagement, rivers, lakes, drains, froodwavs
and roadhrays,

tower and line heightsn spacing intervals and

variations along the right-of-way,

techniques forror,'¡ed in erecting the rine and its
supporting structures, to include tower and rine
heights, spacing intervals and variations arong
the right-of-way, detailing Department of
Ilighways, the crossing of highway routes,
schedules of construction.

3.3

The scheduling and methods of inspection and mainten-
ance of the transmission rine should be detaired.
3.4 Abandonment and Rehabilitation
The proponent shourd describe the expected tife of
the project, disposition of redundant facilities,
closure, revegetation or al_ternate use of right_of_
ways and access roads"
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4" Description of the Existing Environment and
Resource Use

4.1 Air
A description of the historic climatic conditions
that prevair in the vicinity of the proposed trans-
mission line shourd be provided. Factors discussed

should include: temperature, precipitation, wind

speed and direction, the frequency of termperature

inversions, fog, srnoke, haze, freezing precipitation
and high winds.

4.2 Land

The proponent should provide descriptions of the

topographico physiographic and geologic features
within the proposed corridor. SoiI chemistry,
physicar characteristics and soil stabilitv shour<l

be discussed.

The proponent should provide information on the

present use of land and any conflict which would

result with other projected uses.

4.3 Vtater

The biological, chemical and physical characteristics
of surface and ground water and its present and pro-
posed use should be described.

4.4 Biological

the proponent should provide docurnentation and an

evaruation of biorogic communities, within the right-
of-way, considered to have a significant agricult.urar,
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commercial, reereational, educational, sport, ecolo-
gicai" or scientific va1ue. The description should

include the forlowing factors: species composition,

seasonal fluctuations, movements, reproduction,

trophic structure, population dynalnics, critical
parameters, rare and endangered species and the

abiliÈ,y of the biologic communities to vrithstand

increased pressure as a result of improved access to
the area.

4.5 Peoplg

The proponent. shourd descri.be the comrnunities in the

areas, thei-r composition, facilities and attitude
towarcl the proposed development" The proponent

should report on consu.rtation with communities and

residents affected and the resul-ts of such consulta-
tion. Municipar services should corroborate such

consultation. Special attention is t,o be paid to
the manner in which property oþ¡ners are approached.

Describe what affects occur to the 1ocal tax base.

4 "6 Land and Resource Use

An extensive description of the present, proposed

and potential land and resource uses shourd be provided.

Major factors to be considered include: agricurture,
forestry, mi-ning, recreation, archaeorogi-car,historic,

ownership and water resources and traditionar land
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useuse; effects on native peoples and non-native
peoples in terms of jobs, income and income-in-kind.
This should include the type of property rights
sought and the effects on land subdivision; a des-

críption of any district or municipal planning

schemes should be included and any inconsi_stencies

noted.

4.7 Other

A description of any other items not mentioned above

(Section 4) but identified in Section 3.

Environmental Standards

The proponent shalr identify arr legislation, regula-
tions and guidelines that apply to the proposed pro-
ject and state how they propose to comply with them.

Furthermore, the proponent shatl identify what

additional environmental standards, specifications,
objectives or guidelines, if âfly, rr¡ould be followed
in the planning, design, construction and operation
of the line.

Environmental Impacts and Mitigating l,leasures

The proponent should consider and discuss arl potential
impacts, both short and long term, in the area to be

affected by the proposed electric power transmission

6.
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project, in terms of the categories risted, berow and

any others considered pertinent. options ancl measures

available to avoid, minimize or mitigate harmful
effect.s should be investigated and discussed under

each topic

The proponent shall_ state:
a) what. width of right-of-way is proposed, and

why this width was selected,

b) v¡hat changes the construction and operation
of this line and of any associated temporary

or permanent roads would cause to:
(i) i.and draj.nage and erosion,

(ii) vegetation,

(iii) wildlife, especially rare or

endangered species,

(iv) fish spawning and productivity,
(v) recreation and other human

activities,
(vi) water supplies,

(vii) l-and values, and

(viii) agriculture: present as well as

proposed and potential land and

resource use,

showinE in each case what methods would be used
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to ¡ninimize undesirable effects, and why

such effects'should not be further reduced,

c) what efforts would be made to ensure that. the

right-of,-vray:

(i) avoids scenic, historic,
residential and recreational

areas, and,

(ii) minimizes conflict with any

present or approved future land

use,

d) what efforts would be made to minimize the

marring of the landscape by the right-of-way,
to improve the appearance of the line, to screen

it from l'righways and other areas of public view,

to enhance habitat biological production and,

to blend it into the environment,

e) what plans have been made for surface restoration
after construction, and for the disposal of con-

struction excavation, debris, and wasLes,

f) what pesticides or herbicides would be used in
the construction and maintenance of ilre right-
of-way, including quantities, methods of applica-
tion, and effects,

g) what supervision and inspection of environmental

effects and protection would be provided:
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(i) during construction, and

(ii) duting subsequent operationsn

h) what steps v¡ould be taken to minimize radio
interference and TV interference, and what revers
would be expected to decibets above r mi-crovort

per meter at the edge of the right_of_way under

fairandfouIweatherconditions.r¡Ihatstandards

will be employed to minimize reception and trans- :,:

mj.ssion interference in highway vehicles,
i) for transmission voltage above 240 kV, what

levels of:
(i) audible noise in decibels, and

(ii¡ ozone concentration in parts per

bilIion,
would be expected at ground level at the edge

of the right-of-hray under fair and foul weather

.' ,..

conditions,

j) for transmission voltages above 240 kV, what 
.values of electrostatis fiel-d gradient in kiro-

volts per meter woulcl be expected, at mid_span:

(i) directly under the outermost 
,:.,,...:

conductor, and

(ii) at the edge of the right-of-wây,
and what measures, íf âDy, would be taken to
protect people or rivestock contacting vehicres
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or met.allic structures under the line from

electric shock resulting from induced voltages r

for any substat.ion facil-ities forming part of

the international power line, the audible noise

in decibels that would be caused at the property

line, a description of the public exposure to

it, and what steps would be taken to minimize

the noise,

what steps would be taken to dispose of or

utilize slash and any other wastes to be gener-

ated, and

will the land within the right-of-way be leased

for other uses and state the conditions of the

lease.

Residual Impacts

The nature, extent, duration and significance of

environmental impacts that will remain despite the

undertaking of all proposed rnitigating measure, should

be detailed.

1)

m)

7.

B. Supporting Documentation

To include: an annotated list of

copies of reports developed from

with the evaluatiorr, sumrnaries of

to develop the description of the

references cited,

studies associated

field data used

existing environment.
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å,ppendix rv - Ì'tani-toba Hydro Engineering and Design criteriafor the 500,000 Völt Transmissión Line

Operating Voltage 500,000 volts

Cab1e Arrangement euadruplex bundle phase arrangement
Aluminum conductor, steel reinforced
l_" diameter
Delta configuration

Ruling Span 395 metres (S towers every 2 kil_ometresapproximately)

Minimum Conductor Clearance !2.2 metres

Tower Type Self-supporting lattice
Guyed structures in remote areas
Tubular steel under review in
aesthetically sensitive areas

Right-of-lVay Dorsey Station _ 1 52.4 metres
Eastern corridor _ 213"4 metres
Single circuit _ 76.2 metres
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Appendix v: chronology of Major Events During the
Manitoba Hydro Environmental Assãssment andPlanning Study

April, L976 Study program for 5OO,00O volt, trans_mission 1ine refined and inÍtiated by
Manit.oba Hydro

May 2L, 1976 Manitoba Hydro sends letter to all
counqils in proposed -study area, out_lining study program and ieguests
rneeting

June 1-14, I97 6 Manitoba Hydro meets with all councils inurban and rural study areâs

June 18, L976 Meeting htith city of winnipeg Environment.
CommitÈee

June 22 ' L976 t{eeting with Manitoba Naturalist societvto review project

July-August, I976 Field studies, selection and verificationof rnacro-corridors
' August' l8-Sept- 30 ,1976 Review of macro-corridors through r.p.B.

september 22, 1976 rnitial meeting with staff of M.E.A.R.A.

october 12-26, l-g76 Revi-ew of arternative rights-of-way
within macro-corridors

November 4, L976 compretion of speciar studies - eg.,electrical effects of high voltage trans_mission lines

Novemher 8, 1976 Review of alternative routings \^/ith joint
meeting of all urban study aiea counði1s
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November 15, 1976 submission of preliminary preferred
routes to I.P.B.

November 29, 1976 Review and acceptance of preferred routeby all counci.ls at a joint meeting in
Steinbach

December 6, 1976 r.p.B. approval of preferred route with
exception of Marchand Ridge routing

December 7, L976 Provincial Land Use Committee of Cabinet
orders re-routing of powerline to cross
Irfarchand Ridge and gives approval to
routing

December 16, Lg76 Urban study area municipal councils approve
urban routing at joint meeting in lVest-
St. PauI

December 16, 1976 l,teeting v¡ith the Manitoba Departnrent of
Renewable Resources to determine an
acceptable routing over the Þlarchand
Ridge

December 23, J.976 Publication of Manitoba Hydro environmental
assessment report

:

January, 1977 supplementary report prepared to document
Marchand Ridge re*routing. Submissions
to the N.E.B.

February 15, 1977 Deficiency retter received from the N.E.B.
and response prepared 

'

March 29, L977 Manitoba Hydro receives notification thatthe transmission line wiII be subject to
the M.E.A.R.p. and received environmental
assessnrent guidelines
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May 2-13, 1977 N.E.B, Hearings in Winnipeg

AugusÈ, L977 N.E.B. approves 500,000 volt inter-
connection with Northern States power

June 10, 1977 M.E.A.R.A. requests additionar data
regarding the transmission line

July 13, 1977 Manitoba Hydro responds to above request

January 24, 1978 nanitoba Hydro sends additionar data to
the M.E.A.R.A.

March B, 1978 E.A.R.A. approves Manitoba Hydro environ-
mental assessment report and recommends
ministerial approval


